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WOMEN’S
SUMMIT

BY CANDACE HORGAN

The annual Women’s Summit held at Squaw
Valley, California, is an industry-wide event
that allows women to not only polish their
skiing, but learn critical leadership and teambuilding skills that they can take back to their
home resorts.
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FIFTY YEAR
ASSOCIATION AWARD

BY CANDACE HORGAN

The NSP Fifty Year Association Award
recognizes ski areas and resorts that have had
a long and fruitful partnership with patrols of
the National Ski Patrol.
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35 NEW FINANCE DIRECTOR

S

B Y C A NDA C E H O R G A N

NSP recently brought on board a
new finance director, Bill Finley,
who has extensive experience
with financial management in the
nonprofit environment.

38 FROM R.A.T. TO YAP
B Y M O L LY O ’ B R I EN

Molly O’Brien started as a member
of the Run and Tell Patrol at
Belleayre Ski Center in New York,
then became a full-fledged young
adult patroller. She discusses this
transition and what she has learned.

56 MTR CHALLENGE
B Y A L I SO N M C GEE

The inaugural MTR Challenge, held
at the Mount Greylock Ski Club in
Massachusetts, was a rewarding
day that gave patrollers a chance to
practice much-needed MTR, Nordic,
and Avalanche skills.

54 POWDERFALL: SAVE THE DATE
B Y M E L A NI E H O O D
A ND A NDR E GO NSA LV E S

The National Ski Patrol will be
holding Powderfall in April 2017 at 		
Aspen Snowmass, Colorado. Mark
your calendars now!

Cover Photo: Patrollers skiing into Rocky Mountain
National Park. Photo by Andre Gonsalves.
Photo left: Squaw Valley patroller Crystal Winn
demonstrates the double tailrope technique Squaw Valley
Ski Patrol uses to a group at the Women’s Summit.
Photo by Candace Horgan.
Photo above: Belleayre young adult patroller Katie Tota
participating in a toboggan clinic. Photo by C.T. Ware.
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LETTERS

to the Editor
Lessons learned
As a ski patroller, I read the 2015 winter edition of Ski Patrol
Magazine with great interest, but I have to comment on the mention
of the 1979 Three Mile Island (TMI) accident (Will Dunn’s thoughtful
lecture on page 31). I must admit that I didn’t expect to see that in an
NSP magazine.
As a 30-year senior staffer with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, I worked on post-TMI action requirements and
enhanced regulations resulting from this accident. If you’ll forgive
me, I have an opinion and takeaway that is different from Mr. Dunn’s
characterization that the TMI operators should have been able to step
back and analyze the situation. This accident is the most studied,
overanalyzed, and talked about accident in world history.
There were various reasons why the control room operators believed
they didn’t have a stuck open Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV).
Chief among these reasons was that the pressurizer level instrumentation erroneously indicated that level was adequate, inferring that
they did not have a stuck open PORV. Compounding this is the fact
that the operators, and to be clear, all nuclear plant operators in the
country at that time, had been trained to follow their procedures and
rely on their instrumentation. While it was expected that operators
could improvise a solution to a problem, they were not trained to
respond to an emergency similar to what occurred at TMI. In this
case, operation of the reactor and responses by the plant operators
to what was going on really changed for the worse when the control room operator took action to shut off the automatic emergency
cooling to the core. In my opinion, this action (or as we call it in the
trade, an “error of commission”) was the single most important factor
that resulted in the accident.

rely on their instrumentation. Mr. Frederick stated that at the time,
the belief was that, “Operators would be able to improvise a solution.” However, he also stated that the training was not focused on
what operators are expected to do in an emergency.
Today, much has changed. Emergency procedures are now symptom-based (instead of event-based). Reliability of safety-related
equipment has improved. Shift technical advisers (STA) have been
added to aid operators in solving unusual problems. Increased use
of simulators with better fidelity is now the norm. In short, the
approach to nuclear plant operation dramatically changed in the
world, not only for the industry, but for us regulators as well.
So, how does the experience from this accident at TMI contrast
with the EMS world? As a former operator and nuclear power
plant inspector myself, you really are blind sitting in a control
room with no windows. You can’t visually see the patient (i.e.,
the reactor) and thus you have to rely on what your equipment
and monitors tell you. In contrast, EMS providers are trained to
assess the patient directly and not rely solely on indications from
sensors and monitoring equipment. While there are obvious differences between the two situations, I think this lesson learned was
incorporated into the many changes and improvements taken in
response to this accident. This would be my takeaway from Mr.
Dunn’s thoughtful lecture. As with anything, you grow and learn
from experience. It is no different in the nuclear power industry.
Jay Thompson
Whitetail Ski Patrol, Pennsylvania

More on Pulse Oximetry
The article, “The Fifth Vital Sign,” (Ski Patrol Magazine, vol. 33,

In 2009, the NRC hosted a 30th year anniversary of the TMI Unit 2

issue 2) contains good basic information on pulse oximetry. The

accident and asked the TMI operator involved (Mr. Ed Frederick) to

article fails to inform that the standard pulse oximeter does not

give a presentation on his perspectives of the accident. In his words,

discriminate between hemoglobin saturated with oxygen or carbon

operators were trained for the big problem (such as a large break in

monoxide. Carbon monoxide binds 250 times more readily with

the piping that cools the reactor) and to follow their procedures and

hemoglobin to form carboxyhemoglobin. Carboxyhemoglobin is
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LETTERS

to the Editor
not capable of carrying oxygen; however, the standard pulse oxim-

three-generation scenario. The Csongradis do not have as

eter will measure as oxygenated hemoglobin. This can be illustrated

many combined years as the Bierfeldts. For 2016, Ed is in his

by the following example:

46th season, Tom his 35th, and Brendan his fourth. Currently,

You have a snowboarder come into the patrol room complaining

another of Ed’s grandsons is a candidate and is hoping to earn

he is not feeling well. He is complaining of nausea, vomiting, and

his cross by the end of the 2016 season.

fatigue. A set of vitals falls within normal range. The pulse oximeter reads 100 percent. Further discussion reveals the boarder

I liked the article and would be curious to know if you receive

arrived at your area late last night, and it was extremely cold. He

notice of any other patrols that have this scenario. I think it is

did not have a place to stay and left his vehicle idling to keep

quite unique!

warm while he slept. He is directed to the local clinic, where
further tests reveal his oxygen saturation is actually 85 percent,

Take care, and have a great season!

with carboxyhemoglobin saturation of 15 percent.

Tom Csongradi
Jack Frost Ski Patrol

Frank Randall
Chestnut Mountain Ski Patrol, Illinois

More generations

David Johe, M.D.
NSP National Medical Adviser

After Ski Patrol Magazine published my article about the Bierfeldts

Motorcycles part deux

at Holiday Valley in western New York having almost 100 years of

I’m not exactly sure why I didn’t get to the fall issue of Ski Patrol

continuous active patrolling (see “Division News, Will they make

Magazine sooner. It could have been because here in the great

100 combined years of continuous patrolling?” Ski Patrol Magazine,

state of Ohio, we didn’t get our ski area open until after the New

vol. 33, issue 1), I received information from a fellow patroller, Tom

Year, and we didn’t even get our first couple inches of snow until

Csongradi. Although the Csongradi family has only 85 total active

January 10. I think my Ski Patrol Magazine got shoved under my

years, they certainly are showing how patrolling is a family tradition

motorcycle magazines.

at the Jack Frost Ski Patrol in eastern Pennsylvania. Are there any
more families out there with three generations of active patrollers?

Regardless, I felt the need to write in about the winning photo cap-

Hi David,

tions. The uninitiated cannot be faulted, but they clearly missed

I saw your article in the fall 2015 Ski Patrol Magazine about the

the gist. The motorcycle in the photo is similar to the one I ride

three-generation patrollers at Holiday Valley.

and is a BMW GS, which stands for…

You asked the question at the end of the article about how many

Bring More Winter, Great Skiing.

other patrols have three generations of active patrollers that
haven’t missed a season. I don’t know the answer to that, but I

Glad we got that cleared up.

can give you one other mountain!
Jack Frost Ski Patrol in eastern Pennsylvania has a
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Randy Beecham
Snow Trails Ski Patrol, Ohio
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LETTERS

from the Editor
By Candace Horgan, Editor

temporary, or seasonal employees, and another 221,000 people
volunteer in the parks.
Despite the presence of volunteers, until recently, there was no formal agreement between the National Park Service and the National
Ski Patrol for patrollers to volunteer their services in national parks
for things like search and rescue. As Nordic Program Director Rick
Shandler details in his article on page 66, that has changed. The
NSP and NPS have entered into a Joint Statement of Understanding
(JSOU), where Nordic and backcountry patrols can function as an
“agent” of the park and create seasonal or year-round patrols.
Many people worked long hours on this endeavor, both in the
NSP and the NPS, and it should greatly further the mission of the
National Ski Patrol.
Vistas of majestic summits are always popular destinations, whether
in national parks or elsewhere. Summits can also refer to industry
events. Featured in this issue is a report on the annual Women’s
Summit held at Squaw Valley, California. This three-day event
provides an opportunity for women to improve their skiing skills by
learning from some of the best women instructors. More importantly,
it offers an opportunity to network with other women in the ski
industry and learn leadership and development from them.

As I write this, we’ve just turned the clocks forward and are enjoying the later daylight hours in Denver. The spring weather has many
looking forward to warm summer activities, whether it be things like
golf and biking or hiking and camping.
For many patrollers, the mountains are not just a winter destination.
Summer brings with it chances to hike the Appalachian or Pacific
Crest Trails, try to climb famous peaks like Mount Rainier or the
Grand Teton, and generally revel in nature.
The first designated national park was Yellowstone, created in 1872
by President Ulysses S. Grant. Several followed, including Yosemite
and Sequoia in 1890. The National Park Service was created in 1916,
with a designated mission to “conserve the scenery and the natural
and historic objects and wildlife therein, and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave
them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.”
Since that visionary statement, the National Park Service has grown
to encompass 59 national parks in 27 states. A total of 51.9 million
acres is protected in national parks. Many people make touring
national parks a part of their summer vacation. The America the
Beautiful: the National Parks and Federal Recreational Lands Pass
costs only $80 annually, and gives access to not only all national
parks, but also terrain in the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land
Management, and others. In 2014, over 300 million people visited
national parks. The three most visited national parks in 2015 were
Great Smoky Mountains, Grand Canyon, and Rocky Mountain.
Keeping up the parks requires enormous manpower; 22,000 people
are employed by the National Park Service (NPS) as permanent,
12
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Skills development is always an important part of being a patroller.
In this issue, Molly O’Brien, who previously wrote about joining
the Run and Tell Patrol at Belleayre Mountain in the summer 2013
issue, writes about her development into a full-fledged young adult
patroller at Belleayre.
Also in this issue is an article on the unique MTR Challenge held
in Massachusetts, which gave patrollers in the Eastern Division a
chance to fine-tune their MTR skills under the guise of a friendly
competition.
The mission of the National Ski Patrol has long been tied to the
resorts at which patrollers serve. In recognition of this important tie,
NSP recently created the Fifty Year Association Award. This award,
spotlighted in this issue, is a way for patrols to recognize areas that
have shown strong support to NSP patrols and patrollers for 50 years
or more.
By the time you receive this issue, some of you will have already
started planning for your OEC refreshers; the Outdoor Emergency
Care Refresher Workbook 2016 OEC Cycle C that is polybagged with
this issue contains a wealth of information that will help with this
process.
Also polybagged with this issue is the Ski Patrol Catalog Summer
2016. When you are planning those trips to national parks this
summer, and possibly getting to meet with NSP patrollers taking
advantage of the new JSOU, don’t forget to shop for the latest and
greatest summer gear. This catalog will continue to expand its offerings in the future as we recognize that more and more, patrollers are
working all months of the year.
See you out in the mountains!

+

CONTRIBUTORS

Keith Gale
Keith Gale has been the Pinecrest Nordic Ski Patrol representative for about seven years. He
has been a patroller for 16 years. He is an instructor in Avalanche Level 1 and Level 2, Outdoor
Emergency Care, and Mountain Travel and Rescue, and an instructor trainer for Avalanche and
MTR. He is the Mother Lode Region supervisor in Avalanche and MTR. He is also a volunteer
for the Boy Scouts of America and the Sierra Club.

Doug Hill
Doug Hill has been a patroller for 32 years at Snow Summit in Southern California; in his time
at Snow Summit, he spent six years as the patrol representative. He is the current Instructor
Development supervisor for the Far West Division and the Instructor Development Program
administrator for the Southern California Region. Hill is also an OEC instructor and instructor
trainer who contributed to the Outdoor Emergency Care Fourth Edition, and is a former OEC
Program supervisor for both the Southern California Region and the Far West Division.

Alison McGee
Alison McGee is a freelance editor and writer who lives in the Berkshires region of western
Massachusetts. A former editor for Berkshire Living magazine and 02138 Magazine, she now
shares her musings about craft beer on her blog, www.FromThisPintOn.com. Originally from
northern Virginia, Alison has been in the Berkshires for nine years, where she is able to enjoy
year-round adventures, including skiing, snowshoeing, mountain biking, kayaking, rock
climbing, and hiking, all with her favorite pup, Citra. Last year, Alison began backcountry skiing on the Thunderbolt and Ghost Trail and hopes to do more once the snow cooperates. She
thoroughly enjoyed covering the MTR Challenge featured in this issue, and continues to be
inspired by the dedication, talent, and enthusiasm of her ski patrol friends.

Molly O’Brien
Molly O’Brien is a 17-year-old member of the ski patrol at Belleayre Mountain. She has been
working with the ski patrol since she was 12, when she joined the Run and Tell Patrol. Shortly
after turning 15, she became a full patroller and a member of the Young Adult Patroller
Program. This program has been an incredible experience for her and she is sad to be aging out
of the program this spring when she graduates high school. She intends to go to college next
year on a pre-med track to study biology, psychology, and neuroscience.

Jim O’Connor
Jim stared patrolling as a junior over 40 years ago and has been training patrollers in the East
since 1985. He has a career in the medical device industry with roles in engineering, marketing, and now regulatory, quality, and clinical affairs. He is an OET instructor trainer, an
OEC instructor, and patrols in eastern Massachusetts at Nashoba Valley. He holds National
Appointment Number 8372 and Certified Number 626. As a member of the Eastern Division
OET Steering Committee, Jim skis, delivers OET programs, and trains with patrollers in the
Northeast.

C O M M E N TA R Y

Chatting with the
Keeping on top of
a rapidly changing
industry
BY CAND A C E HOR GA N

In December, Ed McNamara, along with Jim Woodrum, was elected to a
second term on the board of directors. Also elected to the board for the
first time were Brian Rull and Ty Damon. The board held its midwinter
meeting in January in Denver, at which McNamara was elected to a third
term as board chair.
During that session, the board also discussed several things related to the
NSP’s new Strategic Vision 2020 and the changing information technology environment.
In early March, Ski Patrol Magazine sat down with McNamara to discuss
the board’s goals for the coming year, the new Strategic Vision 2020 and
what it means for the members and the organization, and how things are
rapidly shifting in the ski resort industry and what NSP needs to do to
stay a leader in that environment.
SPM: The board discussed the new Strategic Vision 2020, and the
staff’s one-year and five-year goals, at its recent meeting and call.
Please tell the members how the Strategic Vision 2020 will help them
and the organization, and how the staff is working to meet those goals.
EM: As we have discussed in past issues, the development of the strategic
plan with a new Mission, Vision, and Strategic Objectives will help the
board, office staff, and national program directors to focus on our longterm future as we work to enhance the operations of the organization over
the next five years. Each of our board meetings in the future will include
updates from Planning Committee Chair Tom Sherry and Executive
Director John McMahon on the progress of our committees and office staff
in achieving their objectives for the year.
SPM: Can you discuss the reception the strategic plan is getting in the
industry and from the resorts?
EM: Currently, we are receiving a very positive response from our industry partners. I think they agree that NSP has taken a giant step forward
in producing a strategic plan that meets the needs of its organization and
syncs with the long-term goals of the ski industry.
SPM: What other goals has the board set for the coming year on the
heels of its January meeting?
EM: There are a number of goals in the current year that the board is looking to accomplish. Our number one goal is to field the new information
technology system that we funded in 2015. The IT Committee is confident
that the system will be up and operational by July 1, 2016. I want to personally thank the members of the committee, Far West Division Director
Bill Gibson, Pacific Northwest Division Director Liz Dodge, board member
Tom Sherry, and board member and IT Committee Chair Chris Pringle,
along with Executive Director John McMahon and Education Director
Sheila Summers, for their hard work on this project over the past 14
months. We expect the new IT system will deliver immediate and tangible
improvements as far as dues collection, registration, and management of
our data.
The second goal is to get each of our committees and subcommittees
synced with the strategic plan and to ensure that each of them have
14
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developed tasks to accomplish over
the coming year that match with the
Strategic Vision 2020 embraced by the
national leadership.
SPM: It seems like with rapidly
evolving technology and the
industry’s response to changing
demographics, many industry
organizations are fundamentally
shifting their models to match that.
For instance, Outdoor Retailer and
SnowSports Industries America are
shifting the dates and formats of their trade shows. In such a dynamic and
rapidly shifting industry environment, what does the NSP need to do to stay
a leader and respond to rapidly shifting needs?
EM: The evolving challenges in our industry are definitely going to require the
organization to be flexible, responsive, and focused on long-term success. The
national leadership team has taken substantial steps to adjust to the shifting
industry environment over the last 12 months.
We’ve already discussed the importance of the strategic plan in keeping the
organization focused on the future and responsive to our key customers. The
second and equally important piece is harnessing the data contained in our
systems to ensure we are best and most efficiently serving the needs of our
members. If we can develop a deeper understanding of our demographics, better assess the effectiveness of our delivery of services, and track metrics such
as recruitment and retention, we will be positioned to identify and respond to
trends proactively instead of reactively. We already have the information, but
have hardly scratched the surface on using it.
In contrast, our new information technology system will allow us to optimize
its use in ways unimaginable a decade ago. By focusing on the future and
embracing modern business practices for maximizing our use of data, our organization will not only survive in the changing environment, but thrive.
SPM: We often talk about information technology. The board received a presentation on a new patrol app at the January meeting; can you discuss that?
EM: At our winter board meeting we were fortunate to have Gary Meyer, a
patroller at Winter Park, provide a thought-provoking presentation about a
mobile phone application he developed for use by patrollers at his area. The
app catalogs and displays information like lifts, trail maps, locations of patrol
huts, toboggans, phones, specialized equipment, patrol roster, OEC info, and
more. It also includes trail status, weather conditions, and other important
data to help patrollers. The information can be customized to each patroller’s
home mountain.
Gary has graciously agreed to make this app available to patrollers throughout the country at no charge to the National Ski Patrol. I think the app will be
particularly useful to those who patrol at larger resorts around the country.
For more information on the app and its relevance to your ski area, contact the
national office.
SPM: We’ve talked in the past a little about the importance of young adult
patrollers. NSP recently announced a new YAP adviser, Paul Touranageau,
who has helped run a young adult program in Winter Park, Colorado. What
is he doing with the program so far, and what is the board doing to further
develop the YAP Program?
EM: I met Paul at the January meeting, and we talked briefly about the Young
Adult Patroller Program, of which I am very supportive. I asked him if there was
any chance he could start attending some of the YAP events around the country
to see how the program is operated in other divisions. I know he was invited
to and plans on attending the Eastern Division Young Adult Seminar, held at
Bromley Mountain in Vermont. It’s a weekend program, and they expect to have
approximately 75 young adult patrollers at the event.

This event has been held annually for over 20 years in the Eastern Division;
it was originally established by Gerry Hyson, former Eastern Division YAP
Program director. The program is popular and has provided the division with
future patrollers. I would encourage other divisions that do not currently have
a YAP program to consider contacting Paul and setting one up.
SPM: It’s been a challenging winter in some respects in the industry;
the East was getting record warm days through December and into
January which severely impacted ski area operations. Do you think this
is further indicative of the need to develop four-season programs?
EM: I think many resorts are heading in that direction, and have been for a
number of years. A considerable number of resorts, both out West and in the
East, have already developed summer programs that include activities such
as golfing, mountain biking, and ropes courses, among others, that allow the
areas to run programs year-round. The NSP is willing to support these efforts.
For instance, this past year, staff from the NSP, including John McMahon,
Melanie Hood, Cara Waite, and Candace Horgan, attended the National
Ski Areas Association’s Downhill Mountain Biking Conference at Winter
Park. We see that type of involvement continuing to expand, along with
those other opportunities. As such, the NSP needs to be prepared to support resorts in those new activities. Our Outdoor Emergency Care Program
needs to be built so that we can handle emergencies all year long.
This spring, the NSP board authorized the signing of an agreement with
the National Park Service (NPS) to provide training in medical support
and search and rescue to those national parks that were interested in
working with the NSP. Additionally, we currently have a memorandum
of understanding with the U.S. Forest Service to support their activities
through the provision of medical and search and rescue capabilities. In the
future, all national parks will be able to call upon the expertise of the NSP

to assist in the provision of emergency care to their employees and the
visitors to their parks.
SPM: How did that agreement with the National Park Service come about?
How long was it in development, and who spearheaded that effort?
EM: The program itself has been in development for over two years and
has been led by Rick Shandler, the NSP’s Nordic Program director. Rick has
spent a great deal of personal time and effort to ensure that this agreement
was completed. Our thanks to Rick for his work on this project, which will
now allow Nordic patrollers the ability to work in national parks where
requested by the NPS.
SPM: I understand that an unusual event was held in the Eastern
Division this winter. Can you tell us about it?
EM: During the fall 2015, Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island (EMARI)
Region Director Cal Goldsmith saw an advertisement for a “Big Air” contest
to be held at Fenway Park in Boston. The event was a jumping contest
with competitors going off a 140-foot jump built in Fenway Park, the oldest
ballpark in the nation.
Cal contacted the Boston Red Sox team physician and asked if they would
like assistance from the NSP. Cal received a response back in February,
approximately two weeks prior to the event, saying they wanted the NSP to
handle all “on-snow” medical emergencies. Cal immediately put together a
team of Cal, Nick Rasher, and myself to begin the planning for the event.
The group coordinated a team of 36 patrollers from Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine to work the event, where 60 of
the best big air snowboarders and skiers from around the world competed.
The event was a great success, with the patrollers providing medical care
on several occasions to the injured professionals. More information on this
event can be found on page 22 of this issue. +

JOIN OUR FAMILY
50% OFF for NSP members
Apply at https://www.prana.com/influencer.html
with your unique NSP id#
CLOTHING FOR PEOPLE WHO LIVE FULLY,
PL AY LONG, AND TR AVEL WELL.
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From the Board

»»
»»
•

Program leadership is working hard to offer more of our education courses
online, such as the hybrid refresher for those who find distance learning
more efficient or convenient. This will continue with additional courses
being offered in both traditional and distance learning modes to provide
flexibility for instructors to select the approach that works best for the
patrollers they are teaching.

•

We will continue to explore the most efficient ways to teach Outdoor
Emergency Care (OEC) to new and refreshing members to limit burdens
while maintaining the quality that gives confidence to the public and resort
owners that we have a premier medical program.

Exciting Times

The National Ski Patrol is as strong and vital now as it has ever been
throughout its long and proud history. We are a diverse group of more
than 30,000 members with a presence in 38 states domestically and
across three continents. We continue to grow and develop innovative
products for our key customers in the ski industry, all while serving our
communities.
Even with this continued success, the leadership of the organization is
committed to reassessing our progress and building a clear vision that will
move the National Ski Patrol forward. To stay relevant in the industry, the
NSP needs to evolve to meet the needs of both its members and its partners.
The mountain resort industry has seen exceptional growth, but has also
been rapidly changing in recent years, expanding to meet the needs of its
clientele in all four seasons. The industry has developed new recreational
opportunities and offerings. As such, the NSP has to develop new programs to meet those needs as well.
To that end, in January 2015 the NSP board of directors began the process
of developing a new strategic plan, its first in more than a decade.
Information was gathered, interviews held, and issues debated, The group
that came together to create the strategic plan included board members,
division directors, and national office staff together with industry leaders’
involvement. The plan was adopted in September 2015, and was not
merely an update or revision of an old document, but a truly transformative vision for our organization.
The National Ski Patrol’s new mission statement, “To help keep people
safe on the mountain and during other outdoor activities,” acknowledges
our heritage as an organization born on the ski hill while speaking to a
future providing the same quality care to four-season resorts and beyond.
In addition to the new mission statement, the plan lays out five strategic
objectives, which will focus the leaders of our organization at all levels
on solving many of the challenges that confront our members. Like you,
we want to make the administrative aspects of patrolling as efficient and
stress-free as possible so you can focus on those parts of patrolling that
made you interested in becoming a patroller in the first place.
In the future, we will be using the strategic plan objectives to solve many
current problems. We will be able to ensure our member profiles correctly
reflect instructor status, address out-of-date publications, update classes,
and solve registration card delivery delays, to name a few. Listed below
are the five strategic objectives identified in the plan and examples of
work being done to further each.
Make all of our curriculum-based programs current, accessible, and
easier to learn.
• The Education Committee has been restructured to increase the
national leadership’s visibility on our education programs and provide critical support to the national staff.
• The board of directors has committed to funding the development of
updated courses and manuals. Among the publications being worked
on are:
»» A new Avalanche Rescue Quick Guide (projected publication:
2017);
»» An updated Mountain Travel and Rescue Instructor Manual (no
release date set yet);

A new Outdoor Emergency Transportation Manual (no release date
set yet); and
A new Outdoor Emergency Care edition.

Enhance NSP value to our principle customers (ski areas).
• We have created an OEC Program Review Committee to examine the needs
of our ski area partners, compare those needs to our current OEC Program,
and consider how we might modify our OEC Program to better meet those
needs.
• The Governance Committee is examining the associate membership category. Associate members include mountain hosts, mountain bike patrollers,
river guide patrollers, and patrollers that support zip lines, among others.
The Governance Committee is contemplating how to better integrate these
groups into the NSP.
• The Ski Area Relations Committee is meeting regularly with the National
Ski Areas Association (NSAA) to better understand ski area needs and to
keep lines of communication open.
• Our members are working cooperatively with NSAA to update its basic Lift
Evacuation Manual and develop a risk management program.
Increase NSP brand awareness and depth of meaning among our key
constituencies.
A strong brand image is important for many reasons. It helps us recruit and retain
sponsors that support the NSP financially and provide pro deals to our members,
sustains our unique place as “Samaritans of the Snow” with the skiing public,
helps us proactively and meaningfully support the ski areas we serve, and facilitates recruiting new members. We can all contribute to this objective.
• NSP leadership is continuing to engage other industry leaders at regional
and national ski association events.
• NSP staff is working in conjunction with industry professionals to provide
a public service announcement for the skiing and riding public that promotes volunteerism.
• NSP patrollers are actively engaging in countless off-snow events and
activities throughout the year (e.g. bike races, Tough Mudders).
• The Mountain Host Program is continuing to expand its numbers across
the country.
• We can all enthusiastically talk to folks on the chairlift about the camaraderie and personal satisfaction of being a patroller.
• National leadership is currently discussing other opportunities to expand
the exposure of the National Ski Patrol.
Establish a new IT (information technology) platform and support its smooth
operation throughout the organization.
• An IT Committee was created over a year ago to take a hard look at our
existing IT system and determine the best approach to improve it. After
studying our current system, which consists of an antiquated, highly
customized, and unstable environment housed at the national office, the IT
Committee determined the appropriate course of action was to request that
the board allocate funds to create an entirely new IT system.
• The new environment will be externally hosted and has been developed
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(WITH TONGUE)

CUFF
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The board and executive director. (From L-R): John McMahon, Brian Rull, Dave Walker, Bill Sinykin, Morgan Armstrong, Norris Woody, Chris
Pringle, Jim Woodrum, Ken Kramer, Tom Sherry, Ty Damon, Keith Cassidy, Rick Knight, and Ed McNamara. Photo by Candace Horgan.

using industry best practices. The creation
of this new system is complete and testing is
underway. If there are issues with the system
in the future, we have support agreements
with vendors who will be ready and wellpositioned to address the problem. We are
happy to say that our organization will have
a robust, modern, and reliable enterprise IT
system that will support all your good work.
We are also happy to say that our organization will be out of the IT business.
• The new system will allow us to improve
data gathering and storage of information
for our members. Member profiles will look
different, with additional fields and more relevant data. These additional fields may not
be filled at first, as data will be brought over
from the current system, but with time this
information can be gathered and entered.
• Courses taken will be entered online by
instructors and students who pass the course
will be able to immediately see the class on
their profile, eliminating delays and possible
data entry errors.

TOURING
SOLES

• The registration process will be greatly
simplified. Patrol directors will indicate that
a patroller has met their requirements online.
Once that is done, members will be able to
directly review their profile, correct demographic information and email addresses,
easily pay their registration fees online, and
immediately print their own cards.
REMOVEABLE
TONGUE

SKI/HIKE MECHANISM

LUPO T.I. CARBON

• Our website will be revised, making it more
intuitive and easier to use.
• Reports will be available for line officers
and program leaders, replacing the currently
available reports and having additional

WEIGHT: 1650gr wo/tongue
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Rick Knight
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reports available as needed. The data used
for these reports, once cleaned up, will be
secure and will not require constant maintenance to keep it accurate.
Continue to protect the independence of the
OEC Program.
• The National Legal Committee is working
closely with the division directors to address
any efforts to restrict the use of OEC.
• We will continue to educate and inform
those who ask about our quality control processes to assure them that we closely monitor
our performance and require continuing
education for our instructors.
• National leadership will ensure that OEC
continues to meet emergency medical
responder requirements.
The effort and expertise that has already been
leveraged to develop and implement these
strategic objectives is significant. The progress of
the organization in achieving milestones toward
these goals will soon become obvious both to you
and our industry partners. The plan will provide
our leaders the direction needed to continue
to improve the way we serve our members and
others.
We understand that change is not always easy.
As you begin to experience these changes,
please keep an open mind and know that leaders
throughout the National Ski Patrol are working
hard to move our organization forward so it can
remain relevant in a rapidly changing environment. Always feel free to share your thoughts with
your division director or any member of the board.
Working together, we will ensure the vibrant
future of the National Ski Patrol for another
75-plus years. +
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BULLETINS

LEARN TO SKI AND
SNOWBOARD MONTH
On Friday, Jan. 8, 2016, the U.S. ski industry
joined together in an attempt to set a new record
in the Guinness Book of World Records for largest
ski or snowboard lesson ever. While the record has
not been certified yet, it is estimated that 6,000 lessons
were taught at ski areas all across the U.S. on this day.
Weather in the East and Midwest depressed turnout at some of those
areas, but almost 150 of the originally planned 164 resorts offered lessons at the planned 10 a.m. local time.
Ski Utah partnered with the U.S. Forest Service to bring nearly 500
schoolchildren out to local resorts for a free first-time lesson, while
Sunlight Mountain Ski Resort in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, organized another youth-oriented program that also involved the Forest
Service. Burton Snowboards brought the mountain to the people by
giving nearly 100 elementary schoolchildren their first snowboard
lessons at Kings Beach Elementary School in North Lake Tahoe,
California.
“One of our goals was to motivate first timers to learn how to ski or
snowboard by taking a lesson and engaging with fellow participants,”
said Mary Jo Tarallo, spokesperson for the National Learn to Ski and
Snowboard Month. “January is National Learn to Ski and Snowboard
Month and we thought a fun event like this would serve as an ideal
kick off and a way for us to get everyone talking about ways to stay
active during the winter months.”

NEW PARTNERS
Looking for new gear this summer? NSP mailed the Ski Patrol Catalog
Summer 2016 with this issue. Some of these sponsors had gear in that
catalog, and we are continuing to add new ones. Look for these companies in the catalog and on the NSP Pro Deals Page.
PRANA
The National Ski Patrol is excited to inform its members
that prAna is now an official sponsor of the National Ski Patrol.
Members can purchase prAna gear and clothing on the NSP Pro
Deals Page at 50 percent off year round for personal use. prAna
believes that actions speak louder than words, so it creates pieces
based on experience and does so with sustainable and ethical practices. Not only do we enjoy the lifestyle offered by prAna gear, NSP
also supports its mission, so we couldn’t be more proud to offer our
members this new deal. We hope you enjoy prAna!
SUN MOUNTAIN
There is a place where inspiration and invention conspire to change the game of golf. That place is Missoula,
Montana. In 1984, always thinking founder Rick Reimers moved
Sun Mountain to this picturesque mountain town. Decades and
countless patents later, his vision still leads Sun Mountain to one
innovation after another. In 2009, the ClubGlider® revolutionized how golfers travel with their clubs. For 2016, Sun Mountain
is applying ClubGlider technology to create the SkiGlider and
FreeGlider, making the transport of skis, snowboards, and gear
easier than ever. Check out Sun Mountain travel gear on the NSP
Pro Deals Page.

RE-SIGNING PARTNERS
NSP is excited to announce continued partnerships with the following
companies. Look for them on the NSP Pro Deals Page and in the NSP
Online Store.
PRIMAL WEAR
Primal Wear has emerged as the leading designer and manufacturer
of premier cycling apparel. Primal Wear is committed to the progression of cycling for all abilities. Primal Wear is available both on the
NSP Pro Deals Page and with customized NSP jerseys in the NSP’s
Ski Patrol Catalog Summer 2016.
LENOVO
Lenovo can make patrolling easier by providing patrollers incredible offers on laptops, desktops, tablets, workstations, and servers.
Don’t forget that every computer needs an accessory! Visit your NSP
Pro Deals Page for great offers and save up to 30 percent on select
systems! Think Savings. Think Lenovo.
ICELANTIC
Icelantic is an American ski company where creativity, adventure,
innovation, and community shape both its approach to building skis
and a lifestyle. Icelantic is a multidimensional ski company whose
story can be felt through annual artistic themes and the people
behind the brand. Icelantic employs American craftsmanship, topof-the-line materials, and cutting-edge graphic art to provide the
highest-performance ski and experience.
MOUNTAINSMITH
Mountainsmith continues its commitment to building the best-made,
most-durable, and functional packs on the market, unmatched by
anyone for their comfort, stability, value, and performance in the
backcountry. The quality and comfort of all Mountainsmith products,
including technical backpacks, trekking poles, tents and sleeping
bags, travel storage systems, luggage, pet products, camera bags, as
well its iconic lumbar packs, sets a standard of excellence in the
outdoor marketplace.
ARVA
Arva Snow Safety Equipment specializes in the development,
manufacture, and distribution of snow safety products, including
avalanche beacons, shovels, probes, and technical backpacks. With
nearly 30 years manufacturing experience, Arva is dedicated to
developing quality and user-friendly products.

Social Media Spring 2016
NSP has had an exciting year in the social media world. We have taken
huge strides to engage with our audience, and by increasing our followers
in all media outlets, we are happy to report that it is working! By working
with our partners, NSP has brought many different giveaways and prizes
to our social media followers. NSP social media giveaways have included
products from Scarpa, Mountainsmith, Hestra, Yakima, Subaru, Leki,
GoPro, Patagonia, and more. If you are not following us now, we encourage you to take a moment and hit the like button so you can take part in
our exciting campaigns planned for the 2016/2017 season.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/NationalSkiPatrol
Instagram: @NatlSkiPatrol
Twitter: www.twitter.com/NatlSkiPatrol
Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/nspphotos
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Spring Mountain Ski Patrol stages interagency mass casualty incident drill
fractures, eviscerations, smoke inhalation,
and impaled objects.
The event started with a presentation on
mass casualty incidents (MCI), the Incident
Command System (ICS), and triage. Mark
Brasch, a member of the Spring Mountain Ski
Patrol and the chief of Schwenksville Fire
Company, gave the lecture.
The patrol was then divided into two groups
to practice two different scenarios simultaneously. These scenarios were run twice, with a
debriefing in between and the groups trading
scenarios. Patrollers were receptive to the
feedback given, and everyone’s performance
improved.

Patients in the restaurant. Photo by Rick Shandler.

Patrollers triage and treat injured patients from the
restaurant explosion. Photo by Annette Hladio.

Patients in the head-on collision. Photo by
David Marks.

The mass casualty drill. Photo by Annette Hladio.

A patroller receives
a call about an
explosion at the
resort restaurant.
Making his way up
the stairs, he finds
clouds of smoke and
hears the screams
of people calling for
help. He sees bodies
interspersed with
overturned chairs
and tables. He can
barely count the
number of injured.

A few moments
later, a call comes
across the radio
about a head-on
Patients in the chairlift scenario. Photo by David Marks.
collision in the area
parking lot. Reports
of multiple injured patrons start pouring
in. Is this another typical Thursday night at
Spring Mountain?
No, the carnage is actually simulated in a
multi-event mass casualty incident drill.

Moving an injured patient on a backboard. Photo by Annette Hladio.

Practicing lift evacuation. Photo by Annette Hladio.
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Every year, the Spring Mountain Ski
Patrol, located at Spring Mountain Ski
Area in Pennsylvania, holds its annual
on-hill refresher on the last Saturday before
Thanksgiving. This year, the patrol decided
to do something different. We dispensed with
the usual schedule and staged an interagency
mass casualty drill, including a simulated
chairlift derailment.
The 40 patient/victim volunteers from Pope
John Paul II High School were made up by
professional Hollywood makeup artist Lauren
Katz, which lent realism to the drills. Patients
had moulage of everything from minor cuts,
scrapes, and bruises, to compound femur

Following the first two scenarios, the entire
patrol participated in a final grand scenario
involving local fire and EMS agencies,
responding and coordinating as they would
had this been a real MCI.
The fire crews from Schwenksville and
Upper Salford Fire Companies, as well as
the Plymouth Ambulance Lower Frederick
Division and Skippack Rescue, interfaced
through ICS protocols in order to practice and
refine management and communications procedures. This year’s OEC candidates and the
mountain hosts also participated as rescuers.
Scenarios
There were three scenarios that gave the participants multiple things to practice.
Scenario 1: This scenario simulated an
explosion of a gas stove behind the bar at
the Powder Pig Restaurant on the second
floor of the main lodge. Entrance and exit
was only accessible by stairway. There
were several dead victims, an evisceration,
and one patient who was impaled. The
incident commander was first on scene,
quickly assessed the situation, and called
for help, creating teams with separate
responsibilities such as triage and transport. In less than 30 minutes, the rescuers
had approximately a dozen patients stabilized and transported down the stairs to the
staging area.
Scenario 2: This scenario simulated a
head-on collision between two pickup
trucks in the main parking lot. Kids had
been riding in the beds of both trucks and
were ejected onto the ground. An irate
parent was frantically looking for her son,
who may have been part of the scene. “She
wore me out!” said the patroller assigned
to keep her away from the treatment areas.
Again, there were dead or dying victims to
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contend with. Drivers and passengers in the
cabs of both trucks were critically injured.
Moaning, screaming, and gnashing of teeth
added realism.
Scenario 3: This scenario simulated a chairlift failure, with several chairs down on the
ground. A number of patrons were stuck on
the lift and would have to be rescued using
standard lift evacuation techniques. The fire
companies assisted with the lift evacuation
and the ambulance company assisted in
triaging and stabilizing the injured victims
for transport. Again, patients with moulage
added to the realism of this drill. Extra
chairs were strewn about, as well as on top
of many of the victims, adding an extrication
component. Three teams were formed to
manage the victims along different sections
of the lift, one at the bottom, a second from
the bottom to lift tower two, and a third for
the rest of the lift. Patients, victims, and
uninjured customers stuck on the lift were
triaged, rescued, stabilized, and carried to
the staging area within 45 minutes.
Lessons learned: the good
• The outside agencies involved were

impressed with how well Spring Mountain
Ski Patrol handled triage and patient
stabilization.
• Mountain hosts and OEC candidates
worked well with the ski patrollers.
Lessons learned: the bad
• Ski patrollers are so good at backboarding
that they overdid it. The restaurant scenario
was intended to give patrollers practice in
using the chair carry technique to bring
patients down the stairs to the staging area.
Instead, they opted to use backboards.
After the first evaluation and debrief, they
discovered how much more quickly they
could move patients with this method over
backboards, as long as it didn’t compromise
patient safety.
• Triage was not started soon enough by
the first on scene. Triage was still being
done when the team arrived. In fact, the
incident commander had to pass triage on
to a team member.
• There was some difficulty managing the
irate or concerned parents in both the
parking lot and the restaurant scenes. The

first teams to the scenes lost track of them
and they wandered in and out of the treatment areas.
Between the fire crews, ambulance crews,
and patrollers, over 100 rescue personnel
participated in this event. The entire drill
ran smoothly and everybody had fun and
took away valuable lessons. Additionally, an
interagency appreciation for what each group
brings to an actual MCI was a key takeaway.
Upper Salford Fire Chief Tom Bergmeyer
congratulated all the participants on such
a successful drill. Kudos go to the Spring
Mountain Ski Patrol Senior OEC team: Mark
Brasch (lead organizer), Bruce Crawford,
Annette Hladio, Gary Johnson, Pete Macaluso,
Dave Marks, Rick Shandler, Brent Watts, and
Jack Witherington for a well-organized drill.
Special thanks also go to Stephanie
Macaluso, who recruited the young people
from Pope John Paul II High School to play
the patient victims. After the exercise, they
asked, “Can we do it again next year?”
Rick Shandler and David Marks
Spring Mountain Ski Patrol
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Patrollers work Big Air event
at Fenway Park
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Field General Nick Rasher looks down the take-off ramp. Photo by Cal Goldsmith.

of John Shipman, our Eastern
Division director, I decided to
send an email to contact the
Red Sox and see if NSP could
be of service at their event.
It was a full two months later,
and just over three weeks
before the event, that Boston
Red Sox Team Physician
Dr. Lawrence Ronan called
to ask for our help. He and
his medical team of doctors,
trauma nurses, and EMTs had
determined they had a hole in
The Friday Day Crew on the “knuckle.” (From L-R): Rob West, Dave Walker, Deb Foss, Ed
their medical plan, as they had
McNamara, Karl Johnson, and Dave Smith. Photo by Joe Greenwood.
no one that knew how, or had
The very idea of a 140-foot-tall ramp, 338 feet
the capability, to work on snow, especially on
long, with a 38-degree landing ramp and an
top of steeply sloping snow. Eric Webster of the
80-foot landing corral all covered with snow,
United States Ski and Snowboard Association,
and extending from the Green Monster in left
which was in charge of the event, called the
field nearly to home plate in Fenway Park,
next morning to confirm that they needed NSP
must have seemed preposterous to at least one
and clarified that we should plan on having
member of the Boston Red Sox/Fenway Park
patrollers both at the bottom of the landing
management team.
ramp and also at the top of the ramp, aka “the
However, the “Polartec Big Air at Fenway”
knuckle,” complete with sleds.
was brought to Boston, and it was spectacuWe were in, and our team quickly met with
lar! Fenway Park has been host to baseball of
the full medical team led by Dr. Ronan, which
course, but also football games, concerts, and
included other doctors from the Red Sox,
even hockey games, but no ski/snowboard
Boston Bruins hockey team, and New England
event of any kind, let alone Big Air, had ever
Patriots football team. All were affiliated with
been to this 103-year-old ballpark before, until
either Massachusetts General Hospital or Beth
Feb. 10-12, 2016.
Israel Hospital, both right around the corner
This ambitious event first came to our attention
from Fenway. There was also Fenway’s crack
in mid-November 2015. As region director for
team of trauma nurses who man the ICU unit
the Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island
at Fenway Park, normally treating spectators,
Region (EMARI) of NSP, and at the suggestion
but ready to treat the competitors too. Cataldo
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Ambulance Service EMTs also worked the
event, including EMTs who are also EMARI
patrollers. A concussions specialist and an
ortho specialist were also in attendance for the
event.
This was an extremely sophisticated medical
team. For us, definitive care was right at the
edge of the snow. As part of our protocol, it
was agreed that NSP would handle anything
happening on snow using our customary NSP
medical protocols. We owned the snow.
Next, there was a ton of work to do to get
ready: our staffing plan, on-hill protocols, parking arrangements, press arrangements for our
own videographer, credentials, coordination
with the medical team, fine-tuning the medical
plan, insurance, a formal agreement with NSP
and the organizers, family/friend tickets, red
jackets for all, a new vinyl wrap for our EMARI
trailer, and on and on. A huge thank you to
Board Chair Ed McNamara and Nick Rasher,
the Blue Hills Ski Patrol director, for helping
get all these preparations done and for making
it all happen on the ground during the event.
We decided to staff this as a by-invitation event
with two six-person shifts a day: an 8 a.m.-4
p.m. day shift and a 4-10 p.m. night shift.
Two of us were stationed on the knuckle with
sleds, and four were at the bottom. The bottom
teams were stationed at the third base line exit,
where the competitors left the snow, and at the
first base line near the Red Sox dugout, where
the off-snow medical personnel were gathered,
ready to respond as needed.
Wednesday was all practice for the world’s
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acquitted ourselves very well, and won praise
for our professionalism from both the medical
team and event staff. Mission accomplished.
The EMARI NSP trailer with ramp in the background. Patroller
pictured: John Kane. Photo by Scott Crofts.

top 40 men and top 20 women competitors.
Thursday was eliminations for the snowboarders during the day, and the finals at night.
Friday was the same for skiers. The public
came in at 6 p.m. for the night sessions only,
which also included light shows, very loud
music, a live band, and, of course, about
15,000 screaming, enthusiastic fans, all on
national television. Some of those fans were
our own family and friends, as organizers
gave us each two tickets to very excellent
ringside seats.
They told us there would be very few injuries,
and no one would hit the knuckle. Not true.
There were injuries, including a T7 fracture, a
dislocated shoulder, a couple of concussions,
and several wrist injuries. They also told us
no one would leave in a sled if they were
mobile. That was very true. We had sleds and
low angle rescue gear if someone got hung up
on the slope, but that never happened. We

For us, the event was truly amazing. Everyone,
to a person, raved about being able to patrol at
Fenway Park. As I write this, I’m watching the
replay of the event on NBC Sports for the third
or fourth time. It’s been playing more or less
constantly for weeks since the event.
One of the announcers, an East Coast boarder,
talked about what a very big deal it was for
everyone involved, announcers and competitors both, because after all, “THIS IS FENWAY
PARK WE’RE TALKING ABOUT.” That theme
was repeated throughout the broadcast both
nights.
It was the same for us, and was almost surreal.
How cool is it to walk off the streets of Boston
into Fenway Park in your ski patrol parka with
your skis over your shoulder, and to be identified as a patroller by the NSP parka and cross
uniform in front of huge crowds in Fenway?
Very, very indescribably cool!
We all toured the dugout, locker room, training
rooms, medical treatment rooms, and ICU of
the Boston Red Sox, but we all had slightly

different, wonderful experiences: wandering
Fenway; taking the elevator to the top of the
structure, looking down on Boston; standing
on the knuckle looking down the take-off ramp
while the crowd sung the national anthem and
then later the adopted Red Sox seventh inning
stretch song, “Sweet Caroline.”
Other experiences included pre-shift meetings
with the full medical staff each day; interviews
with television and magazines; an impromptu
baseball game on the snowy infield between
sessions, including an in-the-park home run
by McNamara; skiing down the landing ramp
in Fenway; running two sleds down the ramp;
running an info booth both nights handing out
NSP swag; showing off our new NSP trailer
wrap; and watching our friends and family
going nuts just to be there.
The day sessions and night sessions were very
different, but these sessions all had one thing
in common: all were absolute, pure magic for
all of us.
Cal Goldsmith
Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island
Region Director
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Deb Cowell offers lessons in determination

were delayed by injury and scheduling conflicts, but she attained
Nordic Senior in 2007. She then started
on Nordic Master.
“During that time, I was juggling my YAP,
Women’s, PSIA, and Nordic Senior schedules,” she explains. “The Eastern Division
Nordic, MTR (Mountain Travel and Rescue),
and Avalanche advisers, who felt there was
a need for an equivalent classification to
Certified, started fleshing out a program that
would eventually become Nordic Master.”

Deb Cowell.

Imagine training for one of the highest levels
of certification in the National Ski Patrol.
Now, imagine being diagnosed and treated
for breast cancer at the same time. This is
Deb Cowell’s story. Deb wanted to share her
story to encourage others to not only set
goals, but to continue pursuing them even
when adversity sets in.
On April 25, 2015, Deb Cowell completed
all of the required components and was
awarded Nordic Master Number 10. She is the
first woman to complete the Nordic Master
Program which, like the Certified Program,
was the brainchild of the Eastern Division.
“I hope I can inspire other women to pursue
Nordic Master certification,” she says. “It
looks daunting on paper, but it is a very
doable path to improving your patroller
skills.”
Deb jumps into everything she does with
both feet. Her first year as a member of NSP
found her registered as an alpine patroller at
Hidden Valley Ski Area and a Nordic patroller at High Point Cross Country Ski Center,
both in New Jersey. A strong skier, Deb was
already a Professional Ski Instructors of
America alpine ski instructor. By 2003, she
became an alpine Senior. Even though she
was relatively new to patrolling, she was
quickly tapped to lead the region’s Young
Adult Patroller Program and Women’s
Program.
Her attempts to become a Nordic Senior
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The requirements for Nordic Master became
an outline for Deb’s patrol-related continuing education. By the time she completed
Nordic Senior, she had completed most
of what would become the Nordic Master
prerequisites.
“Over the next few years, I ticked off the
requirements of the Nordic Master Nordic
Module while teaching at New Jersey
Region Nordic refreshers, in-season training, and teaching at the Division AMN
(Avalanche, MTR, and Nordic) instructor
refreshers,” she says.
She was also working on her telemark skiing skills and took the basic patroller exam
again on tele skis. Her focus also shifted
to completing her PSIA Master Teacher
requirements within the six-year window.
However, on March 21, 2013, Deb received
the biggest scare of her life when she was
diagnosed with breast cancer. Over the
next six months, she had two surgeries to
remove the cancer, 16 weeks of chemotherapy, and six weeks of radiation treatments.
“October 25, 2013, was my last day of
active treatment” Deb notes. “I had begun
trying to work out in August, and was making painfully slow progress. I attended all
the fall refreshers, but I was struggling with
lymphedema-related swelling. As a result, I
could only ski for two to three hours a day
by mid-December.”
Unable to carry a backpack, walk, or ski any
distance, she put her Nordic Master hopes
on hold for another season. She planned to
take it easy for the season, but only got to ski
twice after spraining her ankle.

Once she could hike more than a mile
or two, she got a new Nordic pack with
shoulder straps that didn’t cause irritation or
inflammation. She slowly increased the pack
weight and distance travelled. By the end
of the 2014-15 season, she had completed
the Avalanche Module and was allowed to
schedule the overnight solo-search portion of
the MTR Module. She completed and passed
the last requirement, an interview, in April
2015, and was recognized as Nordic Master
Number 10 at the Eastern Division Spring
Officers Meeting.
She has attained her PSIA Alpine Level II
and Telemark Level I, has her PSIA Special
Populations Accreditation, and is a PSIA
Master Teacher. She also serves on the New
Jersey Region Bike Patrol and the New
Jersey Search and Rescue Affiliate Team,
recently passing their pack test to recertify
by carrying a 25-pound pack for two miles
in 30 minutes.
Recently, she has faced another setback.
“In September 2015, they found additional
cancer,” Deb says. “Lymphedema inflammation following the two biopsies left me
unable to carry a pack again and the first of
the new chemo meds sapped most of my
energy. My patrolling abilities were set back
again by additional cancer-related surgery
in fall 2015. I was able to do some limited
patrolling, plus help with the New Jersey
Region Nordic refresher, an MTR Level 1
course, and a Senior Nordic exam, but not to
the same levels as last season.
“I also had the privilege of helping with
the Eastern Division’s First Annual
MTR Challenge at Mount Greylock in
Massachusetts (see page 56). The rehab is
progressing more slowly than I’d like, but
by next season I hope to be back in shape
and participate in the second annual MTR
Challenge, as a contestant this time, or at
least be able to carry all of my own gear.
Thank you to my Sherpa, Brian Doyle, who
carried the MTR Challenge station supplies
for me as well as some of my personal gear.”
Laura Tucker
Eastern Division Trail Sweep Editor
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From Yale to Harvard, via ski patrol
It’s quite common for someone with a patrolling background
as a young adult, or even as an adult, to have their interest
sparked in a medical career. Such is the case for three physicians on the staff of the Department of Anesthesiology at
Harvard’s Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

(From L-R): Drs. Andrew Miller, James Philip, and
Beverly Philip at the Blue Hills OEC refresher.

These three physicians were all patrollers before earning their medical degrees! Dr. Beverly
Philip and Dr. James Philip, as well as Dr. Andrew Miller, trained in anesthesia and critical care
at Harvard, and serve on the active teaching faculty at Harvard Medical School.
Dr. Beverly Philip is the vice president for scientific affairs of the American Society of
Anesthesiologists. Dr. James Philip is director of clinical bioengineering in the Department of
Anesthesiology at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. Dr. Miller is a graduate of the wilderness
medical director course and is the medical director of the Blue Hills Ski Patrol.
They keep alive a grand tradition of Ivy League connections to the National Ski Patrol, as NSP
founder Charles Minot “Minnie” Dole was a Yale grad.
Between them, the three physicians have 126 years of continuous service to the National Ski
Patrol. All that time in the cold, plus contact with the young and upcoming members of the NSP,
has clearly let them age ever so gracefully.
James Philip and Andrew Miller
Bromley Ski Patrol and Blue Hills Ski Patrol

FAR WEST DIVISION
Far West Division welcomes snow, prepares for summer events
Winter has finally been kind to the ski areas
in the Far West Division. Areas are reporting average to above average snowpack and
skier visits have been setting records. Snow
Summit reported a record day with 18,000
skiers visiting, a record amount in the history
of the area. Along with record skier visits, the
members of the division have been participating in many NSP programs. After a four-year
drought, it has been nice to be able to provide
the programs our members so badly need.
Some of the programs that have suffered in
the past and are seeing new light in the Far
West Division are Alumni, Avalanche, and
the Women’s Program. The Alumni Program,
under a new division adviser, is striving to
reach many former NSP members. For the
third year, the division hosted an Alumni Ski
Day. This year, at Heavenly Mountain Resort,
alumni from around the division enjoyed a
great day on the snow.
With articles in the News and Views, the
division’s newsletter, the focus is on making
sure our former members are still a part of our
patrol family. They are invited to region and
division events and banquets and the annual
awards dinner.
At many areas, alumni are still an active
part of patrolling. At Homewood Mountain
Ski Resort, the alumni are present on the
hill, carry radios, and help the patrol with
26
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everything except guest transport. Not only
do we have retired patrollers involved in
this program, some of our younger members
take advantage of being a part of the Alumni
Program instead of registering inactive. That
way, they still help with instruction and
attend annual OEC refreshers, but are just not
actively patrolling. When their lives allow,
many of them return to active patrolling. We
find it’s a great way to keep them in the NSP
and it helps a member that has already been
an active patroller return to our ranks.
Another program that really took a hit with
the long drought in the Far West Division
has been Avalanche. Over the last four
years, many scheduled classes had to be
canceled due to poor weather conditions.
This year, however, the Avalanche Program
and our instructors have taught courses in
every region to our members and Avalanche
Awareness classes to the general public. Level
1 and Level 2 classes were offered to our
members; some of these classes have been
ongoing for a number of years, but both our
instructors and members have hung in there
and with adequate snowpack completed the
courses this year.
This has been really important, since the
Far West Division requires Avalanche Level
1 as a required elective to become a Senior
patroller. Completing the Level 2 class helps
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some of our members move closer to becoming Avalanche instructors. In some regions,
Avalanche instructors are kept busy teaching
Avalanche Awareness courses to the general
public. This was very successful, both in getting
the information out to the skiing public and even
as a recruiting tool. In the Northern California
Region, Avalanche classes are even being taught
to snowmobile clubs. This is a very good use
of our education programs and is making those
that play in the snow just a bit more aware of the
potential hazards in the backcountry.
A new program to become a division-level program in the Far West is the Women’s Program.
For many years, there have been women’s programs in many of our regions, but after last year’s
Powderfall in Utah, the division board voted to
elevate the program to the division level. Trudy
Nye, an integral part of the Women’s Program
at the national level, was selected to be the first
division Women’s Program adviser. She hit the
ground running, and this year helped create
region-level advisers in all five of the regions.
Most regions held Women’s Program events that
were very well attended. We expect this program
to continue to grow, and under Trudy’s leadership we are sure it will.
The other program that has really taken off in the

Far West Division is the Certified Program. As
the NSP Certified Committee continues to work
out the relationships involved in the program,
the Far West Division continues to enjoy a strong
relationship with the Association of Professional
Patrollers (APP). Last year, five patrollers in
the Southern California Region completed the
program and became fully certified. That really
opened the floodgates. This year in that region,
30 volunteer members of the NSP started the
Certified Program. Yes, 30 in one region alone,
but not to be outdone, other regions’ patrollers
are also stepping up. Now there are well over
50 Far West Division patrollers involved in this
exciting program. At a recent APP clinic held
in Northern California at the Mt. Shasta Ski
Park, almost every patroller that signed up for
the clinic certified in at least one category and
one certified in three categories in just two days;
that’s one third of the categories necessary to
become a Certified patroller.
The relationship between the APP and the Far
West Division is strong, with the president of the
APP serving as a voting member to the division
board. We hope that in the years to come even
more members will strive to become Certified
patrollers.
As summer returns to the West Coast, many

of our patrollers will still be busy with patrol
activities. There are OEC classes scheduled,
and many of our areas host all sorts of summer
events. One of the largest combined bicycle
races, the Sea Otter Classic, is held each year in
April at the Laguna Seca Raceway in Monterey,
California. Over 10,000 bicycle riders and about
60,000 spectators spend a week at the races.
Again this year, patrollers from many different
patrols will provide all the on-course first aid
for the event. It takes more than 50 patrollers
to cover events that include a downhill course,
dual slalom, and several road courses. Most of
the patrollers camp on site at the track. It is a
great way that our members help in the local
community and at the same time show the NSP
brand to the general public. As an added bonus,
Subaru is the race’s main sponsor and loves having the NSP Subarus at the event.
It has been a great season in the Far West
Division, and as we look toward the future, it’s
only a few more months before snow starts to
fall again and even though summer is upon us,
many of our members still enjoy being an active
part of the NSP. In the Far West Division, many
of us are truly becoming year-round patrollers.
Bill Gibson
Far West Division Director
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Pebble Creek receives 50-year recognition
The Pebble Creek Ski Patrol recently
awarded its mountain with a National Ski
Patrol Fifty Year Association Award recognizing 50 years of working together with the
area’s past and present managers in a spirit
of providing a volunteer public service
by offering Outdoor Emergency Care and
public safety for the Pebble Creek Ski Area.
This ceremony took place on Jan. 30, 2016,
in the area’s lodge at 11:30 a.m.
The patrol has worked with a total of four
area owners in the past 53 years since
being chartered in 1963 with the NSP. The
patrol wishes to especially thank Ms. Mary
Reichman, the current area owner and operator (for the past 28 years), as being very
supportive of this continued long-term relationship with the NSP, and looks forward to
another 50 years of working together.
The patrol received news coverage of this
presentation from local television station
KPVI Channel 6. The patrol also bought two
large cakes with frosted pictures of skiers
and boarders on them to honor the event.
After the presentation, a call went out to
all ski area guests that free cake was available. The 50 years of service sign will be

Pebble Creek Ski Patrol. Photo by Tyson Anderson.

displayed on the wall of the lodge.
The Pebble Creek Ski Patrol, formally
known as the Skyline Ski Patrol, began
its journey as a volunteer public service
provided by a few individuals in the
Pocatello, Idaho, and the Portneuf Valley

Region as early as 1948-49. A group of ski
enthusiasts from this region had formed
a ski club that would gather to ski on the
weekends. A couple of the club members
were able to secure a U.S. Forest Service
recreational lease on Bonneville Mountain
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Members of the patrol proudly display their Fifty Year Association Award Sign. (From L-R): Mike Call, Dave
Falkingham, Bob Myers, owner Mary Reichman, Stan Cope, and Stefan Berkel. Photo by Dee Ann Coffin.

near Inkom, Idaho.
Among the club members were two brothers, Joe and Bob Primbs, along with Chester
Allen, who had read an article in a skiing
magazine about Charles Minot “Minnie”
Dole, the founder of the National Ski Patrol,
and how he had formed a group of skiers
into a patrol. These three called Dole to
inquire how they could go about doing the
same. These three recognized and acted
upon the need for mountain rescue from
skiing accidents that seemed to be quite
common among the members of their ski
club. The Primbs were awarded National
Appointment Numbers 938 and 939 for their
pioneering efforts.
Skiing in the area became more popular,
and in 1957, Francis Ranstrom decided to
buy the area’s lease from the owners, Fred
and Paul Hill, who had held an operational
ownership on the area for 12 years. He
became owner/manager of the existing ski
area and formed a limited stock corporation
and sold shares to enlarge and finance the
operation of what has become a fixture in the
Pocatello/Inkom area as a permanent winter
recreational use site. The ski area has had
four different owners/operators in the past
58 years.
The people who were doing rescue and
first aid during this time contacted the
Intermountain Division of the National Ski
Patrol in Salt Lake City, Utah. Their intentions were to affiliate with the NSP because
of the teaching and training that would be

available from
them.
A charter was
signed in 1963 with
The cake at the award ceremony.
the national orgaPhoto c/o Stan Cope.
nization. The patrol
consisted of 22 men
and became an official representative that
taught and trained all members old and new
in Winter Emergency Care. Senior patrollers
and National Appointment Numbers started
to emerge as the needs of the patrol grew.
Today, the patrol has 85 members, consisting
of men and women, skiers and snowboarders, and is also trained in the rescue of
adaptive skiers. Many members of the patrol
have also worked on section, region, and
Intermountain Division assignment duties.
Reichman has been very supportive of the
patrol and has rewarded patrollers with
family passes and individual passes for longevity and NSP course completions.
The patrol has built its own buildings at the
bottom and at the top of the mountain using
volunteer labor and charitable materials,
along with money raised by hosting two
annual events, the Wildflower Festival and
the Octoberfest Street Dance.
The patrol recently celebrated its 50th anniversary with a celebration party for all of the
skiing public and its supporters.
Stan Cope
Pebble Creek Ski Patrol
N S P. O R G
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Arapahoe Basin hosts C-RAD event

Beaver Creek patroller Amy Galipeault and her patrol dog, Annie.
Photo by Candace Horgan.

When someone is buried in an avalanche,
every moment they are under the snow
reduces their chances of survival. Finding the
buried person quickly and digging them out
depends on well-practiced skills, and many
patrollers who work in avalanche terrain
practice their beacon searching and RECCO®
searching skills weekly, if not daily.
That also goes for avalanche dogs. While dogs
make great ambassadors for their home resorts
and are always popular for photo ops with the
general public, these dogs are work dogs, and
getting them practice in their search skills is
critical.
In Colorado, many ski area avalanche rescue
dogs participate in the Colorado Rapid
Avalanche Deployment Program (C-RAD),
whereby dogs and their handlers can be
picked up by a Flight For Life Colorado helicopter and quickly flown into the backcountry
to the scene of an avalanche burial, potentially allowing the dog and handler to find a
buried victim in that all-too-critical 45-minute
timeframe.
In February 2016, the Arapahoe Basin Ski
Patrol hosted a two-day C-RAD training event
where 17 teams visited the Basin from ski
areas around the state to spend two days on
various practice drills. Among the mountains
represented were Arapahoe Basin, Beaver
Creek, Breckenridge, Copper, Keystone,
Loveland, Monarch, Vail, and Summit County
Search and Rescue.
Also on hand to help with the training was

After digging out one buried person, Copper Mountain patrol
dog Mason searches for another. Photo by Candace Horgan.
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Copper Mountain patrol dog Mason. Photo by Candace Horgan.

Jake Hutchinson from Wasatch Backcountry
Rescue, who previously worked as the patrol
director and snow safety director for Canyons
Resort. Hutchinon has raised and trained
avalanche rescue dogs for 15 years and is a
lead instructor for the American Avalanche
Institute. John Reller of the Copper Mountain
Ski Patrol, Troy Booker and Duke Barlow
from the Breckenridge Ski Patrol, and Chris
“Mongo” Reeder from the Vail Ski Patrol also
assisted with the training.
The A-Basin Ski Patrol spent over a week
setting up multiple training sites on the
mountain, and were assisted by the Basin’s
snow grooming team, which moved piles of
snow into mounds for dog holes at the sites.
By the time the dogs and handlers showed
up, there were four sites near mid-mountain
below the East Wall, one site right by the
base near the Black Mountain Express chair,
and a beacon/RECCO® search drill set up in
the trees below the Grizzly Road trail off the
Pallavicini chairlift.
With so many dogs and handlers active on
the mountain practicing during the two
days, the A-Basin patrol enlisted assistance
from the lift staff and other mountain staff
to spend time being buried in the many dog
holes for the drills.
Drills ranged from simple runaways, where a
patroller/volunteer would be partially buried
in a dog hole and get the dog to run toward
him or her and grab a tug toy held by the
volunteer, to complex multiburial scenarios.

One of the dogs doing a drill. Photo by Candace Horgan.

Jake Hutchinson instructing Arapahoe Basin patrol dog Sasha.
Photo by Candace Horgan.

One drill that taxed the training skills involved
a burial with a reported seven people under
the snow. In this drill, two live patients were
buried and beacons and other personal items
were buried to simulate an additional three
live recoveries and two dead burials. A dog
and handler, as well as another rescuer, then
worked the grid to find all the buried victims
and dig out the two actual live burials.
“We were happy to host this event, and feel
that there is value in training our teams that
can and will be called into the field,” said
Arapahoe Basin Assistant Patrol Director
Matt Norfleet, who is also a C-RAD-certified
handler for one of A-Basin’s avalanche dogs,
Rio. “If we are deployed, time can be the
difference between life and death, so sending the most efficient teams we can produce
is our priority. There are many dog schools
out there, but this midwinter training, along
with our fall training, is specifically geared
for our C-RAD teams, which involve certified
dogs, dog handlers, and qualified avalanche
technicians. It’s the same team we send to
respond to an incident, so we train together to
hopefully produce the best results.”
Unfortunately, due to snow and high winds
Flight For Life Colorado was not able to send
a helicopter as previously planned for an
actual helicopter deployment drill. However,
all those who participated in the two-day
event raved about the experience and the ability to get critical training in for their dogs.
Candace Horgan

Copper Mountain patrol dog Mason and his handler, Chris Gray.
Photo by Candace Horgan.
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Western Slope road trip
Kathleen Babcook and Jim Eiberger. Photo
by Dave Hickey.

(From L-R):
Dan Powers,
Jim Eiberger,
Hickey. Phot
o by Kathlee
and Dave
n Babcook.

The NSP Subaru at the base of Powderhorn Mountain with National Day participants. Photo by Dave Hickey.

In March 2016, over 100 patrollers and family
members from 10 different patrols gathered in
the beautiful area of Grand Mesa just outside
Grand Junction, Colorado, at Powderhorn
Mountain Resort for National Day. Members of
the National Ski Patrol, not unlike most service
organizations, often form close friendships, so,
looking forward to a full day of camaraderie
and networking, fellow Winter Park patrollers
Kathleen Babcook, Jim Eiberger, Dan Powers
(Rocky Mountain OET supervisor), and I
decided to attend National Day. We made it a
three-day road trip event and decided to have
some fun on the way.
We packed up the NSP Subaru and headed
out on Thursday afternoon, making our first
stop in Vail for some extra photo opportunities and a quick meal. That night, we stayed
in Glenwood Springs. Here, we met up with
some fellow patrollers, Keith and Cindy
Henderson from Sunlight Mountain Ski
Patrol, to have a nice meal at one of the locals’
favorite restaurants, The Pullman. In preparation for the Defiance Challenge on Friday at
Sunlight Mountain Ski Resort, we enjoyed
a dip in the therapeutic world-renowned
Glenwood Hot Springs.
On Friday morning, we got up bright and early
and were greeted by warm and sunny weather.
The Defiance Challenge is a 10-hour ski endurance race set up by the Sunlight Mountain Ski
Patrol to benefit the National Ski Patrol and
the family of a fallen patroller within the NSP
organization. The race started at 7:00 a.m. with
a cannon shot that sent everyone hustling to
the first lift. The race is comprised of a team
of two participants, with each team needing
to complete 40 runs, or a little over 60,000
vertical feet, in 10 hours! The course takes
participants all over the mountain on 40 designated black and double black runs, with some
32
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steep open bowls and tight glades as well.
In the few moments on the lift and between
runs, I updated friends and family as to my
progress, reporting to them that my team had
completed nine runs by 9:00 a.m. By 10:45
a.m., run 15 was under our belts. As the hours
passed, unsure of how far into the race we
were, I looked over to my partner, Dan Powers,
and said “We are patrollers; we don’t actually
ever ski this much!”
Giving it our very best effort, sadly we fell
short and only completed 28 of the needed 40
runs. As the challenge came to an end, the after
party was hosted by Sunlight Mountain Ski
Patrol and included a fish fry, locally brewed
craft beers, and a silent auction.
While we enjoyed our time at Sunlight
immensely, the next day was National Day, so
we thanked our new friends and headed out to
our next stop, Powderhorn Mountain Resort.
Powderhorn was recently purchased by
Andy Daly and the Gart Brothers. Daly is a
ski industry veteran who started his career in
1968 as a patroller in Aspen, then went on to
hold one of the top spots at Copper Mountain,
Beaver Creek, Eldora, and Vail Associates,
Inc. (Vail R esorts). Powderhorn Mountain is a
family-favorite destination with 1,200 skiable
acres and recently added a tubing hill and a
new high-speed quad called the Flat Top Flyer.
It has also recently doubled its snowmaking
capacity and will now be a year-round resort
with the addition of the mountain bike trails!
Saturday morning, we received a very
hospitable welcome from Pat Trimm of the
Powderhorn Ski Patrol. While they were
impressed by the eye-catching NSP Subaru,
we were impressed by the front row parking
space they had saved us right at the base of the
mountain next to the new high-speed quad lift.

e Hickey (R) with the NSP

Jim Eiberger (L) and Dav

Subaru at Vail.

(From L-R)
: Dan Powe
rs, Dave Hi
Babcook,
ckey, Kath
and Jim Ei
leen
berger.

race at
Toboggan

y. Photo by

National Da

.
Dave Hickey

Many thanks to Pat!
The day began with free skiing on the west
end of the resort, where we chatted with an
on-duty patroller named Jim. Jim temporarily
traded his patrol duties in and became our personal ski guide. He led us through each expert
run on that side of the mountain. After a morning of rigorous skiing, it was time to break for
lunch. We were thrilled to see our Powderhorn
hosts had set up a fire pit and stadium seating
made out of snow. The cozy atmosphere made
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the hardy BBQ pork sandwiches and fixings
taste even better!
After lunch, we continued with the adrenaline-pumping National Day activities, which
included a poker run, a three-person toboggan
race, and a single-person toboggan slalom run.
The three-person toboggan race consisted of a
360-degree rotation between two gates, then
using a bowline knot tied onto the sled to pull
it back uphill, followed by eating a mouthful
of peanut butter, blowing a whistle, then racing
down the rest of the slalom run and ending
in a limbo gate! I’m not sure how anyone
survived that, but I’m happy to have lived to
tell about it.
In what seemed like the end to a perfect
day, the Powderhorn Mountain staff hosted
awards, prizes, and beer while the Alphorn
Band played well into the night. First and second place in the three-person toboggan race
went to Mt. Crescent Ski Patrol from Iowa.
Phil Bintz, Michael Gentry, and Aaron Batt
were the first place finishers and Jim Quinn,
Kris Lea, and Frank Ferguson took second
place. Third place in that event was awarded
to Winter Park Ski Patrol, represented by
Powers, Eiberger, and Babcook.

Hogadon receives 50-year recognition

Accepting the award on behalf of Hogadon are Casper Mayor
Charlie Powell (left) and Casper City Manager John Patterson
(with red tie). Photo by Anna Rosburg.

In February 2016, Fred Crockett, a past
patrol director for the Casper Mountain
Ski Patrol (CMSP) that patrols at
Hogadon Basin Ski Area in Wyoming,
presented the NSP Fifty Year Association
Award to the area. Accepting the award
on behalf of Hogadon were Casper,
Wyoming, Mayor Charlie Powell and
Casper City Manager John Patterson.

The city of Casper owns and operates Hogadon. The ski area is about
eight miles from the city. Hogadon has
been a strong supporter of the CMSP
and the NSP since the area opened in
1958. Former CMSP member Stan Lowe
(recently deceased) was on the NSP Legal
Committee for several years, and was,
along with others, instrumental in getting legislation passed through the U.S.
Congress granting a federal charter to
the NSP. The legislation had apparently
languished for several years.
The city recently built a new patrol
hut at Hogadon. The CMSP is currently
working with the city of Casper to have
the patrol hut named in honor of Stan
and his wife, Pat Lowe, who were longtime CMSP members.
Fred Crockett
Casper Mountain Ski Patrol

In the single-person toboggan race, they had
a men’s and women’s division. Sam Reeve of
Hesperus Resort took first in the men’s, followed by Brian Harrison of Powderhorn and
my fellow Winter Park patroller Powers. In the
women’s, it was Sarah Armstrong of Hesperus
Resort. Winter Park again did well, with
Babcook taking second. Congratulations to all
the participants and winners!
Another NSP National Day has come and
gone. It’s hard to believe that this was only
my third time, in my 18 years of patrolling,
that I have participated. I find that I enjoy
the day a little more every time I attend. The
friendships that are formed while adventuring
together will certainly be long lasting. If you
have never attended an NSP event, I urge you
to put it on your bucket list; better yet, just
put it on your calendar!
I encourage you to book your trip to National
Day, Powderfall, or any regional events. As
Warren Miller so aptly stated, “If you don’t
do it this year, you will be another year older
when you do.” So, get out there and enjoy
hanging out with your fellow patrollers! I
know I sure did!
Dave Hickey
Winter Park Ski Patrol
N S P. O R G
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75 Years of National Ski Patrol celebrated in Steamboat Springs
When Norwegian ski jumper Carl Howelsen
introduced recreational and competitive skiing and ski jumping to Steamboat Springs,
Colorado, in 1913, he could have never
imagined the skiing legacy that would follow.
Known as the “Father of Skiing in Colorado”
in Steamboat Springs, Howelsen started the
first ski club and Winter Carnival (both now
over 100 years old) and built the first ski
jump on a steep hill in downtown Steamboat
Springs, now known as the Howelsen Hill Ski
Area. Howelsen’s influence later transformed
Steamboat Springs into “Ski Town USA®,”
a town now boasting more Olympic athletes
than any other town in the nation.
After almost 50 years of skiing and jumping
at Howelsen Hill, visionary local ranchers
founded Storm Mountain (now the Steamboat
Ski Area) where the legendary “champagne
powder™” has long attracted visitors from
around the world. The development and success of the ski industry in Steamboat Springs
relies on the dedication and professionalism of
our local and National Ski Patrol.
In 1941, three years after the National Ski
Patrol was founded, Steamboat Springs began
its own ski patrol. To celebrate the 75th

anniversary of the ski patrol in Steamboat
Springs, the Tread of Pioneers Museum created
a dedicated display in its “Ski Town USA®”
exhibit. The display chronicles the history of
the local patrol, one of the oldest in the West,
with a compelling presentation of ski patrol
artifacts, photographs, and first-hand stories
(on display through May 2016).
The ski patrol display features a wire rescue
toboggan that was purchased from U.S.
Army surplus and used on historic Howelsen
Hill from 1947-56, as well as first aid belts
(complete with medical supplies) from
long-time patrolmen Vernon Summer and
John Fetcher. Fetcher was one of the founders of the Steamboat Ski Area, an inductee
of the Colorado Ski and Snowboard Hall of
Fame, and one of the oldest patrollers in the
country who served until he was 93 years old.
The Steamboat Ski Area ski patrol base was
named for Fetcher, who passed away in 2009.

Jack Romick
boat patroller
Former Steam
er.
ist
nn
Ba
ice
Photo by Cand

with his wife,

Janie.

Other displayed objects include a 1965 “daily
duty log roster,” uniforms and patches from
various local patrollers, and a 1966-67 ski area
trail map that shows all 182 mapped injuries,
including just 17 toboggan rescues for the
entire season. Today, Steamboat’s patrol could

Jay Fetcher, son of the
late ski patroller John
Fetcher, wearing his
father’s ski patrol jacket.
Photo by Candice Ban
nister.

conduct that many toboggan evacuations in one day.
The museum hosted over 100 past and present ski patrol members and their families for
the exhibit’s opening reception on Jan. 21,
2016. Some patrollers travelled from as far as
Washington and other distant states to attend
the event. Many memories were captured on
video for the museum’s oral history archive,
and many more were shared among friends
while enjoying the exhibit and a few laughs.
A trip to Steamboat Springs is made most
memorable by traveling back in time at the
Tread of Pioneers Museum. Explore the
skiing heritage and the ski patrol history
dedicated to keeping winter sports safe and
fun. The museum is located on the corner of
8th and Oak Street in downtown Steamboat
Springs. Mention this article for free admission for all patrol members. +
Candice Bannister
Executive Director of
Tread of Pioneers Museum
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MEET
NSP’s
NEW
FINANCE
DIRECTOR
BILL FINLEY JOINS NSP,
HAS EXTENSIVE
NONPROFIT
EXPERIENCE
B Y C AN DAC E H O R G AN

O

n Feb. 29, 2016, the NSP welcomed a new finance director, Bill
Finley, who joined NSP after previously working at The Salvation
Army. With Finley’s arrival, the NSP now
has a full finance department, with former
Finance Director Jamie Bruhl now moving to
the position of controller and Michele Gibson
still working as the accountant.
Ski Patrol Magazine sat down with Finley
during his first week on the job to discuss his
background, his thoughts on the National Ski
Patrol, and what his goals are for the finance
department in his first six months.
SPM: Let’s start with a little personal background. Where were you born? I know you
went to Colorado Christian University; was
that your first exposure to Colorado?
BF: I was born in Seattle, and I lived there
and went to high school there and ended up
coming to Colorado first when I was 18 years
old, attending school at CCU. After graduating from there in 2000, I worked for The
Salvation Army for the larger part of the last
two decades, about 15 years, in a variety of
roles, mostly in ones that focused on homeless assistance and addiction treatment or
senior services.
That took me all over Southern California,
and for the last three and a half years, I was
assigned as the chief financial officer for The
Salvation Army in Alaska.
SPM: What was your degree in at CCU?

BF: My degree at CCU was in biblical studies.
I also have a master’s from Regis University
here in Denver, a good Jesuit school, in
nonprofit management. I did that back in the
mid-2000s. I also have various accounting
curriculums along the way.
SPM: In Southern California, were you
doing financial management?
BF: I was doing program management, overseeing shelters and addiction treatment and
transitional housing programs.
SPM: What drew you to that field?
BF: I have a heart to give back and a heart to
help people impacted by issues of addiction.
My family, both my grandparents were alcoholics and got sober, so I wanted to use my
skills in a way that would help further that,
help other people in similar situations.
SPM: So when did you start moving into
the financial end of things from program
management?
BF: I found I had a knack for understanding
financial reports. In program management,
very quickly that was seen and discovered, so
all through my career, I have done a lot more
with finances than a lot of program managers
are really comfortable with. I started doing
it a lot more, and found I enjoyed it. Some
people thought I was crazy, but I enjoy things
like figuring out the puzzle that is finances,
and figuring out how to use financial reports
and help other people use financial reports to
make good, sound business decisions.

I also have a love of the nonprofit sector. I
had a knack for it, and went back to school
to get my master’s degree in nonprofit
management, and then back in 2011 or so, I
had a boss who thought I could develop this
skill in finance a little more, so he encouraged me to go back to school again for the
second time, and I did about a year’s worth
of accounting classes from the University
of California, Irvine, in auditing and basic
accounting and financial statement analysis,
among other things. Auditing to me is probably the most fun.
SPM: So how did you end up in Alaska?
BF: With The Salvation Army, they transferred our family, so we were up there for
four years, based in the Anchorage area, but
we had a lot of operations all over the state,
so I did a lot of statewide travel, a lot of
airplanes, way too many airplanes (laughs). It
was very busy, a lot of work, and it was good
work, but we were faced with the decision
of where we were going to be long-term, and
what we wanted to do long-term, and that
necessitated a change of location and the
kind of work we wanted to do. That led me
on a search for four months, and this position
at the National Ski Patrol opened up and I
applied.
SPM: What drew you to this job, aside from
that it is a nonprofit?
BF: I think there were a few things. The
first is location. I love Colorado. There are
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two places to me that are home; one is the
Pacific Northwest and the coast, and the other
is Denver. I’ve lived near the beach a lot, but
the best beaches are in the Pacific Northwest.
Having gone to school here, I love this place.
I love the seasons. I love Seattle, but my wife
and daughter don’t necessarily like the cloud
cover 300 days a year that I grew up with, so we
were looking for something that provides a little
more balance, and Colorado provides that.
One of my earlies memories of being in
Colorado, I had been here about a month and
was sitting in the 300 level at Coors Field
and a lightning storm came
over, and it started popping all
around. I had never seen anything as awesome as that.

Making great skis & snowboards
in the U.S.A. is our #HighAltitudeHappiness
What’s yours? Tag it.

The location was the key driver,
but the second thing was I
wanted something where I felt I
could use my skills to make the
world a better place. The reality is the ski patrol has a very
unique mission, a calling if you
will, to make sure that when
people engage in the outdoors
and they recreate and re-create,
that they are safe. When something goes wrong, our members
are there to take care of them,
and oftentimes provide that
life-saving support that they
need, which can be the difference between life and death.

is a lot work
to be done to
make sure we
can be good
stewards of
the resources
we are
entrusted
with.”

For me, the mission of the ski patrol hearkens
back to that calling and being able to use my
skills to support that.
SPM: Did you ski growing up?
BF: I cross country skied growing up. I don’t
downhill ski yet. Until a few years ago, I
would never get on anything resembling a ski
lift, and Alyeska in Alaska broke me of that.
They have a tram that goes up the side of the
mountain. I didn’t love it (laughs), but I did it
a couple of times. Me and heights and the ski
lifts are the thing I need to get over, and I’m
looking forward to doing that.
SPM: Tell the members how you are getting
acclimmated here so far.
BF: I think the ski patrol is an amazing organization, because the reality is the national staff
N S P. O R G

To me, the organization is very sound, so what
I look forward to is using my skills to make
sure that the members and the division directors and the board will be able to trust the
accounting that is done in the national office
and that we are transparent in our
operations so that the information
that is presented is not only accurate, but also as a membership
organization we are accountable
to our members and prepared to
help answer questions and be
able to be honest about the financial situation.

“I think there

For me, that hearkens back to another piece
of me growing up. I was an Eagle Scout, and I
love the outdoors. I love hiking. I love whitewater rafting; it’s the most awesome thing
ever. I love the outdoors, I love being outside,
I love being in places where we understand
that this is a big old world, and it’s there to
explore, but doing it in a way that’s responsible and safe.
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is here to support and facilitate, but at the end
of the day, we aren’t the ones, mostly, there
are a couple of the staff here that are patrollers, but we aren’t the ones that are going to be
out rescuing people out there on the slopes.
To know what is happening out there and that
every day, there are patrollers engaged in lifesaving operations, is amazing.

We are in very good financial
standing in terms of the assets
and the future of the organization. I think there is a lot of work
to be done to make sure we can
be good stewards of the resources
we are entrusted with, that
deposits are done very timely,
and that people’s membership
dues are processed rapidly.

SPM: What do you anticipate as
your challenges and goals for your first six
months here?
BF: I think for the first six months, there
are a couple of things on the table. One is
I start right at the beginning of an annual
budget process. Our budget process is very
team-focused, and we get a lot of feedback
from a lot of different people in completing
the budgets, not only staff, but key national
leaders across the organization. We want the
budget process to be simple and clear. There’s
no reason for it to be confusing. I think that’s
part of it, and I think engagement is another
part of it. We are going to be heavily engaged
with the Finance Committee and the board on
a very simple process.
The other piece we have coming online is
the iMIS system. As we bring that online,
we have to look at how it will improve
operations and change operations for us,
and make sure we adapt to those changes.
The way we process information is designed
around computer systems, and there will be
changes that take place, so we want to make
sure when those changes do take place, we
think them through and develop systems
that are good systems and work with them as
they come online. +

FROM

R.A.T.

MOVING UP IN THE
SKI PATROL RANKS

(From L-R): Belleayre YAPs Katie Tota, Samantha
Schneider, Lizzy Brown, and Molly O’Brien on top of
Belleayre Mountain. Photo by Jacob Reich.

BY MO L LY O’BR IEN

I HAVE HAD THE PRIVILEGE OF
Eastern Division YAPs and instructors gathering
before the competition at Jiminy Peak during the
2015 Eastern Division Young Adult Patroller Seminar.
Photo by Jesse Cottingham.

BEING A YOUNG ADULT PATROLLER
(YAP) AT BELLEAYRE MOUNTAIN IN
NEW YORK FOR THE LAST THREE
YEARS, AND HAVE OBSERVED HOW
MUCH THE PROGRAM HAS GROWN
SINCE I JOINED. YAPS ARE HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS AGED 15-18
WHO HAVE VOLUNTEERED TO JOIN
THEIR MOUNTAIN’S SKI PATROL. MY
MOUNTAIN, ALONG WITH MANY
OTHER MOUNTAINS THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY, IS TAKING A
SPECIAL INTEREST IN PATROLLERS
OUR AGE. THEY SAY WE ARE “THE
FUTURE OF THE NATIONAL SKI
PATROL,” AND BASED ON MY
EXPERIENCES, THEY ARE RIGHT.
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Belleayre YAPs Kenneth Ward (left), Molly O’Brien (center), and
Daniel Miller (right) practice their backboarding skills on YAP
Samantha Schneider at the SNY YAP summer clinic on top of
Belleayre Mountain. Photo by Chris Tota.

F

ive years ago, I joined Belleayre
Mountain Ski Patrol’s R.A.T (Run
And Tell) Patrol (see “The R.A.T.
Pack,” Ski Patrol Magazine, vol.
30, issue 3). The R.A.T. Patrol
at Belleayre is open to kids aged 10-15,
is often composed of children/family members of patrollers, and serves as
an introduction to patrolling, with its
members getting basic training on patrolling, first aid, and skiing. I was 13 then,
and extremely eager to one day take the
Outdoor Emergency Care course and
become a full patroller like my dad and my
older brother. Now I am 17 and finishing

Belleayre YAP Samantha Schneider practices bringing down
a loaded toboggan at Plattekill Mountain, with YAP Molly
O’Brien on the tailrope. Photo by Chris Tota.

TO

YAP
Belleayre young adult patroller Katie Tota participating in a toboggan clinic. Photo by C.T. Ware.

up my final year as a YAP. I have passed my OEC
course, as well as my mountain’s evaluation process,
which granted me the coveted white cross.
So many incredible and talented ski patrollers have helped
teach me what I know now and have been more than willing to train me and other YAPs. The opportunity to work
with these great teachers has been especially incredible for
me because it taught me at a young age how to work with
a team in a professional environment. As we all know,
working with people in a tense setting is difficult, especially when dealing with differences in opinions and big
personalities. Learning how to cope with these challenges,
and figuring out how to accomplish the task despite them,
is a skill that I would never have acquired at this age had it
not been for ski patrol.
Although working with these amazing instructors is an
unbelievable experience, one of my favorite parts about
being a YAP is building relationships with the other
YAPs. The group that we have in my region is incredibly close, and includes members from several different
ski areas. We are always enthusiastic about learning new
things and pushing each other to do our best, and we have
been able to help bring our areas together in ways that
adults could have never imagined.
We have bonded so much in the last three years, and
have truly become a family. This bond has proven to be
so essential because of the experiences that we have had

on the hill. It is the best feeling to know that after facing
something distressing I have them to go to for support.
Each winter, my region, Southern New York (SNY), has
three different events catered specifically to the YAPs.
Christopher Tota, our YAP adviser, along with many other
evaluators and instructors, creatively comes up with
interesting and complex scenarios to challenge us at the
OEC clinic. The toboggan clinic, usually held at Plattekill
Mountain, is a great day full of ski skills and working on
our technique in and out of the handles.
Finally, the third clinic (my favorite), is the SNY YAP
Sleepover, which is held at Belleayre. This clinic is an
intense two-day clinic full of training, competition, and a
lot of fun! We spend the night at the top of the mountain
in our summit lodge, and at night we get to learn about
the groomers and other operations, as well as practice
mountain rescue skills.
Beyond the winter clinics, our region hosts a summer
campout and other YAP events. The camping event takes
place in a lean-to on top of Belleayre Mountain. All of
the YAPs hike up, while our instructors drive all of our
supplies to the top. Once we get to the top, we practice
doing OEC scenarios and skills for a few hours. Then
we go out to the lean-to to set up camp. The rest of the
trip is a time to bond with each other and have fun as a
group. However, we do work on some wilderness training and survival skills, such as building shelters with
N S P. O R G
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“

BEING A PART OF THE
SKI PATROL HAS BEEN
THE MOST REWARDING
EXPERIENCE OF MY LIFE
SO FAR. THE THINGS THAT I
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DO FOR
PEOPLE, AND THE SKILLS
THAT I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
ACQUIRE, ARE SO UNIQUE
FOR A PERSON MY AGE.

”

Belleayre YAP Katie Tota (left) leads an OEC scenario at the SNY YAP summer clinic, while directing YAPs Steven Koproski, Daniel Miller,
and Allan Palombi to load the patient (Plattekill Mountain YAP Beau O’Donnel) onto the backboard. Photo by Chris Tota.

limited supplies.
Each of these regional clinics is so educational and fun. The trainers and evaluators
have determined what kind of learning
environment works best for each of us and
make sure that we can get the most out of
each event. The training is challenging and
pushes us to go outside our comfort zone,
but in the end we all take so much away
from the clinics.
Beyond the clinics that take place in the
region, I have been able to attend the Eastern
Division Young Adult Patroller Seminar
multiple times. This is an annual, divisionwide event held at a different mountain each
year. YAPs from all over the Eastern Division
come to compete against each other, showcasing the OEC, toboggan, and ski skills that
they have been practicing at their mountains.
This year’s seminar, hosted by Bromley
Mountain in Vermont, was my last seminar. Two years ago, I made the trip up to
Sugarloaf in Maine for my first seminar,
where I chose to take the enhancement
track rather than competing. I did not have
my cross yet, and therefore felt that my
time would be better spent learning new
techniques from the best instructors in the
division.
Last year, I traveled to Jiminy Peak in
Massachusetts along with eight other YAPs
from my region. I competed for the first time,
and still was able to learn so much. I worked
with YAPs from several other regions, and
40
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observed new ways of accomplishing
the same task. I learned to work with
new people and figure out how to solve
Senior-level scenarios as part of a team. I
was able to bring back to Belleayre all of
the new things that I learned and share
them with the rest of our patrol.
The YAPs that I have met at these
seminars have been some of the most
talented, intuitive, smart, and caring
people I have ever had the pleasure of
working with. They all train so hard
at their mountains so that they can be
the absolute best patrollers possible,
and that really shows when watching them
compete.
Although we are young, we know what we
are doing. The extensive training that is provided for us, and the fact that we took OEC
so recently, allows us to have the fresh ideas
and new techniques that many elder patrollers might not have learned or remember.
When a YAP arrives on the scene to work
with an older patroller who does not usually
see us training, we have found that they are
pleasantly surprised by how much we know.
It is easy for someone who is more experienced than us to want to take over our
scene or not feel comfortable trusting us to
handle large responsibilities. However, day
after day we continue to prove ourselves as
well-rounded, open-minded, and competent
patrollers.
Being a part of the ski patrol has been the

Plattekill Mountain YAP Beau O’Donnell (center), and Belleayre YAPs Kenneth Ward (left) and Nick Hartley (right) practice their backboarding skills
during the SNY YAP Sleepover at Belleayre Mountain. Photo by C.T. Ware.

most rewarding experience of my life so far.
The things that I have been able to do for
people, and the skills that I have been able to
acquire, are so unique for a person my age.
As someone who has always had a passion to
help the people in my community, becoming
a ski patroller has been the perfect way to
channel my enthusiasm for helping others.
This program has allowed me to interact
with amazing individuals who have truly
changed my life for the better.
This program has become a huge part of my
life and is an excellent way for teenagers to
get involved. I thank all of the adult patrollers at mountains all over the United States
for supporting the YAPs at their mountains,
and allowing us this wonderful opportunity.
I hope that the program at my mountain, as
well as the program nationwide, continues to
thrive, and that more young people can take
my place as a YAP after I age-out and graduate high school this spring. +
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n 1938, at the behest of his friend,
Roger F. Langley, head of the National
Ski Association, Charles Minot
“Minnie” Dole created the National
Ski Patrol. The genesis of the idea came
from Langley’s observation of Dole’s
“Super Patrol,” created for the National
Downhill race on the Nosedive trail at
Stowe, Vermont.

For its first 20 years, the
NSP worked under the
aegis of the National Ski
Association. In 1948, the
NSP became a separate
corporate organization
with tax-exemptions, and
it became an independent
organization in 1958.

The NSP was originally conceived as a
subsidiary committee of the National
Ski Association, and the NSP followed
the NSA’s model, with seven geographic
divisions. The NSP would promote ski
safety, and its patrollers would help
save injured skiers. In its first three
years, the NSP grew to include 180
patrols, and its members treated close to
5,000 injured skiers.

As such, the NSP has always
worked closely with mountain resorts and the ski resort
industry in a symbiotic
partnership, with the NSP
developing programs and
patrollers to serve the needs of
its partners, the ski areas, and
the industry in turn helping
NSP to foresee its future needs.
The NSP Fifty
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n Award Sign.

Year Associatio

If your patrol has been with your mountain for 50 years or more,
this Fifty Year Association Award is a great way to recognize that relationship.
Recently, an award was conceived that recognizes this symbiotic partnership, the Fifty
Year Association Award, which is designed to
recognize ski areas that have supported their
local patrol for 50 years or more. This award
recognizes how important NSP patrols are to
the resorts, and also how important the support of the resorts is to the NSP.
“It was developed at the national board level
by John Lawson, and then he asked me and
Rick Hamlin, the national historian, to get
involved in designing the sign,” said NSP
National Awards Adviser Bill Boulter. “We
designed the sign and it was taken to the
national board for approval. It was basically
developed to build a relationship between the
mountains and the patrols, and to thank the
mountains for supporting the National Ski
Patrol over 50-plus years of affiliation.”
Resorts that receive the Fifty Year Association
Award receive a sign as part of their recognition,
and it is often presented in a formal recognition
ceremony. The signs are approximately 2 feet
by 2 feet, and are designed to withstand harsh
outdoor conditions so that they can be mounted
in visible locations at a ski area.
“The company that makes them makes stop
signs and street signs, so it’s that quality of
sign,” said Boulter. “The metal is a little thin,
but if you put one of them up in an outdoortype situation, it would be good for 50 years.”
The first Fifty Year Association Award was
given to Roundtop Mountain Resort in
Pennsylvania on Oct. 26, 2014. (See “Division
News, NSP Fifty Year Association Plaque
awarded to Roundtop Mountain Resort,” Ski
Patrol Magazine, vol. 32, issue 3.) The award
was presented to Irv Naylor, the founder and
owner of Roundtop, by board member John
Lawson, NSP National Legal Adviser Bob
Scarlett, and NSP Eastern Division Awards
Adviser Jerry Sherman.

Josh Jacobson about it yet, but hopefully the
sign will end up in the catalog and it will
be distributed more widely than it is now,”
said Boulter. “This sign recognition thing has
grown slowly, because it really is just wordof-mouth right now. Eventually, I hope to get
the sign in the catalog so everyone will see it.
“It is a little pricey, because it’s only made
to order, because the wording is different on
every sign. It’s not like a generic thing where
you can order a thousand of them. Every one
of them has to have the area name on it and
the date that they were affiliated with the
NSP. If you could order 10,000 of them, you
could probably get them for $10 a piece, but
ordering them one at a time at the $150 price
tag not including shipping, NSP isn’t getting
any profit from it.”
Boulter and the national awards team have
made application for recognition of a patrol’s
resort easy, especially since documentation
can sometimes be hard to find. The form is
one page long and is easy to fill out. It also
has spaces for approvals from the patrol representative, region director, division awards
adviser, and national awards coordinator.
The ordering of the sign takes place on the

“What I’m hoping is that eventually, and I
haven’t talked to (Catalog Sales Director)

“There’s a form that every one of the division
advisers has; the goal is to get that form on
the website with all the other awards forms,”
said Boulter. “The division advisers have
that form that they can send to the regions
and patrols, and patrols can also contact me
to get that form. After someone fills the form
out, they send it to the Awards Committee
so it can be verified as close as possible that
the patrol is 50-plus years old. If it’s more
than 50 years old, we certainly want all those
patrols to get the sign if they can. As you
know, the records of all the patrols and when
they started aren’t at the national office, and
it won’t be easily verified, so the reason we
go through the awards advisers is to get a
rough idea if it’s 50 years or more, or as close
as anybody can remember.”
If your patrol has been with your mountain for 50 years or more, this Fifty Year
Association Award is a great way to recognize
that relationship. Download the form from
the NSP website and fill it out, or ask your
division awards adviser for the form and any
assistance you might need.
+

Freedom RS 130: This is Freeride

“The very first one, at Ski Roundtop, they
had a big anniversary for the mountain, and
the patrol was part of the presentation to the
owners, and they made a big deal of it. That’s
just what we are looking for, a thank you for
having that relationship with us all these
years, and we appreciate you and we are glad
you appreciate us.”
Since that award presentation, approximately
15 more have been given out, including several recently in the Intermountain and Rocky
Mountain Divisions (see “Division News,”
pages 28-29 and 34).

form, and includes a mailing address and
contact request.

SKIER'S
CHOICE

Burly 130 Flex
Rigid Carbon Construction
Custom Intuition® Liner
Interchangeable Vibram® Soles
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A group enjoying the amazing powder at Squaw Valley.

NSP Women’s Program Adviser Linda Barthel rides in a sled and videos
the double tailrope technique, with Trudy Nye (L) and Crystal Winn (R) on
tail and Donna Jordan in the horns.
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WOMEN’S SUMMIT
OFFERS CHANCES
TO FINE-TUNE
SKIING SKILLS AND
LEARN LEADERSHIP
LEARNING FROM AND
INTERACTING WITH
YOUR PEERS AND
THOSE WHOM YOU
FIND INSPIRATIONAL IS
ALWAYS ONE OF THE
MOST REWARDING
ASPECTS OF ANY
CONFERENCE. SO IT WAS
THAT NEARLY 70 WOMEN
JOURNEYED TO SQUAW
VALLEY, CALIFORNIA,
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
ANNUAL WOMEN’S SUMMIT
ON MARCH 6-9, 2016.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY
CANDACE HORGAN

Squaw Valley patroller Crystal Winn demonstrates the double tailrope technique Squaw Valley Ski Patrol uses to a group at the Women’s Summit.

T

he Women’s Summit is a three-day
event filled with clinics, speakers,
panels, and more, and presents a
unique opportunity for women to
not only work on their ski skills, but to work
on leadership and mentoring skills and then
bring those skills back to their home resorts.
The Summit has been held for a decade, and
is held under the aegis of the Professional Ski
Instructors of America-American Association
of Snowboard Instructors, and co-sponsored
by the National Ski Patrol and the U.S. Ski
and Snowboard Association. It is currently
led by PSIA Alpine Demo Team member
Heidi Ettlinger and PSIA instructors Julie
Tsuruta Matises and Fran Tone. NSP education credits for a Ski Enhancement Seminar
or Toboggan Enhancement Seminar, each a
Senior elective, are available, as are PSIAAASI and USSA education credits for
members of those organizations.
“The Women’s Summit was originally a twoday women’s camp that was run out of the
Western Division of PSIA,” explains Ettlinger.
“For at least 6-7 years, we ran a women’s
camp. Then about three or four years ago,
we renamed the event the Women’s Summit
and we turned it into a three-day event to

incorporate more subject matter, more clinics,
and beef the whole event up.
“In the last two years, we decided if we
wanted to make it a true summit, we
needed to incorporate a broader diversity of
women in the industry, so we brought in the
National Ski Patrol and United States Ski and
Snowboard Association coaches, as well as
PSIA instructors, and we did more marketing
across the whole United States for both participants and also to harvest and utilize all the
coaching talent of female coaches who were
not getting an opportunity to get exposed to
the rest of the country, but who had significant expertise.”
Each year, Ettlinger, Tone, and Tsuruta
Matises, along with Carol Levine, who
founded the PSIA Women’s College, and Dee
Byrne, the managing director of the Squaw
Valley Snowsports School and Race Program,
work on themes for the Summit that reflect a
broader goal of helping women not only with
their skiing, but their leadership skills in the
snow sports industry and beyond.
“One of the primary goals was to provide
a really broad offering so that rather than
women having be affected by the number of
N S P. O R G
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Kim Kircher on the chairlift.

(From L-R): Julie Tsuruta Matises, Linda Barthel, Fran Tone, and
Laura Roberts in a “Where Have the Groomers Gone?” clinic.

different barriers that can prevent them from
getting better faster, the goal was to provide a
one-stop shop so that you could get everything
under one roof,” says Ettlinger. “You’d have
access to people with whom you could discuss
your gear issues, there would be an inspirational piece by pulling in a number of different
guest speakers, and the educational offerings
on the hill would be very broad and diverse,
so that all the areas where women typically
have to pick and poke around to get all of that
information to cumulatively affect their success rate, it would all be in one place.”
In addition to Byrne, Ettlinger, Levine, Tone,
and Tsuruta Matises, this year’s coaches
included Squaw local Elianne Furtney; Julie
Brown from June Mountain, California; Linda
Cowan from Stevens Pass, Washington; Stacey
Gerrish and Ellen Post Foster from Beaver
Creek Resort, Colorado; Leigh Pierini from
Keystone Resort, Colorado; Sue Kramer from

Bromley Mountain, Vermont; and Alison
Cumming from Stratton Mountain, Vermont.
The event also had an international flavor,
with Canadian Ski Instructors Alliance instructors Maggie Graham and Kathy Prophet, both
of whom teach at Mont Tremblant in Quebec.
NSP Women’s Program Adviser Linda Barthel
and Far West Division Women’s Program
Adviser Trudy Nye were also there to teach a
toboggan clinic. The event’s guest athlete was
former Canadian Olympian Anik Demers-Wild.
“The number one feedback we get is that the
coaching staff is outstanding,” notes Ettlinger.
“That’s not surprising. The coaches that come
in for this event have been hand-selected for
their expertise in a number of different areas,
and each coach brings a very unique background where they themselves have already
contributed amazing things to the industry as
a whole. Whether it’s writing books, or being
leaders in their own divisions, or having

The Official
Hot/Cold Pack
of the
National Ski Patrol

(From L-R): Fran Tone, Kathy Prophet, and Linda Barthel.

specialty education backgrounds or skills, the
coaching staff we have is just top-notch, head
and shoulders above average clinics where you
just simply don’t get that talent together.”
With the Tahoe region expecting a major storm
to hit during the event, several instructors and
conference participants arrived a day early
to ski, and the conditions did not disappoint,
as Squaw received a foot of snow overnight.
More snow fell Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday,
ensuring excellent skiing for the entirety of the
conference. Over four feet fell during the event.
The conference kicked off Sunday evening
with a keynote address from Simone Janssen
titled “Leadership: Turning a Vision into a
Mission.” Before the presentation, people
checked in and received their name badges,
then socialized and enjoyed light tapas offerings and a cash bar.
Janssen, a professional coach who has worked
for Fortune 500 companies and has built several successful businesses herself, talked about
the lessons she has learned, telling one anecdote about learning from being fired from one
company and how it wasn’t the right fit, but
led her to a better success, and also discussed
the dearth of women in leadership positions
(only 14.6 percent of women are executives,
and only 4.6 percent of Fortune 500 CEOs are
women) and how bringing more “feminine”
leadership qualities to the table can benefit any
business.
Monday morning dawned with storm clouds
and lots of fresh snow. As women walked from
the lodging facilities to the conference room, it
sounded like a Fourth of July fireworks show
with the amount of explosives being deployed
by the Squaw Valley Ski Patrol, some seeming
to detonate one after the other like firecrackers.
Each day was divided into morning and
afternoon sessions, with an hour for lunch
and multiple clinic offerings to choose
from in each session. Among the offerings
Monday morning were “Steep and Deep,”
“Take Charge of Your Training,” “How the
Canadians Do ‘It,’” and “Developing Good
Coaching Skills for Kids.” With the amount
of powder, “Steep and Deep” was the most
popular offering, and was taught by Furtney,
Pierini, and Ettlinger, with the trio dividing
up the many participants into groups based
on how much terrain people wanted to cover.
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CPR Measurements
and Feedback

• AHA and ERC 2010 Guidelines compliant
• Provides visual targets
• compression depth
• compression release
• compression rate
• compression Inactivity
• Provides corrective feedback when
targets are missed
• Compression counter• Detects and
alerts when hyperventilation occurs
Photo Credit: Scott Cordner, Trent Hightower, Matt Stouder, Craig Yanase

3-Lead ECG

• Selectable Lead I, II, III for
optimized view
• Heart Rate to evaluate patient
stability
• Elapsed Time
• Lead attachment graphics:
adult and child
• Event Marker to highlight
noteworthy events
• No battery in the ECG cable
to limit life

FR3 Improved
Features
• Smaller and lighter
• Selectable leads (I, II, III)
and Event Marker
• Support High Performance CPR
• Bright, High-resolution colored LCD
• IP55 rating and 1,100 lb crush test
• Transport: -4F to 140F for up to 2 days
• Tested altitude 0-15000 Ft
• One pad for use with both adults and children
• Infant/Child Key• CPR Metronome
• Bluetooth® transmission
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A group enjoying the steeps below Palisades in the “Efficiency and Endurance” clinic with instructors Kim Kircher (purple jacket, yellow pants) and
Leigh Pierini (blue jacket and pants).

A group is all smiles at one of the end-of-day gatherings.

Heidi Ettlinger skiing the steeps.
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Canadian Olympian Anik Demers-Wild (L) and
Canadian instructor Maggie Graham (R).

Among the runs hit by the group were
Squaw’s famed KT22, which was in excellent condition, as well as some terrain off
the Shirley Lake Express chair. The three
instructors stressed things like minimizing
turn length by imagining a line down the
slope that you would edge from one side of
to the other, thus minimizing the amount of
effort needed to initiate and finish a turn.
Afternoon sessions included a clinic that
taught skills needed for PSIA certification, a
clinic on powering up your skiing, and one
called “Where Have the Groomers Gone?”
taught by Tone and Tsuruta Matises. That
session focused on skills that could be
transferred from the groomed runs to when
you ski off-piste, skills that can make you a
better and more dynamic skier.

Kim Kircher (in purple jacket) teaching a group session on skiing safely in avalanche terrain.

supportive, cooperative, lots of sharing.”
Tuesday morning dawned sunny and windless, again offering excellent skiing, as snow
had fallen into the night the previous day.
The morning clinics again included “How
the Canadians Do ‘It,’” as well as “Skills
and Drills for Kids,” “Developing Good
Coaching Skills for Kids,” and “Squaw’s
Secret Stashes.”
There were also two clinics of great value
to patrollers. One was the toboggan session
run by Barthel and Nye, which was open to
non-patrollers, while the other was titled

“Efficiency and Endurance,” and was taught
by Kircher and Pierini.
The latter session spent most of the morning running laps under the famed Palisades
and off the Headwall, and focused on turn
initiation and the end of the turn and using
the muscles of your core when on steeper
terrain, which makes it easier and more efficient to ski all day.
“Sometimes we as patrollers let those ski
skills slide a little bit, not that patrollers
aren’t good skiers, but sometimes working
on technique stuff really helps out a lot,”

The evening session started at 5 p.m. with a
cash bar and some tapas offerings, with all
the conference participants eagerly discussing the skills they had learned that day and
what an incredible day of skiing it had been.

PLAY
WITH
POWER

Monday’s special guest speaker was Kim
Kircher, who frequently contributes to Ski
Patrol Magazine and had just been named
the Crystal Mountain Ski Patrol director
prior to the conference. Kircher discussed
many of the points she covered in her
article “It’s a (Wo)Man’s World,” (see Ski
Patrol Magazine, vol. 33, issue 1). She
talked about embracing the sisterhood and
learning from it, and also learning that she
didn’t have kill herself like the men do, that
it is OK, and at times even best, to embrace
the strengths that women bring to the table,
such as communication skills and not feeling the need to salve your ego every time
you are running a route.

ALLSPEED, featuring an all-new fullycustomizable and streamlined design, offers
the essential boot-fitting elements to ensure
optimized comfort and performance for
every foot shape. Power, precision, comfort,
control – everything begins in the foot.

Many attendees claimed that Kircher’s talk
was one of their favorite sessions of the
whole conference.
“This was super fun,” says Kircher. “I think
it was a great group of ladies, a lot of fun
skiing, a neat energy, good positive energy
and vibrations from the whole group,

ANOTHERBESTDAY
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Women gather at the base for a morning session.

Fran Tone is all smiles while teaching a clinic on skiing off the groomers.

The Women’s Summit is an indispensable three
days of learning and growing. Many of the women
attending said they were planning on coming to
next year’s event, which again will be held start�
ing the first Sunday of March at Squaw Valley.

Jen Gurecki of Coalition Snow (L) with Crystal Mountain Patrol Director Kim Kircher (R).

explains Kircher. “The clinic that Leigh and I
are doing on efficiency and endurance, that’s
exactly what patrollers need to be learning,
honing those skills.”
The toboggan clinic, meanwhile, moved
to the Granite Chief area of Squaw, and
was helped by Crystal Winn, a member of
the pro patrol at Squaw. She showed the
group the double tailrope technique used at
Squaw on steeper terrain, and all participants got a chance to work in both the horns
and the tail.
“It was so incredible,” says Nye. “At first,
we weren’t able to coordinate with the pro
patrol; they wanted to have a pro with us on
the run. Linda made a key phone call and
Steve Hurt came up and Crystal Winn came
up with him, and it was a priority for them
to help us, and all of a sudden things started
happening.
“We were curious about the double tailrope
that they use here on steeper terrain and
conditions, and we were using a double
tailrope in conditions where you wouldn’t
use a tailrope at all, but it was so fun. Linda
Barthel rode in the sled on her stomach
looking uphill and taking pictures of the
double tailrope, and we all got to rotate
around, being on the tail once and in the
handles once.”
50
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As lunch wrapped up, the weather moved
back in and it started snowing again.
Afternoon sessions included ones titled
“The Fit Skier,” “Push the Envelope,”
Smoother on Four Edges,” and “Safe Skiing
in Avalanche Terrain.” The latter was taught
by Kircher, and several of the instructors
signed up to learn route-finding and tips for
how to travel in avalanche terrain.
Kircher first got the group a briefing on the
current avalanche conditions from Squaw
patroller Mark Cionek, a former patroller at
Crystal Mountain that she knew. He talked
about how the snowpack had mostly settled,
and that because the storm started warm and
got colder, it wasn’t an upside-down snowpack, where there would be slabs on weaker
layers that could slide.
Kircher then took the group up on a few runs
and showed them the finer points of reading
slope angles, knowing which slopes (convex)
are more likely to slide, how to look for terrain traps, and how to ski from one safe spot
to another.
The evening featured a panel discussion on
“Diversity, Collaboration, and Innovation,”
with Kircher, Levine, Prophet, Tone, and Jen
Gurecki, the CEO of Tahoe-based Coalition
Snow, a woman-owned and run company
making skis, snowboards, and clothing for

women skiers. The panel discussed various
challenges that face women who want to
become leaders in the snow sports industry
and how to overcome them.
“The main value of this event is to network
with other women with the same interests and
the same concerns, only in a different industry,” says Barthel. “Regardless of your level
within your organization, you still have the
same concerns, whether you are a brand-new
patroller or a brand-new instructor or a D-Team
member.”
Wednesday dawned with precipitation again,
but this time, unfortunately, it was in the form
of rain down low. Combined with the high
winds reported at the upper elevations, a decision was made for a delayed start.
Instead, Graham improvised a leadership
wheel exercise where she created a pie chart
on the ground and then placed signs representing various aspects of leadership in each pie
wheel and had the conference participants
gather in the one that spoke to them the
most. Each pie wheel group then had a short
discussion, and then a spokeswoman for the
group explained to the rest of the wheel why
members of the group felt that aspect was
important.
She then had them move to a different pie

Recent sightings confirm isolated bands of humans still surviving winter conditions
with little or no ice and snow traction. Clearly an endangered species. At Yaktrax,
we’ve evolved a range of dependable ice traction tools
to fit every survival strategy. YakTrax.com

©2016 Implus LLC. Yaktrax® is a registered trademark of Implus LLC. 11.15

#ConquerWinter
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Skiers in the “Efficiency and Endurance” clinic.

xxx

xxx
Canadian instructor Maggie Graham.

(From L-R): Stacey Gerrish, Leigh Pierini, Julie Tsuruta Matises, and Dee Byrne.

wheel, representing aspects of leadership
that each woman hoped to embrace more in
their lives going forward. Everyone found it
an invaluable exercise, and Graham encouraged everybody to recreate the exercise at their
home resorts. Many women took photos of the
pie chart on their cell phones to be able to do
just that.
After a short raffle for some swag, the
women went out on the hill for their final
day. Morning sessions included “Steeps and
Bumps,” “Cruisin’ for Dynamic Skiing,” “Laps
on KT22,” “Gate Training to Improve Skills,”
and a repeat of “Efficiency and Endurance.”
Afternoon sessions included “Conditions Du
Jour,” “Five Fundamentals,” and an indoor
group session on “Leading Others.”
After the final afternoon of on-hill drills and
skills, the women gathered in the conference
room for a wrap session which included an
opportunity for the participants to fill out feedback forms, and then another swag raffle.
“What they find most valuable and what they
hope to get in the future, we are very sensitive to rolling feedback into subsequent years’
programs,” explains Ettlinger. “We take the
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feedback we get very seriously. We recognize
the sacrifices and time people take to attend,
so every year we go back to the drawing board
and we look at how we can improve the program and customize it even more accurately to
meet the needs of the women that are coming
and those we want to attract in the future.”
One attendee who found the entire experience invaluable was Lyn Parker, a
new patroller at Bradford Ski Patrol in
Massachusetts who has only been patrolling
for six months.
“The women here, learning, it’s exceeded my
expectations on so many different levels,”
says Parker. “Learning some of the fundamentals was great; I had established some
bad habits, so I learned from the Canadians, I
learned from Linda Cowan (PSIA Northwest
Division instructor who teaches at Stevens
Pass, Washington) this morning, so I was
fixing some of the things with my skiing. I’ve
even learned how to braid my hair better so
it doesn’t get lost in the flaps of my helmet,
so important stuff, and some not so important stuff (laughs).”
Nye agrees that the Summit can prove a vital

and inspirational experience.
“Well, it kind of electrifies you regarding
motivation and wanting to improve yourself,
but also getting key tips that you can apply
when you are helping other people,” she
enthuses. “I teach toboggans with National
Ski Patrol, and the skiing tips that I am getting
help me with my toboggan control. That’s
something I can pass on to others.”
For her part, Kircher believes that the
Women’s Summit is extremely helpful to
patrollers, and hopes to see more at next
year’s Summit.
“I would love to see more patrollers here,”
Kircher says. “First of all, it’s just interacting with another group on the mountain
and getting to know other ski instructors. At
my home area, I want the patrol and the ski
school to work more closely together. I can
see the value too in the clinics and what we
are learning, the toboggan skills, the skiing
skills and all that.”
The Women’s Summit is an indispensable
three days of learning and growing. Many of
the women attending said they were planning
on coming to next year’s event, which again

Instructor Elianne Furtney.

The leadership wheel exercise.

Squaw patroller Mark Cionek talks about avalanche conditions in the
“Skiing Safely in Avalanche Terrain” clinic.

Group skiing on the first day.

will be held starting the first Sunday of March
at Squaw Valley. Information will be posted
in the fall on next year’s event at http://www.
womens-summit.com/.
“The biggest way this affects their lives
outside of this is I think when women come
together to share success stories or share
what has been particularly challenging for
them, it opens up a doorway to broader
conversations where women tend to pick
up information that makes them feel better about going out and taking risks,” says
Ettlinger. “Risk doesn’t always have to imply
risks in regards to safety and your health, but
risks where one might challenge themselves
where they haven’t challenged themselves
before.
“I think what they walk away with is an
extra set of tools where they can go after
things that they’ve maybe wanted to pursue,
but up until now the barriers seemed too
extreme to take something like that on. When
you feel empowered and supported, and you
have other women sharing how they did it,
it makes it a lot easier to go back and look at
what you think you might want to achieve
and start putting those steps in place.” +
N S P. O R G
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tHE pERFECT
pOWDERFALL
eQUATION
1 PASS
4 MOUNTAINS
3,332 ACRES
300 INCHES OF SNOW
94 TRAILS
10+ DEMO BRANDS
50+ CLASSES OFFERED
300+ PRIZES AND GIVeAWAYS
400+ PATROLLER COMRADS
THE MOST EPIC PATROLLER
CONVENTION IN THE
COUNTRY!

NEXT
LEVEL
A

The MTR Challenge participants. Photo by Steve Sears.

MTR INSTRUCTORS AND
TECHNICIANS HONE
SKILLS IN A MULTI-STATION
SIMULATION
B Y AL I SO N MC GE E

s the late-February sun sinks toward the
crest of the western Berkshire Mountains,
the snap of branches rings across the
barren ski trails. On this sunny, unseasonably warm, and notably snowless Sunday,
February 28, 2016, Matt Karpinecz and Rod
Schmidt are two of four patrollers who traveled from New Jersey to Mount Greylock
Ski Club, a small, member-run ski hill in
Williamstown, Massachusetts.
“Best day of patrolling, ever!” Karpinecz
exclaims, as he and his teammate, Schmidt,
exit the woods heading toward their final two
stations of a full-day Mountain Travel and
Rescue (MTR) Challenge race.
A total of eight patrollers participated in this
day-long, 10-station multidisciplinary challenge that tested not only their backcountry
abilities, but their endurance and teamwork.
“It’s about solving problems that are above
and beyond the typical,” said Dave Childs,
Thunderbolt patrol director, as he congratulated the teams during the closing ceremony.

Childs, along with fellow-Thunderbolt patroller Richard Adamczyk and Eastern Division
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MTR Supervisor J.C. Cowell, are the brains
behind the challenge, which offered a new
opportunity for some of the division’s top
patrollers and instructors to demonstrate the
full scope of their MTR skills.
“These are the ski patrollers who are really
involved,” Cowell noted, touting the high
caliber of the four teams competing in the
challenge.
Childs and Adamczyk spent several years
developing this unique training challenge,
which incorporated nine skill-specific stations
and one “mystery station” that integrated a
combination of skills with an objective that
wasn’t revealed to competitors until they
reached the station at the end of the race.

make these guys the best they can be in the
winter environment.”

“As far as the National Ski Patrol Mountain
Travel and Rescue Eastern Division [Program],
this takes it to a new level,” said Mary
MacQueen, a patroller and patrol instructor for
Allegany Nordic Ski Patrol, who was one of
the volunteers monitoring competitors during
several stations of the challenge. “It’s called
the MTR Challenge, but it dovetails the MTR
skills, Nordic skills, and Avalanche skills to

Stations included GPS and topographic map
navigation using coordinates, fire starting, knot
tying, camp stove water boiling, an Outdoor
Emergency Care (OEC) scenario featuring a
teammate with an angulated lower leg open
fracture, patient access via rope, emergency
shelter construction, emergency sled building,
avalanche beacon tracking, and the mystery
station, which was a second OEC injury

The camp stove water boiling station. Marcus Billings and
John Masaracchia at the station. Photo by Steve Sauve.

entertaining by the constant movement of
teams in position as they reached stations that
either posed a greater challenge or gave them
a platform to shine.

Chris Busch splinting teammate Mark Renson’s open fracture in an
OEC scenario. Bill Welch is the evaluator. Photo by Steve Sauve.

Chris Busch splinting teammate Mark Renson’s angulated open
leg fracture. Photo by Steve Sauve.

scenario combined with improvised stretcher
and transport.

peppered with jokes and encouragement.

Childs noted that the purpose of the challenge
and its combination of scenarios is to “up
the ante and improve the instructing skills of
patrollers.” The challenge offered competitors
the pressure of time and physical demands on
top of the MTR skills.
Beginning at 8:00 a.m., the competition lasted
an exhilarating nonstop 9.5 hours of volunteer
patrol-monitored backcountry survival spread
along an 8.7-mile trek through Massachusetts’
Mount Greylock State Reservation wilderness.
“We don’t have the [natural] challenges like
the people out west do,” MacQueen said,
explaining that patrollers in the Eastern
Division often don’t get as many opportunities to practice MTR skills such as avalanche
rescue. For the patrol teams to combine the
multidisciplinary aspects, it takes a fusion of
collaboration and expertise. “We strive to find
these events every winter.”
Many of the competitors spent a significant
amount of time preparing for the challenge,
practicing skills, building endurance and
stamina, and planning strategies for the
unknown components.
“Everything is not always as organized as you
want it to be,” Karpinecz said, as he reflected
on his team’s fire-starting difficulties. “I think
I learned something new at each one of the
stations that was different and valuable.”

“The time is 8:10,” a crackling voice of a
volunteer resonated across the patrol radios
as the first of the four teams embarked on the
first station’s challenge, which was to seek a
laminated tag from a specific coordinate given
to the teams immediately before. Teams were
required to plot a route on the provided topographic maps using compasses, GPS devices,
and their own assessment of route planning
given the terrain.
As the teams determined their routes and
packed up their gear to begin the quest, comments ranged from “Well, see you around
8 (p.m.)” to cheers of excitement and pride.
By 8:31 a.m., Steve Devine and Christopher
Mazza, team one, were hustling down the ski
slope having successfully completed the navigation mission. As they began swift work on
the fire starting, team three appeared, followed
closely by the other two teams, each demonstrating different strategies at the traditional
fire-starting station while offering up words of
encouragement and jokes to fellow competitors
and volunteers.
Throughout the day, the patrol radios crackled
with position callouts offering a play-byplay broadcast of the event, made even more

Being the first event of its kind, and despite
having at least 20 volunteers (most of them
patrollers from across the Eastern Division),
there were certainly moments of confusion
throughout the day. However, the volunteers
and leaders demonstrated their own expertise at problem-solving, collaborating, and
improvising to make for a smooth and enjoyable event.
“Inaugural races are usually a nightmare,”
one competitor chimed in during the group
ceremony and debrief. “This one went
extremely well.”
Childs, Adamczyk, Cowell, and their team of
patrol volunteers were meticulous and thorough in the planning of the stations, which
included the setup and organization of
materials as well as competition guidelines
and safety checks. The team moved fluidly
around the stations, helping out wherever
needed and answering competitor queries
with humor, guidance, and encouragement.
“The nice thing is it drives MTR training,”
noted Cowell, adding that even though there
were only four teams competing this year,
there were more people involved. “When you
look at the teams combined with the volunteers involved, it really reaches a huge number
of [NSP] members.”
The challenge inspired many people to work
on their MTR skills, upping their level of training, even if they ultimately didn’t participate
in the challenge this year.
“We’ve all got the same love of the outdoors,”
MacQueen mused. “When you put all that
together, it makes for a great training and a
great experience.”

“It says more for a patroller who has an issue
and overcomes that issue than a patroller who
just goes through a course,” Cowell said, as he
commended the competitors post-challenge
in a debrief about some of the difficulties that
arose. Patrollers struggled with everything
from technical difficulties when navigating
with GPS to insufficient rope lengths and
broken sleds, all of which are potential threats
during real-world rescue scenarios.
Although there was a definite ebb and flow
of tension, humor and collaboration were a
constant throughout the competition. As the
competition kicked off in the rustic lodge
of the Mount Greylock Ski Club, the low
murmur of coordinates and route-plotting was

Low angle rescue on technical terrain. Matthew Karpinecz descending and Rich Adamczyk belaying. Photo by Dave Childs.
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The Mount Greylock ski lodge reverberated
with enthusiasm, exhaustion, and a sense of
accomplishment as the teams came together at
the end of the competition for a cookout.
“The endurance aspect is what sets this apart,”
competitor Chris Busch reflected to the entire
group during debrief. “If you’re going to go out
and rescue someone, it takes stamina.”
“Mental and physical stamina,” fellow competitor Steve Devine chimed in.
“You showed endurance, and you showed
skill,” Childs commended the teams profusely, awarding teams with recognition for
their raw times as well as adjusted times
based on “deaths” (due to faulty gear or
mistakes) and accolades for standout demonstrations of skills.
Cowell complimented the teams for helping
each other despite it being a competition,
adding that they demonstrated the true nature
of the National Ski Patrol family in their ability to come together under pressure.
Participants (both volunteers and competitors) were given the opportunity to get MTR
enhancement credits for participation in the
challenge. Childs and Cowell both noted that
the competition is as much about training as
it is about competition, with the hope that the
event will inspire more patrollers to become
trained as instructors.

Fire-building station. Matthew Karpinecz and Rod Schmidt in the
foreground, and Marcus Billings and John Masaracchia in the
background. Photo by Steve Sears.

Matthew Karpinecz and Rod Schmidt building a backcountry sled.
Photo by John Rovetto.

“In the end, rescue is hard work,” said Childs.

happen without snow. You guys came from
hugely diverse backgrounds, yet you all came
in within 15 minutes of each other for raw
time; that’s awesome.”

Each of the competitors proved they could
handle it. Although there was some discussion of potential future location changes,
both Cowell and Childs (along with many of
the competitors and volunteers) celebrated
the historic and rustic quality of the Mount
Greylock Ski Club, which dates back to 1937
and is nestled at the base of Massachusetts’
highest peak.
“The club embodies the essence of skiing without all the frills of modern society
… and for me, that’s what patrol is,” said
Childs. “This doesn’t happen without racers,
it doesn’t happen without volunteers. It can

This Can Save A Life…

Essential Emergency information
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY when it’s needed.

Medical Data Carrier (MDC) is a unique, bilingual, medical Information
system that provides critical lifesaving data about the wearer, as well
as provides crucial family contact information, in the event of
an emergency. The highly visible, secure
and aerodynamic carrier attaches to the
individual’s helmet, gear & identification.
Applications are endless!
For helmet wearers, bold text on the outside
of the carrier warns Good
Samaritan responders to
leave helmet removal
to those trained in
the proper technique.
Improper removal can
result in collateral
injury including
paralysis or worse.

Medical Data Carrier Includes
 High Visibility Reflective Carrier with Non
Exothermic Adhesive Safe on All Helmets

 2 Sided Data Form
 Free MDC App with Find a Hospital and
SOS Function

Customizable
NSP Medical
Data Carrier
Available

CSP Medical
Data Carrier
Available
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As we’ve done with the NSP, CSP and many
others, we can customize a Medical Data
Carrier for your organization.

Choose from our standard white or black carriers, or
our premium high reflective. We can accommodate
your own logo and customize the language as required
for your country.

Proud Partners
“The National Ski Patrol rarely puts their brand on a product but

As the woodstoves snapped and radiated
much-welcomed heat and competitors and volunteers communed around the wooden picnic
tables of the lodge, Childs’ voice rang out over
the din, asking, “Quick vote; do we ever want
to do this again?”
This was met with a resounding cheer,
clapping, and shouts of agreement as the
competitors and volunteers toasted their
accomplishment of this unique competition
together.
+
PARTICIPATING PATROLLER TEAMS/PLACE
(RAW TIME+PENALTY ADJUSTMENTS)/
HOME MOUNTAINS:
TEAM 1 (FIRST PLACE)
• Steve Devine (Primary Patrol: High
Point Ski Center Nordic — New Jersey;
Secondary Patrol: Hidden Valley — New
Jersey)
• Chris Mazza (Primary Patrol: Mountain
Creek Pro — New Jersey)
TEAM 2 (FOURTH PLACE)
• Marcus Billings (Primary Patrol: Ski
Roundtop — Pennsylvania)
• John Masaracchia (Primary Patrol: Ski
Roundtop — Pennsylvania)
TEAM 3 (SECOND PLACE)
• Rod Schmidt (Primary Patrol: Mountain
Creek Pro — New Jersey; Secondary
Patrol: Mountain Creek — New Jersey)
• Matt Karpinecz (Primary Patrol:
Campgaw Mountain — New Jersey)
TEAM 4 (THIRD PLACE)
• Chris Busch (Primary Patrol: Mount
Greylock Ski Club — Massachusetts)
• Mark Renson (Primary Patrol: Mad River
Glen — Vermont; Secondary Patrol:
Mount Washington — New Hampshire)

AVALANCHE

RESEARCH
REVOLUTION
NEW FOCUS OF AVALANCHE
EDUCATION INDUSTRY ON
HUMAN FACTORS
BY KEITH GALE

THE AVALANCHE INDUSTRY HAS
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO
COLLABORATE WITH BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE LEADERS TO REDUCE
AVALANCHE FATALITIES AND
INCREASE SAFETY IN THE
BACKCOUNTRY. THIS EFFORT SHOULD
INCLUDE NOT ONLY THE AVALANCHE
DOMAIN, BUT ALSO HILL OPERATIONS
AND MOUNTAINEERING EDUCATORS.

Group learning snowpack layers at the 2011 National Avalanche School. Photo by Candace Horgan.

M

save villages and maintain transportation corridors. For the next eight decades, avalanche
research focused on the physical aspects of
avalanches, and that research has dominated
both scientific minds and financial resources.

This article outlines how to move forward
and more tightly couple the avalanche and
behavioral disciplines. A quick history of the
underpinnings of avalanche research will
show why this collaboration is necessary.

It took five decades for the avalanche industry
to truly recognize human factors in avalanches,
a transition from large-scale problems to the
small scale, namely, the individual victim. In
the early 1980s, the avalanche industry began
to recognize that human decision-making was
a contributing factor in most avalanche accidents. Avalanche experts started addressing
this problem by studying research from other
fields and attempting to relate this research to
the avalanche industry. Specialized research
into avalanche human factors did not have
much real development until 2002.

uch like the lessons learned by
the aviation and other industries,
it has been proven that training
in human factors has positive
effects. One study by the Federal Aviation
Administration found pilot-error deaths were
reduced by up to 50 percent through human
factors training. The FAA study of human
factors is the purview of the behavioral science
discipline. Thus, linking the avalanche industry with the behavioral sciences can yield very
positive benefits. Unfortunately, however, the
linkage to date is weak.

Research History
Avalanche scientific research began in 1931 in
Switzerland and in the United States approximately in 1945. Initially, the effort came about
in order to mitigate large-scale dangers and

There have been two instrumental human
factors research projects by the avalanche
industry.
1.

The Avalanche Project (formerly Project
Zero, see “Net Zero,” Ski Patrol Magazine,
vol. 32, issue 3) is a partnership among

the American Institute for Avalanche
Research and Education (AIARE),
SnowSports Industries America (SIA),
Friends of the Colorado Avalanche
Information Center, Friends of the
Utah Avalanche Center, Friends of
the Northwest Avalanche Center, and
the Canadian Avalanche Centre. The
Avalanche Project is designed to unite the
industry through a safety narrative that
speaks to all backcountry user groups. The
aim of The Avalanche Project is to provide
an effective safety message. Credible
messengers representing the various user
groups will deliver messages uniquely
tailored to those in various industry segments, including snowboarders, skiers,
snowshoers, and snowmobilers.
2.

The Canadians are moving forward
through their Avalanche Decision
Framework for Amateur Recreationists
(ADFAR2) project of the Canadian
Avalanche Centre, which was funded
through the SAR New Initiatives Fund
of the National Search and Rescue
N S P. O R G
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Secretariat (SAR-NIF) of the government
of Canada. The $600K funding of a field
decision tool (Avaluator) is the exception,
not the norm.
Given the impact and influence of human
factors on safety and risk mitigation, it is
surprising how little has been done and how
distant the industry is from the scientific discipline best equipped to assist in the solution.
The obvious next step is to combine the behavioral scientific discipline with the avalanche
industry to pursue and improve our human
factors understanding and, more importantly,
our tools and training. Possibly the best way to
combine these disciplines is to conduct joint
research. Perhaps then the avalanche industry,
with its behavioral science partners, will be
more able to alter human risk management in
the avalanche domain.

Intellectual Transfer
The avalanche industry does not have
the resources to do much in human factors research. As such, the research to date
has been done by other disciplines and

transferred into the avalanche industry. This
makes perfect sense, given the design and
structure of the avalanche industry.
Although there are several avalanche research
centers worldwide, all but one focus entirely
on the physical sciences associated with
avalanches. At this time, only one research
organization is studying human factors.
So if intellectual transfer is the mechanism
to improve the understanding of human factors that cause avalanches, what is the best
means? This has been studied by me and
others involved in the field of technology
transfer.
In the mid-80s, the United States made a
concerted effort to transfer technology from
public agencies to the private sector for economic benefit. Studies of technology transfer
(then and now) list 13 mechanisms, including
paper publication, conferences, and personnel exchanges. However, they all conclude
that the best means of technology transfer is
to conduct joint research.
So how can the avalanche industry conduct
joint research with the behavioral sciences

within the constraints of limited resources?

Behavioral Science Research
Human factors is a large scientific discipline
with several professional organizations. One of
the most prominent is the Human Factors and
Ergonomics Society. If the human factors in
avalanche risk were to be more closely examined, they might include:
1. Decision-making (naturalistic, heuristics/biases, natural dynamic, graded
continuum);
2. Cognitive task analysis;
3. Sense-making;
4. Situational awareness;
5. Neuroeconomics;
6. Risk/communications; and
7. Group behavior.

Creating the Behavioral Science Link
The constraints of the avalanche industry,
(essentially one researcher with perhaps a
small cadre of nonpaid interested parties)
suggests that the industry must rely in large
part on the behavioral sciences, either from
leveraging findings from existing research or
developing relationships within the industry.
This means the avalanche industry has to radically move from its present practice of learning
behavioral science from a distance to establishing more and closer strategic partnerships. To
facilitate this, I have worked on several things.
1. Completed three joint research papers.
2. Presented at the IEEE CogSIMA
Conference.
3. Presented to the Center for Catastrophic
Risk Management.
4. Attended the Human Factors and
Ergonomics Society International Annual
Meeting in 2015 and will present in 2016.
5. Developed two joint research proposals.
6. Had a behavioral scientist specializing in
situational awareness and group behavior
audit my Avalanche Level 1 class.
7. Negotiated leveraged findings from the
neuroeconomics lab into the avalanche
domain.
8. Conducted more than 15 key interviews
with the thought leaders in all the above
disciplines and contacted more than 45
behavioral scientists.
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Bruce Tremper at the 2011 National Avalanche School. Photo by Candace Horgan.

This is only the beginning. It will take a
long time to make real progress, probably
decades, not just years, unless a different
avalanche industry organization and/or
funding model appears.

Objectives
Specifically, I have sought to improve the following within the avalanche community:
• Improve Avalanche Level 1 and Level 2
human factors training within the onehour allotted timeframe.
• Either take the best field decision and
enhance, or create, a new field decision
tool.
• Develop a mobile application for real-time
decision-making.
• Enhance the avalanche centers’ communications outreach to the public.
• Leverage high-reliability organization
(HRO) protocols into the avalanche mitigation systems.
• Answer the most fundamental question
of all: “Can training, public outreach, and
decision aids make volunteer behavior in
avalanche zones less risky?”

Challenges
To achieve the above objectives will either
take a lifetime of dedication, or an integrated
behavioral discipline approach linked to
avalanche human factors. The avalanche
industry should no longer act in isolation
from the behavioral sciences. Beyond immediate research engagement, the industry must

create a pathway for young scientific professionals to use the avalanche domain as part of
their professional development.
To achieve this, I have begun to work with
graduate, doctorate, and postdoctorate
students, as well as young academics just
beginning their professional journey. By
developing papers and research proposals
with these individuals, the seed is planted for
the next generation of scientific inquiry.
Since the avalanche industry does not have
the resources to carry out the necessary
research alone, it needs to create a research
roadmap. This is much more difficult than a
systems engineering approach. The human
mind and behavior are nonsystematic; there
is no similar discipline to an engineered
project’s project and program manager. Thus,
the avalanche industry must itself act in that
capacity, which will require immersion in the
behavioral sciences across the full array of
disciplines.

!

NEW

Conclusion
From the National Ski Patrol Strategic
Vision 2020:
Our curriculum-based programs achieved
the level of an industry leader, like OEC.
We met the changing needs of our principal
customers and reached a point of financial,
staffing and systems stability.
If the NSP wishes to assume industry leadership beyond OEC, the opportunity exists for
incorporating human factors research into
curriculum-based programs not only in the
avalanche discipline, but in all disciplines
that operate in high-risk environments. +
N S P. O R G
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INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT

ID

INSTRUCTING
INSTRUCTORS

NEW AND IMPROVED INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT COURSES
BY DO UGLA S HILL, FA R W E S T DI V I S I O N I N S T R UC T O R DE V E L O P ME N T P RO GRA M S U P E RVIS O R,
A ND DOU GLA S GINLEY, N S P N AT I O N AL I N S T R UC T O R DE V E L O P ME N T P RO GRA M D IRE C TO R

interim, and of course is, and will continue
to be, an option even after the new hybrid
course is available.

OET Program Director Jay Zedak teaching at Powderfall 2015.
Photo by Scott Brockmeier.

T

he Instructor Development Committee and
Instructor Development Program director have been hard at work in recent months
updating the ID course and setting instructors
up for success with continuing education
components.
THE INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
HYBRID COURSE
The course, which consists of an online
instructional session followed by a halfday classroom session, has been offline and
undergoing a redesign for a few months. The
national Instructor Development Committee
has been hard at work updating and improving the online portion of the course. A
qualifying beta-test version of the redesigned
course will most likely be available through
the online learning management system by
the time you receive this issue.
Instructor Development students can complete the online portion of the course, take the
online exam, and upon successful completion of the course print a certificate which
will be used for admission to the classroom
session. The classroom session will consist
of practice teaching sessions for all students,
administrative procedures, recertification
and continuing education requirements,
the instructor application process, and the
instructor mentoring program process.
The NSP Instructor Development Committee
encourages input and feedback once the new
Instructor Development Hybrid e-Course
is available so that they may continue to
improve it to meet the needs of our patrollers
and instructors. The full classroom Instructor
Development course is available to take in the
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INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT
CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE FOR
ALL NSP DISCIPLINES
The national Instructor Development
Committee was tasked last year by the
national Education Committee to develop
a global template for instructor continuing education (CE) for all NSP educational
disciplines. The course was created and has
been in testing for several months. It has been
reviewed and approved by the Instructor
Development Committee and the NSP education director. The new course is available as
a global template to be used by all disciplines
to offer continuing education for instructors.
The new course is extremely flexible and can
be tailored to fit the needs of every NSP discipline. It provides guidelines for what should
be included in a continuing education course,
regardless of discipline. Included is a review
of important principles for teaching from the
Instructor Development Program, as well as
recommendations on suggested content to
enhance the overall course.
There is information in the manual to assist
with the course design for all disciplines.
The course is to be taught by a disciplinespecific instructor trainer (IT). This IT may
choose to use the assistance of an Instructor
Development instructor to teach that portion
of the course. Like all NSP courses, the CE
course is registered online on the “Course
Registration” page as a continuing education course for the specific discipline being
covered. There is a listing on the page and the
latest course completion roster for all of the
CE courses for each discipline.
The Instructor Development Continuing
Education Course Manual is available under
“Instructor Resources” on each instructor’s
education page. The manual is a free PDF
download and is 28 pages long. Instructions
for how the course should be designed and
taught are included in the manual, as are
tips and suggestions for the continuing

Heidi Ettlinger teaches at Powderfall 2015. Photo by Scott
Brockmeier.

education course.
The Instructor Development Committee
encourages feedback from those instructor
trainers teaching the course. You may send
questions, comments, and suggestions to NSP
Education Director Sheila Summers at ssummers@nsp.org.
If you are not currently an NSP instructor and
have thought about teaching in one or more
of the NSP disciplines, take the challenge and
begin your NSP teaching career by enrolling
in an Instructor Development course in your
region. You can change patrollers’ lives, and I
think you may change your life as well.
For more information on the Instructor
Development Program, or if you would like an
Instructor Development course offered to your
patrol, contact the Instructor Development
Program administrator in your region or the
Instructor Development Program supervisor for your division. If you have questions
or comments regarding this article, or ideas
for future articles related to the Instructor
Development Program, contact Douglas Hill at
fwd-id@farwest.org. +

NATIONAL SKI PATROL

FUNDRAISING

WHERE

HEROES

TAKE FLIGHT
Using Outdoor Emergency Care skills learned through
National Ski Patrol's award-winning training program,
NSP members have provided aid to more than 160,000
individuals and continue to save nearly 40 lives each
year. These numbers are especially impressive because
over 70 percent of National Ski Patrol members are
volunteers.
You can help the National Ski Patrol continue its
mission of providing "Service and Safety" to ski areas
and the public by making a tax-deductible donation.
Any amount you give goes directly to NSP's Education
Endowment Fund, which specifically provides for the
development, maintenance, delivery, modification, and
outreach of NSP education programs.
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MTR

IN THE

TRENCHES

A SNOW TRENCH IS A FAST, EFFECTIVE EMERGENCY SHELTER
S T O RY A N D P HO T O S B Y MYRO N B . A L L E N , N S P N AT IO N A L MO U N TA IN TRAVEL
AN D R ES C U E P RO GRA M D IRE C T O R

STEP
2

Figure 1. Stomp out the site to help compact the snow.

STEP
4

Figure 3. Place skis, poles, avalanche probes, or branches across the
trench to serve as roof supports.

All new Hard Case CPR Kits available now!

I

t’s late in the day on a backcountry search
and rescue mission. You’ve just found your
patient at the edge of timberline with an easily
splinted but incapacitating ankle injury. The
last few minutes of sunlight gleam on the cold,
snowy crags above. A radio conversation with
Incident Command indicates that transport
won’t be available until after dawn. You’ll
have to bivouac, with nothing more than your
rescue pack, your patient’s gear, and your own
mountain skills to get the two of you through
the night.
In high-mountain emergencies like this, a
snow trench can save lives.
To build a snow trench, you need several
tools and materials commonly carried by
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STEP
3

Figure 2. Dig a trench about 2 meters long, 1.5 meters deep, and as
narrow as possible.

STEP
5

Figure 4. Drape a tarp over the roof supports, then bury the edges in
snow to stabilize the roof.

backcountry travelers in alpine terrain. At a
minimum, it requires a collapsible shovel and
a lightweight tarp for a roof. Skis, ski poles,
and an avalanche probe are also useful, and a
snow saw and a length of 3-millimeter nylon
cord can be handy. After taking stock of your
equipment and surroundings, follow these
five steps.
Step 1: Locate a site. In a real emergency, you
may not have much time to shop around as
darkness approaches and the temperature
plummets. Still, take a few minutes to select a
good place to dig. A site below timberline will
typically offer shelter from wind, fuel for a fire
if you decide to build one, and materials for
structural support and improvised insulation.
Level sites are generally more comfortable than

MTR

sites on steep slopes. Further, it is much easier
to dig a snow trench on a site free from large
boulders and logs.

prove to be the most time-consuming of all, but
the time is well spent in the interest of a secure
night in the wild.

Step 2: Stomp out the site with your skis or
snowshoes (Figure 1). If the snow is loose and
powdery, this step will help consolidate the
snowpack, making it easier to move around the
site while you’re excavating. Compacting the
snow also improves the structural integrity of
your snow trench.

Once completed, several embellishments can
make your night in the snow trench more
comfortable. Tying the corners of the tarp to
trees or deadmen buried in the snow can help
stabilize the roof against high winds. Sleeping
pads are obviously useful as ground insulation,
but other materials, such as a rescue rope or, in
a true emergency, evergreen boughs, can help
insulate the occupants from direct contact with
the snow. An additional tarp or even a pack or
two can help block the entrance to keep heat
in and weather out. A long-burning candle,
handled carefully, can generate heat and melt
snow in a metal cup.

While you’re stomping around on the site, use
an avalanche probe to check for large rocks,
logs, and stumps buried under the snow. If you
find such an obstacle, you can save time by
moving your intended site a few meters. This
tactic beats digging three quarters of a trench,
only to discover that a buried boulder renders
the site unusable.
Step 3: Dig the trench. Ideally, it should be
about 2 meters long, 1.5 meters deep, and 0.6
meters wide (Figure 2). The actual dimensions
will depend on the size of the occupant(s) and
the depth of the snow. In any case, the crux of
this step is to keep the trench as narrow as possible, ideally no more than two shovel widths
in breadth. If possible, keep the entrance to
the trench even narrower to make it easier to
trap warmth inside and block out wind and
precipitation.

Although snow trenches are generally not as
warm as snow caves, a snow trench has at least
three advantages in an emergency:
• With a little practice, you can build one
in half an hour, much less time than a
snow cave requires.
• A snow trench demands much less physical exertion than a snow cave. You can
normally dig the trench without working
up a sweat or getting wet from wallowing

in the snow, which is a crucial consideration when you’re staring down the barrel
at a long, cold winter night.
• It is possible to build a snow trench
in relatively shallow, powdery snow,
whereas a snow cave requires deep snow
with structural integrity.
In certain snow conditions, it is possible, using
ski tails or a snow saw, to carve blocks of snow
into thick plates that you can prop up against
each other for the roof of your snow trench.
Because snow is such a good insulator, this
technique makes for a warmer snow trench,
but it requires more time and energy, and it
won’t work in all snowpacks.
The snow trench is arguably the emergency
shelter of choice when time is short and the
snow is deep enough, but an emergency is
the wrong time to learn how to build one. Ski
patrollers who participate in backcountry operations should practice building snow trenches
in non-rescue settings, where one can discover
the pitfalls and iron out the little details that
save time and make the shelter more reliable.
With just a little practice in the field, building
this type of emergency shelter can become a
useful mountaineering skill and an important
part of your rescue toolkit. +

A narrow trench helps to maximize both the
amount of tarp area supported by snow and
the amount of living space surrounded by
snow, which is a good insulator. If you need
more room, for example, to accommodate
yourself and a partner or patient, scoop out the
walls of the snow trench, starting at least half
a meter below the snow surface. This way, the
vertical cross-section of the trench will have
a pear-shaped profile, maintaining a narrow
opening at the top but providing more space at
the sleeping level.
Step 4: Place the roof supports across the
trench (Figure 3). What you use here will
depend on what’s available; skis, poles, avalanche probes, and tree branches can all help
support a tarp. A snow saw can help you cut
tree branches to the proper length. The more
roof supports you have, the stronger the shelter
will be. Place something sturdy, such as a ski,
across the entrance, since that will be a critical
and frequently used part of the structure.
Step 5: Cover the trench with a tarp (Figure 4).
Here, your efforts to keep the trench narrow
will pay off. Drape the tarp over the roof supports, then anchor its edges by burying them
in snow. Anchoring will help seal out weather
and prevent the roof from blowing away or collapsing under new snow loads. This step may
N S P. O R G
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HISTORIC AGREEMENT

NSP AND NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CREATE
JOINT STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING
BY RICK S HA ND LER , N S P N AT I O N AL N O R DI C P R O G R AM DI RE C TO R

ynergy is defined as the creation of a
whole that is greater than the simple sum
of its parts. When you take two congressionally chartered organizations with very
similar mission statements, one celebrating
its centennial anniversary this year and the
other turning the page on 75 years of service
to the public, and create an agreement
between the two, something great is sure to
happen.

S

I am pleased to report that the National Ski
Patrol has entered into a Joint Statement of
Understanding (JSOU) with the National
Park Service. This historic document paves
the way for the establishment of Nordic/
backcountry patrols working within a
national park.

recreation opportunities and has a responsibility to increase public appreciation and
knowledge of the natural environment.
The National Park Service is charged with
managing numerous outdoor recreation
opportunities in an environmentally sustainable manner.
The National Ski Patrol is a member-driven
professional organization of registered ski
patrols, patrollers and others, both paid and
volunteer. The National Ski Patrol supports
its members through credentialed education and training in leadership, outdoor
emergency care, safety and transportation
services, which enables members to serve the
community in the safe enjoyment of outdoor
recreation.

Similar to being an agent of the mountain,
these patrols will function as an “agent” of
the park, coordinating with and supporting
the efforts of the park rangers. A patrol-topark agreement will have to be created to
clarify specifics for each patrol; however, this
joint statement of understanding will greatly
expedite the process. We have in place a
template of a park-to-patrol agreement to
facilitate this. There are 59 national parks,
and while not every park is a perfect fit for a
patrol, many of them are. Opportunities for
snow-based, bike, and other means of travel
equal the ability for the creation of either
seasonal or year-round patrols.

Both the National Park Service and National
Ski Patrol share the common interest of
providing information to the public regarding outdoor safety education and delivering
formalized emergency medical training to
SAR personnel.

Below are some of the cogent points from the
agreement.

E. THE NATIONAL PARK
SERVICE SHALL:

D. STATEMENT OF MUTUAL BENEFITS
AND INTERESTS
The National Park Service provides
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This General Agreement formalizes a continuous, mutually beneficial relationship,
including collaborative operational and
educational ventures, between the National
Park Service and the National Ski Patrol that
has occurred since 1938.
In consideration of these stated premises, the
parties agree as follows:

1. Recognize National Ski Patrol members
as participants in the National Park
Service Volunteer-in-Parks Program

while they are performing officially
scheduled and sanctioned duties in
a National Park Service unit associated with this General Agreement. It
is understood that National Ski Patrol
members will be afforded the same legal
protection outlined in the Volunteer-InParks Program when performing duties
as a patroller within the scope of this
General Agreement.
2. The National Park Service will maintain
operational and incident management
control over the scheduled and sanctioned activities of involved National
Ski Patrol members.
3. Local National Park Service units
will carry out the activities associated
with this General Agreement, through
established protocols and operating
procedures determined locally.
4. Formal communication procedures will
be in place with National Ski Patrol
members when operating under the
terms of this General Agreement.
5. Assign tasks that are within the scope,
ability, and training of the involved
National Ski Patrol members.
6. Strive to provide a safe workplace and
employ effective risk management strategies for the tasks assigned to National
Ski Patrol members.
7. Where appropriate and coordinated
locally, provide opportunities for
National Ski Patrol personnel to train
upon park lands and/or to participate in
joint training exercises with the National

NORDIC

Patroller in Rocky Mountain National Park wearing volunteer hat. Photo
by Candace Horgan.

Park Service.
8. Provide technical assistance to the
National Ski Patrol in the development of
safety and rescue education programs.
9. Obtain written approval from the National
Ski Patrol prior to dissemination of media
releases or published public information that describes or involve any aspect
of National Ski Patrol or this General
Agreement.
F. THE NATIONAL SKI PATROL SHALL:
1. Work locally with individual park units to
carry out this General Agreement.
2. Collaborate with the National Park
Service to raise public awareness and
educate the public relating to safety issues
in the National Park System.

El Capitan in Yosemite National Park. Photo by Candace Horgan.

to ratify this agreement.
I would also like to thank several key contributors from the National Park Service for their
commitment to this project, in particular Ken
Phillips (ret.), the acting deputy chief of the
Emergency Services Branch Law Enforcement,
Security, and Emergency Services; National
Park Service Visitor and Resource Protection
Directorate Wilderness Stewardship Division
Chief Roger Semler; Visitor and Resource
Protection (acting) Associate Director Charles
Cuvelier; National Park Service Conservation
and Outdoor Recreation Programs Chief
Bob Radclife; Emergency Services Branch
Law Enforcement, Security, and Emergency
Services Deputy Chief Andrew R. Hower; and
National Park Service Associate Director Rick
Obernesser.

This is by no means a comprehensive list, and
I apologize for not being able to name all the
people who helped with this initiative. Those
involved know who they are, and have my
heartfelt appreciation for their support and
guidance.
A formal presentation of this agreement is
being planned for Sept. 10, 2016, at Valley
Forge National Park in Pennsylvania in
conjunction with the Eastern Division’s fall
meeting. I hope that you will consider joining
us for this historic event. I promise a fun, educational, and memorable time, and you won’t
leave hungry either! +
The National Ski Patrol-National Park Service
JSOU is posted on the NSP website under
“Guiding Docs” on the member side of the site.

3. Provide training to and allow its members
to participate in joint training exercises with National Park Service SAR
personnel.
4. Consider involvement with the National
Park Service, on a recurring basis as well
as during special events, in cooperative
service ventures that are of interest and
benefit to both parties.
5. Provide support and assistance, where
appropriate, to help the National Park
Service accomplish educational and
operational goals and objectives.
6. Receive written approval from the
National Park Service prior to dissemination of media or published public
information releases that describe or
involve any aspect of the National Park
Service or this General Agreement. This
requirement is waived for published
material appearing in internal National
Ski Patrol publications circulated to
membership.
This JSOU is the result of many years of hard
work, and I would like to thank Board Chair
Ed McNamara, former Board Chair Burt
Mitchell, the NSP national board of directors,
the division directors, NSP Legal Adviser
Bob Scarlett, and Executive Director John
McMahon for their forward thinking in helping
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Outdoor Gear
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For Life
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Cold-Weather

Injuries

GET THE WARM BLANKET READY AHEAD OF TIME
B Y DAVID JO HE , M. D . , N S P N AT IO N A L ME D IC A L A D VIS E R

A rescue in severe conditions can put rescuers and patient at risk for cold-weather injuries. Photo by Studio 404 Photography.
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uring your OEC course and at refreshers, you have learned the principles
of the four types of heat transfer (Figure
1), the way humans maintain normal body
temperature by thermoregulation, and the
factors that predispose a person to a cold
injury (Table 1). You also learned about
frostnip, frostbite, and hypothermia. This
article will help you review and understand
cold-weather injuries.
A review of localized superficial cold-weather
injuries, an explanation of what actually happens to the skin in frostbite, and a discussion
of hypothermia will follow. Practical ways
to assess and care for cold injuries are given.
Special cold-weather injury problems, the
complication of afterdrop, and a discussion of

the person who appears dead from hypothermia will be reviewed at the end of this article.
There are four mechanisms of heat loss:
conduction, convection, evaporation, and
radiation.

Frostnip and frostbite
Frostnip and frostbite are local injuries to
a person’s skin that occur when the skin
and underlying tissue are exposed to cold
temperatures, and are classified as superficial, partial-thickness, and full-thickness (see
Table 2). Cold exposure can directly freeze
skin tissue. The flow of warm blood to the
tissues also slows. This is caused by blood

OEC

vessels in the skin shrinking in diameter
when cold exposure occurs. This constriction of the blood vessels makes the skin more
likely to freeze.
A blood vessel’s diameter can change. Our
brain sends signals through our automatic
(“autonomic”) nervous system constantly to
small muscle cells in the walls of our blood
vessels. These signals tell the muscle cells
to dilate or constrict the wall of the tubular
blood vessel, depending on numerous factors.
The flow of warm blood increases with a
larger tube and decreases with a smaller tube.
Blood pumped from the heart into arteries
and then smaller arterioles and capillaries
flows more slowly in the skin when a person
is cold. When a person gets hypothermic,
the brain tells the circulatory system to put
more blood into the body’s core and signals
the small vessels in the skin to constrict.
This process helps keep the person alive by
restricting blood flow to the arms and legs,
allowing more warm blood to flow into the
person’s vital organs. However, this constriction of the extremities’ blood vessels can be
harmful to the skin in cold weather, especially in the hands and feet.
Areas of skin that are exposed to cold are

more prone to frostbite. If the temperature of
exposed skin gets extremely cold, the skin
and the blood vessels in the skin can directly
freeze. These damaged blood vessels can’t
provide warmth from blood, and this causes
the skin to get less oxygen and nourishment,
which is harmful.
As the skin and underlying tissue get colder,
both eventually freeze, and ice crystals form
within and between the cells, extracting water
out of the cells. This leads to dehydration and
chemical imbalances in the cells and damages
the proteins in the cells.
As the tissue freezes, the small blood vessels
that have constricted get damaged. These
vessels begin to leak, the blood in them clots,
and this process becomes irreversible. The
skin and underlying tissues now do not have
any blood circulating in them, and the tissue
turns black, becomes necrotic, and dies.

Prevention of frostbite
and hypothermia
Prevention of cold-weather injuries is important. The keys are dressing warm to keep your
head, chest, and abdomen warm, covering
exposed skin, and not using depressant drugs
(especially alcohol). Look at Table 1 to see the

PREDISPOSING FACTORS
FOR COLD INJURY
• Freezing temperatures
• High winds
• High altitude
• Drug use (especially alcohol)
• Previous frostbite injury
• Overexertion, with fatigue and sweating
• Poor fitting, inadequate, or wet clothing
• Dehydration
• Impaired blood circulation
• Poor nutrition
Table 1
factors that make a person more susceptible to
frostbite and hypothermia.
When patrolling, make sure to protect yourself
from cold-weather injury. When frigid temperatures occur, layer appropriately, protect
your head and face, wear warm gloves, and
seek shelter in a top hut if you are not responding to an accident.

Care for cold-weather injuries
When you are responding to a call on a frigid
day and find a hypothermic injured person
in a back bowl or an unconscious boarder in

100% FOCUS.
Get your pro deal on
helmets, goggles and
sunglasses at NSP.org
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accelerate the rate of heat loss, including wet clothing, which increases the rate of
heat loss fivefold.

PERFORMANCE

OEC

COLLECTION

Figure 25-3 The mechanisms of heat loss are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Conduction
Convection
Evaporation
Radiation
MECHANISMS OF HEAT LOSS
Evaporation
Perspiration or wet skin results
in body heat lost when the
liquid evaporates.

Convection
Body heat is lost to surrounding
air, which becomes warmer, rises,
and is replaced with cooler air.

Conduction
Body heat is lost
to nearby objects
through direct
physical touch.

Radiation
Body heat is lost to the
atmosphere or nearby objects
without physically touching them.

Figure 1
the woods who has been missing for several
PREDISPOSING
FACTORS
hours,
it is important
to learn how to field
FORand
COLD
assess
careINJURY
for someone with a coldweather
injury in a practical way. You also
• Freezing
temperatures
need
to know what to tell someone you see
• High
winds
outside
who has white or grey patches of
• High
altitude
frostbite
on the skin
on their face.
• Drug use (especially
alcohol)

• Previous
injurycold-weather injury, the
With afrostbite
superficial
• Overexertion,
fatigue
andyour
sweating
body parts with
furthest
from
heart, such as
• Poor
or wet
clothing
thefitting,
nose, inadequate,
ears, cheeks,
toes,
and fingers, are
• Dehydration
usually affected first. Small areas of skin that
• Impaired
blood
circulation
are grey
or white
are seen. These areas will
• Poor
feelnutrition
cold to light touch or palpation during
your assessment.
Frostnip is actually superficial, painful
frostbite. When the area of skin involved
gets numb without pain, frostbite is present. When the skin is hard or frozen, severe
frostbite is present.
Ideally in frostbite, tissues should be
warmed as soon as possible following your
assessment. When frostbite is severe, begin
warming before transfer to a hospital, unless
transfer is immediate. The time to begin
warming is important; the sooner, the better.
New seasons bring new adventures.
Spring Summer 2016 Collections now available.
Promo Code: NSPPRO 30% OFF
VIRUSINTL.COM

In the field, first cover any exposed skin. For
a victim with other problems in addition to
frostbite, care for the ABCDs first. Then the
patient needs to be transferred immediately
to a warm shelter, such as the aid room, as
the injured patient and frostbitten body parts
need to be rewarmed.
Never rub the frostbitten part to warm it,
as tissue could be lost from the friction.
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LEVELS OF FROSTBITE
Superficial (frostnip): Skin appears cool and
pale; usually painful; tissues intact.

M
b

Partial-thickness frostbite: Skin is white or grey;
no pain; tissue indents if pressed.

M
c
8

Full-thickness frostbite: Skin is cold, hard,
and white; not painful; feels like cold wood.
Table 2
Gently remove any rings on toes and fingers,
as later the tissues will probably swell, compromising blood flow if there is constriction
from a ring.
If the frostbite is moderate or severe, submerge the hand or foot in a 102 F to 104 F
water bath for 20 to 30 minutes. Pain can
be severe as the body part thaws. Ibuprofen
(Motrin®), but not acetaminophen (Tylenol®)
or aspirin, can be given. After the water
bath, as you dry the injured part, do not rub
it; let it air dry in a warm environment to
prevent tissue sloughing and damage.
In severe frostbite, once a body part is
warmed, never let it refreeze, as this almost
always results in localized tissue death.
There is good medical information that
shows if you rapidly warm tissue in a
wilderness area and then during extrication
this tissue is allowed to freeze again, the
tissue will be worse off. It may be best to

S
b

y;

hike out with frozen toes instead of thawing
them out and then hiking out and allowing
the toes to freeze a second time.

Hypothermia
As a person’s internal body temperature gets
colder than normal, the body’s organs and
functions start shutting down. By definition, hypothermia occurs when the core
temperature is below 95 F. We like to live in
an environment that is about 65 F to 75 F,
unless some gradual acclimation to colder or
warmer temperatures has occurred.
Hypothermia can occur in any temperatures,
not just those below freezing. Wet weather,
skin exposure to wind, poor nutrition,
and other factors can be a partial cause of
hypothermia. For example, a person who
is sweating from exercise and losing heat
from evaporation of the sweat can become
hypothermic when the temperature outside
is above freezing.

SEVERITY OF HYPOTHERMIA
Mild: Alert, but can be confused; shivering;
body temperature below 95 F.

Bringing a blanket to an injured patient. Photo by Candace Horgan.

usually with hard, frozen skin, is breathing
very slowly, and is unresponsive, the patient
has severe hypothermia.
For any case of hypothermia, you must warm
the patient. In the field, cover the patient
with a blanket as soon as possible. Get them

off of any cold surfaces such as snow by
putting a blanket or other object under them;
otherwise, the patient is at risk of further
potential loss of heat from conduction.
Finally, seek a warm shelter.
Once inside, use a warming device on the

Moderate: Drowsy; decreased level of
consciousness; no shivering; body temp
86 F to 95 F.
Severe: Unresponsive; may not have respirations;
body temp below 86 F.
Table 3

Practical clues
When specialized medical professionals talk
about the best way to measure hypothermia, they talk about core temperature and
use a special device found in hospitals to
measure the core temperature in the chest
cavity. In the field, you will not be measuring a patient’s temperature, especially the
most accurate core temperature. Instead, you
will use your visual and palpation assessment skills to determine whether the patient
has suffered a cold injury and then respond
rapidly.
The severity of hypothermia (see Table 3)
can be assessed easily in the field. If the
patient is cold, alert, and shivering, it is mild
hypothermia. When shivering stops in a cold
individual and the level of responsiveness
worsens, the patient has moderate hypothermia. If the patient is very cold to the touch,
N S P. O R G
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OEC

Warmed IV fluids given by an EMS provider
can help.

Frostbitten feet.

person. In our patrol room, we use electric
blankets that are pre-warmed or a blanket
just out of a clothes dryer. The patroller on
the hill determines if the patient is hypothermic during assessment and radios ahead to
get the blanket warm, and once inside, the
warmed blanket is quickly placed over the
patient.
Give the patient a warm, high-energy, sugary, nonalcoholic drink and an energy bar,
but only if the patient can swallow. If the
person has a decreased level of responsiveness and difficulty swallowing, do not give
anything by mouth. In both moderate and
severe hypothermia, rapid advanced life
support (ALS) transport to a definitive facility is needed, but always start the warming
process while waiting for them to arrive.

If you have a cold, unresponsive, severely
hypothermic patient, you are faced with
difficult decisions. Do your ABCDs and if a
faint pulse and/or respirations are present,
do not do CPR. A fatal arrhythmia of the
heart could occur if chest compressions are
started when there is a faint pulse. Although
CPR is controversial when there is not a
pulse or breathing in a severely hypothermic
patient, most still recommend that CPR be
continued as the patient is warmed.

“A patient is not dead until
they are warm and dead.”
Continue to warm the patient if they appear
dead. Transport by ALS to a definitive
healthcare facility. Ask your local medical
director or hospital emergency doctor to
develop a best practices protocol for your
resort for the hypothermic patient who
appears dead.
Always remember basic OEC principles
when caring for the hypothermic patient.
Scene safety is always the first step in a
rescue. Always do your ABCDs. Repeatedly
check vital signs and keep a patient flow
Exposed skin is more likely to freeze. Photo by Tristan Roberson.

sheet. Care for other injuries as needed.
When a hypothermic person is found unresponsive and there are no witnesses, spinal
immobilization may be indicated. However,
taking a long time to immobilize the spine in
a moderate or severely hypothermic patient
may actually be more harmful.

Afterdrop

HAPPY HOUR FOR YOUR FEET

This is a potentially fatal complication of
hypothermia that you need to be aware of
when treating a hypothermic patient. A continued drop in core body temperature after
warming measures have begun can occur.
This is thought to be due to cold blood in the
arms and legs returning to the heart. Watch
for this condition called afterdrop, since
shock or cardiac arrest may occur if this is
present.

Your quick action is important
In summary, treatment for any cold-weather
injury is warming. As an OEC first responder,
you must stay warm during the rescue and
transport the hypothermic victim gently and
rapidly. Remember scene safety. Always
radio ahead to get the warm blanket ready,
and have ALS waiting if needed. Your rapid
field assessment and practical care could
save a life. +
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Back to Basics
FUNDAMENTALS TO SKI EFFICIENTLY AND HAVE MORE FUN
BY JI M O’C ONN OR

The matrix below will help you understand
the fundamental movements we apply to
our skiing. The five fundamentals of skiing as described in the 2014 edition of the
Alpine Technical Manual published by the
Professional Ski Instructors of AmericaAmerican Association of Snowboard
Instructors (PSIA-AASI) are stated in the first
column of the matrix. These fundamentals
present a new perspective to the same old
skills of skiing, and are described in a causeand-effect manner in the new manual, which I
encourage you all to read.

Skiing efficiently. Photo by Candace Horgan.

The matrix lists drills to practice that can help
isolate and bring further understanding to the
fundamentals. The ability to understand and
execute the skills associated with the fundamentals of skiing is a pathway to more efficient
skiing.

Often, we as ski patrollers stop focusing on our
skiing technique and working to improve our
skiing. We may think we have learned all we
need to know, or we are focusing on improving
other aspects of work performance, such as our
Outdoor Emergency Care skills and our customer service. Skiing becomes second nature,
and we lose the drive to constantly work to
improve.

Your NSP Outdoor Emergency Transportation
Program provides several different training
opportunities for the student, trainer, instructor, and evaluator to participate and improve
their skiing fundamentals. OET instructor
trainers have to understand skiing and riding
fundamentals in order to train and evaluate
patrollers effectively and provide the feedback
to develop further.

However, by returning to working on improving our skiing, we can become better at what
we all love: ski patrolling! The five fundamentals of skiing are about controlling your center
of mass, rotary movements, edge control, and
both initiating and managing pressure control.

We encourage and motivate students to seek
out and work with PSIA-AASI professionals.
We strive to be more efficient in our skiing
though the application of these fundamentals.
There are several key concepts to keep in
mind as you work on your skiing and riding

Good edging. Photo by Candace Horgan.

fundamentals. Mastering these concepts provides that smooth, effortless look to skiing.
1.

Control the relationship of the COM (center of mass) to the base of support through
direct pressure along the length of the ski.
The base of support is sometimes referred
to as the platform you develop with skis.

2.

Control the skis’ rotation (turning, pivoting, steering) with leg rotation separate
from the upper body. Rotation of the
upper body to initiate the turn is a common, but less effective, movement used by
beginning and intermediate skiers.

3.

Control edge angle through a combination
of inclination and angulation.

4.

Control pressure from ski to ski and direct
pressure to the outside ski. Step on the
outside ski early, while it is across the fall
line, to have better control of turn shape
and speed control.

5.

Regulate the magnitude of pressure created through ski/snow interaction. +

SKIING FUNDAMENTALS AND SKILL DRILL MATRIX
ADAPTED FROM PSIA-E AGILITY VERSATILITY/FUNDAMENTAL VERSATILITY MODULE AND PSIA ALPINE TECHNICAL MANUAL 2014
Fundamentals

Skill Drill: Level 1

Skill Drill: Level 2

Skill Drill: Level 3

Balance (source of effective movement and outcome)
1. Control the relationship of the COM (center of mass) to the base of support through direct pressure along the length of the ski.

Forward sideslip

Falling leaf

Lane change/one ski

Rotational Control
2. Control the skis’ rotation (turning, pivoting, steering) with leg rotation
separate from the upper body.

Hockey stop (green
terrain)

• Open parallel, no poles
• Garlands

Pivot slips

Edge Control
3. Control edge angle through a combination of inclination and angulation.

Step out of a diagonal
traverse to a stop

Skate down a fall line and
railroad tracks

• 1,000 steps
• Tuck turns

Pressure Control
4. Control pressure from ski to ski and direct pressure to the outside ski.

• Uphill Christie
• Inside ski lifted after
the start of the turn

Basic leapers, railroad
tracks, and step turns

Skate to shape to short radius turn

Straight run with a hop

• Stem Christie
• Pivot slips in the
bumps

• Simultaneous hop turns in
the bumps
• Short/long radius carved turns

Pressure Control
5. Regulate the magnitude of pressure created through ski/snow interaction.

**Skills and drills can often fit more than one category as the skier progresses and the skills are blended based on changing conditions, terrain, and desired turn shape.
N S P. O R G
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Radio
Technology
Changes
– Part II
MANUFACTURERS AND
ULTRA-NARROWBAND
REGULATIONS

BY DICK WOOLF, NSP NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADVISER

Patroller

I

n the winter 2016 issue of Ski Patrol
Magazine, I reviewed the FCC’s historical and current actions leading to its present
regulation requiring ultra-narrowband (digital) capability in all new radios submitted
for approval after Jan. 1, 2015. Low-priced
equipment manufacturers have advised that
this requirement will result in two changes
to new models of equipment imported into
the United States:

VHF (150-174 MHz) and UHF (450-512 MHz)
compatibility in the same radio permits
interoperability with other first responders,
as well as year-round off-area use. Although
the radios offered through the NSP program
are FCC approved (under the pre-2015 regulations) and shipped from the U.S. importer
in California, they are built in China, as is
virtually all other inexpensive and moderately priced radio equipment, regardless of
manufacturer.

• Equipment will become more expensive.

It is the factories in China that are telling
U.S. importers that dual-band equipment
cannot be inexpensively built with both
dual-band and ultra-narrowband capability.
An additional complicating factor is the variety of incompatible digital protocols.

NSP members have been able to purchase
attractively priced dual-band equipment
on a national basis since 2012. Having both

Since rural and volunteer first responders
have little if any need for ultra-narrowband
capability, NSP and a number of public

• Dual-band (VHF/UHF) equipment will not
be available; and
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safety communications organizations,
including the International Municipal Signal
Association, our frequency coordination
agency, are working on developing a petition to the FCC to waive the requirement for
ultra-narrowband capability based upon the
loss of functionality resulting from the 2015
regulations and the cost impact of creating a
dual-band transceiver with ultra-narrowband
(digital) capability.
All existing analog radio equipment may
continue to be used, and sales of equipment
approved prior to 2015 will continue as
well. The concern here is for new models of
equipment submitted for FCC approval to
be imported into the United States, which
would therefore be subject to the 2015
requirements.
Questions/comments on this topic may be
directed to telecom@nsp.org. +

Summer Sale !

All Cascade Toboggans Discounted $100

AND

Take 10% off all additional products
ordered at the same time!

Since 1962

The “Legend”

The “Extreme”

The “Cruiser SS”

Offer valid for orders placed August 1st through August 31st. Summer Sale orders
must be pre-paid in full before September 1st - No Exceptions.
Freight charges will apply

cascade-rescue.com
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customercare@cascade.rescue.com
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Y O U N G A D U LT

THE

GENERATION

YOUNG ADULT PROGRAMS ARE
AN IMPORTANT PATROL ASSET
BY PA U L T OU R A N GEA U ,

NSP NAT ION A L Y OU N G A DULT PAT R O L L E R P R O G R AM ADV I S E R

Last December, the NSP board appointed me
as the new national Young Adult Patroller
Program adviser. I am a 23-year patroller with
the Winter Park Ski Patrol in Colorado, and,
after serving two years as our volunteer patrol
leader, I have spent the last six years as one of
the senior advisers to the Winter Park Young
Adult Program, which currently has 30 young
adult patrollers.
We have an amazing and robust young adult
program with excellent young adult patrollers;
I have thoroughly enjoyed my role with the
program, and am consistently impressed with
the commitment, skills, and dedication of our
young adult patrollers.
The relationship between our young adult
program and our ski patrol is strong, very
important, and very beneficial to everybody
involved.

Recruitment opportunities
With the many competing activities available
to the public, recruiting to bring in new adult
patrollers is increasingly a challenge. The
Winter Park Volunteer Ski Patrol presently has
101 active red coat volunteer patrollers on the
mountain, of which 28 are former young adult
patrollers. Think about that number; almost 30
percent of our current patrollers came from the
young adult patrol ranks. That is a large percentage in the context of recruiting patrollers

Winter Park young adults and Paul Tourangeau.
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in this period of the NSP
striving to maintain and
grow its ranks.
Young adult patrollers
are a very important
source of membership for
our ski patrol, and bring
fresh, energetic patrollers into the ranks. Your
Winter Park young adult patrollers with Paul Tourangeau.
ski patrol can benefit
in the same way. Both
saw that the YAPs knew exactly what they
regionally and nationwere doing, and asked what they could do to
ally, young adult patrollers who are exposed to
help. The young adult patrollers completed
patrolling, or who transition after high school
leading the scene by directing and doing the
to the senior patrol ranks at or away from their
backboard application with the pros, worked
home area, are an important source of boostwith the pros to move the injured guest onto
ing and maintaining NSP membership. Once
the sled, and the pro patrol took the sled to the
young adults know and appreciate the benefits
base. That is a significant endorsement of their
of ski patrolling, it is likely a good portion will
competence as patrollers.
choose to continue patrolling as adults. These
young adults also influence their peer groups
This season, two of our young adult patrollers
and encourage others to ski, and they encourwere first on scene, along with two auxiliary
age and teach others how to participate in our
patrollers, for a medical condition at the base
industry in a safe way.
village public area that, after rapid assessment,
required CPR and then a public-use AED; the
young adult patrollers performed first aid and
Young adult patrollers
CPR without hesitation and exactly as trained
excel as patrollers
with the auxiliary patrollers, successfully
enabling that person to get to advanced care,
When well-trained, young adult patrollers
another example of young adults competently
are strong and very competent patrollers. It
applying their skills.
is gratifying to see the real skills that young
adult patrollers gain and apply as they learn
and complete OEC and CPR, learn how to do
an assessment, run an accident scene, interact
clearly and directly with adults, and learn
how to run their own organization.
Here is an interesting example: on a
Presidents' Day YAP trip two years ago, four
of our Winter Park young adult patrollers
came upon an accident at a sizeable ski area
in the Rockies. They stopped and assessed
the situation, a potential C-spine injury, asked
for permission to help, protected the C-spine,
did an efficient assessment, and called the
ski patrol. The pro patrol arrived with a sled
including backboard and other equipment,

It's a great feeling to see the young people on
your patrol have that level of skill and confidence, and become significant contributors to
your team. These are just two examples of the
level of performance we see regularly from our
young adult patrollers at our mountain, and
young adults from other programs regularly
perform as patrollers just as well in other
young adult patrols at, to name just a few,
Pajarito Mountain Ski Area in New Mexico,
Alyeska Resort in Alaska, Loveland Ski Area
in Colorado, Lost Trail Powder Mountain in
Montana, Willamette Pass Resort in Oregon,
Shawnee Peak in Maine, and Wachusett
Mountain in Massachusetts.

Y O U N G A D U LT

My role and goals
I have been a patroller for 23 years, including two years as our volunteer patrol leader.
For the last six years, I have thoroughly
enjoyed being a senior adviser to the Winter
Park Young Adult Program as part of a mix
of volunteer and pro advisers, and appreciate
first-hand the benefits that flow to individual
young adult patrollers, to our patrol as a
whole, and to our division from a strong and
successful young adult patroller program.
My role from the NSP board as YAP adviser is
to grow and strengthen young adult patroller programs across the country to benefit
individual ski patrols and the NSP as a whole.
My goals are to increase the number of young
adult patroller programs in ski patrols across
the NSP, put in place and communicate on
measures to keep our graduating young adult
patrollers close to the NSP and ski patrolling,
and to communicate on the benefits of young
adult patroller programs across the NSP.
I am working with a group of division YAP
senior advisers toward achieving these goals,
and we hope to work wherever possible
with individual ski patrols to help make this
happen.
If you have questions about or want to talk
through how to establish a young adult
patroller program in your patrol, if you have
examples of how these programs work well or
could be improved, or if you have stories of
success that should be shared, please call me at
(720) 437-1969 or email me at prtourangeau@
dcpmidstream.com. I, and the respective division YAP senior advisers, want to work with
you to help young adult patroller programs
succeed in your ski patrol.
Now that you appreciate the benefits of an
active young adult patroller program, here are
some ideas for what you can do to help establish a successful program at your area.

Young adult patroller programs are educational programs designed for young adults,
and provide a framework for young adults to
build patrolling and leadership skills, selfconfidence, and safe attitudes toward skiing
and riding. They provide an opportunity for
training and education, and students volunteer their time to participate in them. These
programs are not labor programs intended to
provide labor to the ski area, and never have
been. Young adults will learn how to be a
patroller and what it means by applying skills
learned in this framework.
The NSP website has a Web page under
"Programs" that has resources for creating
young adult patroller programs, providing a
one-stop shop to help establish, or maintain
and improve, a program at your area.
We thank Chris Rousseau, a member of the
Pats Peak Ski Patrol in New Hampshire and
my predecessor as NSP YAP Program adviser,
and Pacific Northwest Division Young Adult
Patroller Program Adviser Dave Brown of the
Willamette Pass Ski Patrol, for working with
their colleagues to put these useful tools in
place for NSP YAP programs.
One of the most impactful ways to provide
others with the life skills that we gain as ski
patrollers, and to see those people learn,
develop, grow, advance, and thrive, is by

training and working with young adult patrollers. Young people in those pivotal years
between ages 15–18 who are willing to take
on the responsibilities of being a ski patroller need the guidance and care from a ski
patrol, but also from a senior adviser, for the
young adults to successfully achieve all of
those skills and become an NSP-certified ski
patroller.
For these young people, successfully learning
and achieving all the elements of becoming
a ski patroller establishes in them important
characteristics and values that will last for
the rest of their lives. As a senior adviser, you
will gain the satisfaction of positively affecting
these young adults for the rest of their lives.
That is a very satisfying thing.
Consider being that leader, that senior adviser,
to establish a young adult patroller program in
your patrol, or to strengthen an already-existing program, and encourage other members
of your patrol to help. Patrols can, of course,
have more than one senior adviser to a young
adult patroller program, and many find it very
beneficial. Patrol directors, I encourage you
to identify those leaders on your patrol that
can serve as senior advisers to put in place
a young adult patroller program with your
patrol, or to maintain and strengthen your
existing program. +

The Rhapsody Hoodie

PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN
RELY
ON

Existing structures
and resources
Your patrol already has the structure and
process to accommodate developing a young
adult patroller program. You train adult
candidates in OEC and CPR and all the
other aspects of becoming a patroller. With
the leadership of a senior adviser from your
patrol, a young adult patroller program can be
integrated into your existing patrol program.
There are considerations regarding establishing and crafting a young adult patroller
program for your area so that it is consistent
with relevant patrol, area, and state requirements, and those can be navigated with the
tools available through the NSP to establish a
young adult patrol.
N S P. O R G
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Leon C. Abel
Leon C. Abel, a long-time NSP patroller, died
on March 27, 2015. His unexpected passing at
age 63 left a great void in the lives of his wife
of 39 years, Linda, sons Eric and Kevin, and
beloved grandson, Jace. During Leon’s last
year of his life, he was fulfilled as he nurtured
his new grandson.
Leon was born and raised in Rothschild,
Wisconsin. After high school, he started his
lifetime profession in the paper industry,
beginning as a journeyman pipefitter and progressing continuously upward to retirement
as a vibration analysis specialist.
As a member of the Wisconsin National
Guard from 1970-76, he earned the rank of
sergeant and helped in the development of a
specialized antiaircraft weapon.
He served on the medical crew at Deer Valley
for the 2002 Olympic Winter Games in Salt
Lake City. Deer hunting with his sons and
friends was always a joy for him. Pheasant
hunting with his dog, Bucky, at his side was a
favorite fall activity.
Leon joined NSP in October 1976 and trained
at Rib Mountain in Wausau, Wisconsin.
Friends that trained with him patrolled with

him until
the end. He
earned his
Senior patch
in 1979 and
soon became
an instructor, giving of
his time and
knowledge to
others. Many
Leon C. Abel
weekends were spent traveling the North
Central Region as a region ski and toboggan
instructor.
His home hill patrollers benefited from his
instruction too, as he helped them become the
best when managing a toboggan. He expected
excellence from his students and they
rewarded him with their successes. He gave
39 years of service as a volunteer patroller.
In 2001, Leon became patrol rep for 110
patrollers and won the North Central Region
Outstanding Patrol Rep Award in 2003. This
was a time of great change and challenge, as
the ownership of his hill changed and Rib
Mountain became Granite Peak. Over several
years, the area tripled in size and sophistication. Leon managed that change with the
same excellence he expected of others. His
leadership led the patrol in the right direction

as it continued to thrive.
Leon was an excellent mechanic and
builder and spent many hours helping build
our new upper patrol room. The toboggans
and snowmobiles have had many expert
repairs by his hands. He was awarded his
National Appointment Number 7058 in
1989. He earned two Blue Merit Stars and
was presented the Distinguished Service
Award in 2009.
Leon enjoyed the friendships of his patrol
family. His helicopter ski trips to British
Columbia were always a thrill that added
many years of great memories and stories. He
enjoyed dining with his Saturday crew and
their wives after his shift throughout the ski
season, and frequently during the summer
months, too. He rafted the Grand Canyon with
several patrol couples and did a small boat
cruise, hiking and kayaking in Prince William
Sound, Alaska. The four patrol couples with
him saw the quiet and subtle sense of humor
that those close to him knew well. It is hard to
believe that his nickname was “Grumpy.” He
endured it well, and smiled when addressed
as such.
He enjoyed life when skiing, when patrolling, when with his friends, and especially
when he was with his family. Patrolling was
a major part of his life and he gave a huge
portion of himself to that activity. His family
and his patrol family will cherish and openly
share memories of him forever. Deep powder
will follow him to eternity as he wears his
red NSP patrol parka with the white cross of
service to others.
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James DeWeerd
Granite Peak Ski Patrol, Wisconsin

Leroy Baisden
Click the Revo logo on the Pro Deals page
to save on goggles and sunglasses

Born in 1940, Leroy was a native of
Hampton, Virginia. He was an active member
of The Homestead Ski Patrol, earning his
EMT certification as well as instructing CPR
for the American Red Cross.
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It is with great sadness that The Homestead
Ski Patrol of Hot Springs, Virginia, learned
news of the passing of Leroy Baisden on Oct.
17, 2015, after courageously battling multiple
myeloma for a little over four years.
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He was a lifelong blood donor, believing it was his gift to the community. He
was a Mason in good standing with the
Nansemond Lodge No. 77 A.F. & A.M., and
was a member for 41 years. He served as
worshipful master in 1983.
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His involvement
with the Masonic
Lodge also led to
his participation
in the Scottish
Rite and the
Shriners. As a
Shriner, he was
a former member
of the Khedive
Leroy Baisden
Corvettes, as well
as a driver transporting patients and their
families to and from the Shriners Hospitals
as a Road Runner.
He had a long and proud 32-year career in
the pharmaceutical industry with WarnerLambert, which later became Parke-Davis,
earning his certified medical representative
title, as well as other accolades and career
achievements. Even while battling cancer,
nothing pleased him more than talking shop
while discussing his medications and treatments with the doctors, nurses, and staff.
He had a kind, loving, and generous soul,
and will be sadly missed by his friends,
including the regulars, ski instructors, and
patrollers at The Homestead. His pharmaceutical experience enhanced his skills as a
dedicated patroller.
Leroy brightened every day he patrolled,
most especially the cloudy and rainy ones.
During his patrol career, he never failed to
bring cheer and laughter to those he skied
and patrolled with. His 26 years of cheerful, fun-loving patrolling made his fellow
Homestead patrollers better by his presence
and example.
Bill Parks
The Homestead Ski Patrol, Virginia

Nelson Bennett
Barely a year after a series of 100th-birthday
celebrations at ski resorts around the country,
Nelson Bennett, a National Ski Patrol icon,
passed away on Jan. 30,
2016. Mourned by hundreds who knew him
and a thousand more
who knew him by reputation, “Benni” died as
he had lived — feisty to
the last breath.

Nelson Bennett. Photo c/o
Sun Valley Resort.

Hewn from New
England granite,
Bennett was born
on Dec. 6, 1914, and

brought up on a farm. He majored in forestry
at the University of New Hampshire and
competed on the ski team in the four-way
disciplines of downhill, slalom, jumping, and
cross-country. In 1936, he helped form and
lead the early ski patrol at Sun Valley, Idaho.
The famed Sun Valley sled was a Bennett
innovation.
Drafted into the Army in 1942, Bennett served
in the 10th Mountain Division during World
War II. He returned to Sun Valley for 15 additional years as superintendent of recreational
facilities. In 1960, he took over as general
manager of White Pass Ski Area near Yakima,
Washington, his long-standing home, retiring
in 1985. He served in various capacities in
four Winter Olympics: 1956, 1960, 1980, and
1988. Bennett was an FIS judge for 34 years,
inspecting race courses all over the world. He
competed on the masters racing circuit, often
representing his 87th Mountain Infantry regiment, and continuing to ski into his late 90s.
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Bennett was inducted into the U.S. Ski and
Snowboard Hall of Fame in 1986 and into
the Northwest Ski Hall of Fame in 1992. His
full bio can be found in the article “Nelson
Bennett, Centenarian” (see Ski Patrol
Magazine, vol. 32, issue 3).
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Nelson Bennett has left an indelible mark in
the annals of NSP history. His fortitude, endurance, and spirited repartee will live on in the
memory of all of us who knew and respected
this rock-hard, blue-eyed elder statesman of
patrolling.
Dr. Gretchen Rous Besser
National Ski Patrol Historian (1978-2010)

Kenneth D.Bradford
Kenneth Davidson Bradford — who passed
away on Feb. 28, 2016 — was a larger-than-life
presence for many ski patrollers. With atypical
modesty, he never tooted his own horn, nor
did even his close friends know the extent of
his accomplishments.
Born on Jan. 30, 1927, in Galveston, Texas, Ken
grew up in Colorado, where the mountains
became a passion. He
recalled first strapping
on a pair of Groswold
skis with his friends.
“I watched with
mounting interest as
each boy slipped his
feet into these straps
and with a push of
poles went flying
down the slope,”
Kenneth D. Bradford
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he recalled. “My turn came. It was magic.
Straight down the hill, no thought of turning,
only the wind and speed!”
As a 17-year-old senior at Eagle County
High School in Pando — where his father
was involved in building Camp Hale — Ken
enlisted in the Marine Corps on April 28,
1944, and served in the Pacific during World
War II. After marrying Cecilia (Cece) Barton in
1951, he was called to a second tour of active
duty in the Korean War. They celebrated
59 years together before Cece’s passing in
2010. All his life, Bradford hewed to the
core Marine values of “honor, courage and
commitment.”
Ken’s love of skiing inspired him to volunteer as a National Ski “Patrolman” in the
early 1960s. In 1965, he helped set up the ski
patrol at Fun Valley in Deer Creek Canyon,
Colorado, a small area that operated for five
years. His primary, long-term affiliation was
with the Loveland Ski Patrol in Colorado,
which issued him a lifetime pass after he
retired from active patrolling. Bradford served
as region director (1969-71), Rocky Mountain
Division director (1971-75), and assistant national director under Harry Pollard
(1975-76).
In later years, he did important volunteer
work identifying and cataloguing equipment at the Colorado Ski Museum’s Resource
Center in Golden, a service he considered a
privilege to perform.
In addition to a career in the brick manufacturing business, Bradford served on the
boards of the Southwest Metropolitan Water
and Sanitation District and Platte River Water
and Sanitation District for more than 20 years.
He was board president of the latter up to fall
2014, a responsibility he shouldered with
pride.
A close friend since we first met, with our
spouses, at an International Ski Patrol meeting in Switzerland in 1975, Ken Bradford was
a mentor and protagonist in my personal NSP
history. As assistant national director, he was
instrumental in convincing the board to ratify
my request to write a book-length history
of the NSP (which his youngest daughter,
Adriane, helped research) and to appoint me
national historian in 1978. In 2012, he talked
me into updating The National Ski Patrol:
Samaritans of the Snow (1983) to cover the
intervening 30 years in time for the NSP 75th
anniversary. Ken even found a publisher,
David Harrower, former publisher and part
owner of Backcountry Magazine.
Ken was an indefatigable sportsman, trout
fisherman, mountain climber, and skier in all
conditions, anywhere. I remember his reluctantly spending a day with me in the 1990s on
80
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the moguls of Winter Park’s Mary Jane, not his
favorite type of terrain, but Ken was too much
of a gentleman, and too good a skier, to protest.
Harrower called him a “tough old dude” who
kept on going long after others might have
given up.
Bradford is survived by his three daughters,
Lorraine, Pat, and Adriane, as well as four
grandsons and three great-grandchildren.
Adriane has a favorite memory of skiing
with her dad at Loveland Pass. “Deep, deep,
new powder. He skied to the top of a series
of chutes and disappeared into the trees and
snow. Even though I was right behind him, I
couldn’t see him. I could hear him, though,
laughing, having so much fun.”
This is an image that all of us who knew,
respected, and admired Kenneth Bradford can
treasure. We can picture him skiing in everwidening arcs, spreading joy and laughter in
heaven.
Dr. Gretchen Rous Besser
National Ski Patrol Historian (1978-2010)

Tom Dyroff
Thomas (Tom) Vincent Dyroff, age 68, died Oct.
9, 2015, at Kaiser Hospital, after a long battle
with cancer. Tom was born on May 21, 1947, in
Lakewood-Bellflower Rural, California.
Tom was an Army veteran of the Vietnam
War. At 38 years old, he was diagnosed with
cardiac conditions, but he would not let his
health status define who he was or what he
accomplished. Tom was very active in the community. He was an Allstate Insurance agent for
38 years. Tom’s true passions were his family
and the outdoors. Tom took every opportunity
to go camping, fishing, referee soccer games,
or serve on the National Ski Patrol in the local
mountains.
Tom’s ski patrol career started in 2000 when he
took Outdoor Emergency Care (OEC) through
the National Ski Patrol. After finishing his
training, he was torn between working as a
patroller at Snow Summit or Snow Valley.
He decided to work at both by switching off
weekends.
Over the years, Tom became involved in
teaching OEC with Barbara Baxter, the lead
instructor, and they taught and collaborated on
numerous classes and projects. Tom, you will
be greatly missed.
Lisa Larres
Snow Valley National Ski Patrol,
California

Dr. Don Fager
Dr. Don Fager passed away on Dec. 24,
2015, at the age of 92, and will be long
remembered as a wonderful physician, a
supporter of his community, an extraordinary mountaineer, and a mountain rescue
innovator who is credited with saving many
lives.
Don was born and raised in Oak Park,
Illinois, where he played cornet in church
with his two brothers. At 12 years old,
he joined the Boy Scouts and eventually
achieved the rank of Eagle Scout. He spent
many summers at camp, where he took
numerous leadership roles, including the
camp bugler. He loved the outdoors and
developed a lifelong love of nature.
Don continued his education in 1942 at
Coe College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in the
Navy ROTC, and then also at Gustavus
Adolphus College in St. Peter, Minnesota,
in 1943 as a company commander. In 1944,
he was accepted to Northwestern University
Feinberg School of Medicine, where he
was sent to Bremerton Naval Base on Puget
Sound in Washington one summer for
training.
While there, he visited Mount Rainier
National Park on a weekend leave and
knew that he had to return to the beautiful Northwest after he completed medical
school and his Navy duties. He spent two
years on a Navy medical ship during the
Korean War. After leaving the Navy, he
became the chief resident at Children’s
Hospital of Chicago.
In 1954, Don got his chance to move to the
Northwest by joining the Wenatchee Valley
Medical Center in Wenatchee, Washington,
where he was a beloved pediatrician for
over 25 years. Don and his wife, Betty,
raised five children in Wenatchee.
Dr. Fager served as director of the local
YMCA, and was chairman and cofounder of the
Chelan County
Mountain Rescue
Association.
Don was a real
revolutionary
and changed the
typical rescuers’ minimal
first aid of the
time, pioneering high-quality
emergency care
to the climbers
and hikers who
Dr. Don Fager
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were injured. Over the years, he invented
several rescue tools that became the standard in wilderness rescue and care. His vest
for treating hypothermia and his Nordic
rescue sled were and still are the standard for backcountry rescue and are used
worldwide.
From the beginning of the Mission Ridge
Ski Patrol in 1966, Dr. Fager was the
medical adviser, and for nearly 30 years
guided the patrol through the many
changes in emergency care. He was also
an NSP instructor for avalanche and
mountaineering.
Besides his career as a physician and
mountain rescue pioneer, Dr. Fager invested
a significant amount of time and money
supporting the local YMCA and the ChelanDouglas Land Trust. Encouraging kids to
get excited about the outdoors through the
YMCA’s camping programs and the Land
Trust’s nature education for youth were
some of his passionate interests.
The stories and memories of Dr. Don Fager
have already morphed into precious legends. He will be missed by all of those who
knew him, and a community he left such a
great impression on.
Warren Clark
Mission Ridge Ski Patrol, Washington

Ken Garves
Ken Garves,
age 87, of the
Mt. La Crosse
Ski Patrol in
Wisconsin,
passed away
on Saturday,
Jan. 16, 2016,
at the home of
his brother and
sister-in-law,
Ronald and
Mary Garves.
If you told anyone in western
Wisconsin that
Ken Garves
you ski at Mt.
La Crosse, the first thing you would always
hear was, “Do you know Kenny Garves?”
Ken began his ski patrol career at Mt. La
Crosse in 1959, and was active until the time
of his passing, serving continuously and selflessly for 57 years.

Ken held his National Appointment
Number 5559, lifetime member, and Senior
designations in the highest regard, and
served as the Mt. La Crosse patrol director
for 27 years.
Never one to seek the limelight, Ken transitioned from his patrol director role and
remained a steadfast counselor and mentor to
his successors, providing leadership advice
from behind the scenes. His abilities as a
confidant were honed as a barber for 60-plus
years, working daily from the age of 17.
A classic and confident skier in his 87th
year, he skied a technically perfect style,
with timeless ability. Although certainly
an accomplished and respected skier and
patroller, Ken was a true outdoorsman
who excelled at several sports. An avid
fisherman, hunter, golfer, and trap shooter,
he provided fond memories for a huge
circle of friends who joined him in those
endeavors.
Skiing was truly a family affair for the
Garves family. Ken was preceded in death
by his wife, Ardelle, and the untimely
passing of his two children, son, Dan, and
daughter, Vicki, and his son-in-law, Larry
Berg. Ardelle worked for many years in the
retail ski shop at Mt. La Crosse, and was
the “classiest woman on skis;” Dan, Vicki,
and Larry were accomplished Professional
Ski Instructors of America instructors who
loved the sport and loved to teach skiing.
Ken was an inspiration to all who knew
him, and certainly to all those who ever
skied with him. As a founding member
of the Mt. La Crosse Ski Patrol, he was a
visionary for the future of the ski area as he
proudly watched it grow over its 50-plusyear history.
Some people light up a room with a flamboyant style; Ken lit up the room because of
how humble he was. Everyone who knew
Kenny believed they were his best friend,
because that is how he made you feel! When
you talked with Kenny, you were the most
important person in the room.
Early one morning, on a powder day, Ken
noticed some kids headed out for the first
chair; his only advice for them was, “Hey
you guys, have fun and save some powder
for me!”
The entire community will miss Ken, but
relish in the fond memory of an outstanding man.
Rich Rice
Mt. La Crosse Ski Patrol, Wisconsin
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Ralph Hudson

MORE THAN WAX

Ralph Hudson, National Appointment
Number 3521, passed away quietly on Nov.
5, 2015, at the
age of 84.
Born and
raised in
Michigan,
Ralph spent
virtually his
entire life in
that area. The
only exception
Ralph Hudson
was his four
years of service to the U.S. Navy during the
Korean War aboard the USS Midway. He
was fortunate to spend most of his service
stationed in the Mediterranean and was
able to ski at Sestriere while on leave.
After his discharge, he met and married
the love of his life, Joanne (née Reif), with
whom he raised three sons, Breck, Kirk,
and Erik. He is survived by all, plus two
stepgrandchildren, four grandchildren, and
four step-great-grandchildren.
Ralph started his patrol career in the 1950s
at Bintz Apple Mountain (now Apple
Mountain). He remained an active patroller,
mostly in the Northern Michigan Region of
the Central Division, for 32 years until a leg
injury limited his ability to ski.
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After Apple Mountain, he patrolled at
a number of hills in Michigan, transferring when hills closed, including Mt.
Frederick, where he served as the patrol
director; Snow Valley; Bear Mountain
(now Hanson Hills); Walloon Hills; Twin
Pines; and, finally, Shanty Creek. He was
an active member of each patrol, serving
as an instructor in all applicable disciples,
including American Red Cross First Aid,
CPR, chair evacuation, and toboggan
handling.
He achieved his Circle A patch, was a
Senior patroller, was Certified Ski Patrol
Tester Number 95, served the Northern
Michigan Region as section chief, and was
awarded a Yellow Merit Star.
Ralph started skiing in the nascent stages
of the sport, so his gear ranged from wood
skis with leather boots and wool clothes
to carbon fiber and advanced polyesters.
However, ski patrol was never about the
gear, and always about the relationships.
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While he often proved that the fine line
between outgoing and overbearing was
easily crossed, his focus throughout everything on ski patrol was to provide the best
possible outcome for the patient. You may
not have agreed with his opinions, but you
always knew them.
The cabin we used during ski season was
on the “holy waters” of the Au Sable River,
where Ralph also fly fished and hunted partridge. Summers were spent at our cabin in
the Huron National Forest or playing golf.
He was also an active member of Kiwanis
International from 1958-1998, serving as the Kiwanis Michigan lieutenant
governor in 1966, and was a member of
Ducks Unlimited, the Bay City Planning
Commission, and a community citizens
district council.
Long after the chaos and confusion of
Alzheimer’s robbed him of the ability to
recognize or remember me, dad was still
excited to hear about ski patrol. During a
conversation, in a moment of introspection
and clarity, he offered up, “Some of the best
people I’ve ever known I knew through ski
patrol.”
Erik Hudson
Alpine Valley West Ski Patrol, Wisconsin

Ned Huntley
Ned Huntley, a member of Stratton
Mountain’s Safety Patrol (mountain host),
died Jan. 30, 2016, from complications of
brain cancer. He was 58.
Ned joined Stratton’s patrol in 2006
because his wife, Breda, had been a
Stratton ski patroller since 1983, and skiing was something they both enjoyed.
A registered professional engineer,
Ned was the former director of public works for the city of Northampton,
Massachusetts. He was credited with managing numerous large-scale projects for the
city, including a
new $28 million
water treatment
plant.

(320°F)

Patrollers sometimes describe ski patrol
in familial terms, and Ralph did patrol
with his brother, Barrie, and sister-in-law,
Sharon, but we were so close with other
patrollers that growing up my brothers and I

27°F/40°F

referred to various other patrollers as “aunt”
and “uncle.”

170°C
(338°F)

Ned Huntley

Ned was born
in Northampton
and worked
for his father’s
surveying and
engineering firm
as a teenager
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and while in college. Ned graduated from
the University of Massachusetts Amherst
as a civil engineer.
He met his future wife, Breda, on a blind
date in 1987. Breda said that Ned would
have to learn to ski if they were to be married, which they were in 1989.
Ned was a devoted family man, father to
their two sons, Jameson and Graeme, both
now in college. Ned coached his sons’
soccer teams when they were younger, and
as an Eagle Scout himself, participated in
Graeme’s Eagle Scout award ceremony.

After the war, he worked in sales. For many
years, he was general manager of Siegelman’s
Liquor Store in Syracuse, New York, his
father-in-law’s business; later, he was a
manufacturer’s representative for a number of
furniture companies.
He was active in the Syracuse Jaycees, the
Optimist Club of Syracuse University, and
volunteered with Crouse Hospital and SUNY
Upstate Medical University.
Fellow patrollers enjoyed Herb’s sense of
humor and the many stories he shared while
on duty.

Ned loved animals, and doted on his dog,
Manfred, his cats, and his horse. He also
had a “little girl,” a 1967 Dodge Charger
that he maintained with precision, and for
which he custom-built a garage.

Herb was predeceased by Lois, his wife of
59 years. He is survived by his sister, three
children, and a number of grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In addition to his wife and two sons, Ned
is survived by his siblings, Deb Allen,
David Huntley, Kathryn Whitney, and
Elizabeth Huntley, as well as several stepbrothers and stepsisters and many nieces
and nephews. Breda said that for all their
26 years of marriage, Ned was her best
friend.

Jeff Paston
Central New York Region Historian

Contributions in Ned’s memory may be
made to:
Ned Huntley Memorial Scholarship
for Civil Engineering
c/o Hampshire Regional High School
19 Stage Road
Westhampton, MA 01027
Dick Woolf
Stratton Mountain Ski Patrol, Vermont

Herbert Isaacs
Herbert Isaacs died at the age
of 91 after falling. The irony
is that he spent 32 years as a
ski patroller helping others
who had fallen on the Song
Mountain slopes.
Herb’s ski patrol career started
in 1964 and despite two heart
attacks and a heart bypass surgery, he continued patrolling until he could no longer meet
the rigors of patrol duty. He was one of the
patrol’s early members, having a background
of military service in World War II.
Herbert Isaacs

He was born Jan. 1, 1925, in Scranton,
Pennsylvania, and later enlisted in the U.S.
Army Air Corps and flew a B-17 bomber on
more than 20 missions over Germany. He continued his enjoyment of flying after the war,
and added skiing and tennis to his interests.

Darren Johnson
Darren Johnson, 34, was killed in an avalanche on Jan. 19, 2016. At the time of the
incident, he was working as an on-duty
professional ski patroller with the Yellowstone
Club (YC) in southwest Montana, where he
had been patrolling for the past six seasons.
On that day, he had volunteered to assist local
university grad students collect snowpack
data outside the ski area boundary on Cedar
Mountain. While returning inbounds to the
YC ski area, the group navigated through
uncontrolled backcountry avalanche terrain.
Darren was the second skier to descend, and
chose a line that was steeper, and identified
by the group beforehand as a particular slope
of concern.
Although his line was only 50 feet to the east
of the first skier to descend, this subtlety had
immensely devastating consequences. He
jumped off a cornice and two turns into his
run the slope broke above him, failing on a
layer of depth hoar at the ground (2-4 feet
deep), propagating out 300 feet, and carrying
him downhill 300 feet through a thick patch
of large trees. He came to rest only partially
buried, but the
trauma was
too severe to
survive.

Darren Johnson

The rescue
efforts that
ensued were initiated by the two
grad students,
both of whom
had several
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years of professional patrolling experience, and
a first-year patroller at YC who had also been
assisting with their research. Patrol dispatch
was informed, Life Flight was contacted, and a
mountain operations-wide effort was made to
save Darren. Despite our best efforts in trying
to revive Darren for over an hour, we tragically
lost our brother that day to the mountains.
Darren was passionate about snow, avalanches,
and patrolling; in many ways, this was simply
a reflection of his approach to life. Never one
to waste a day or turn down a challenge, he
grabbed life by the horns and energized those
around him to do the same. Those that knew
him best, and knew of his thousands of adventures, clearly thought he was invincible. There
is a palpable hole in our patrol that Darren’s
spunk, enthusiasm, and endless humor used to
fill. Compassionately looking out for the underdog, he was quick to open his heart and lend a
helping hand. He could and would dispute to
the end if it was something he believed in, then
he would carry on self-assured, never once
backing down from who he was. Self-possessed
charm was his effortless companion.
It also seems that part of his calling was to find
the edge. He lived in that place where the sense
of aliveness was so rich. It’s probably safe to say
Darren helped many of us find our own edge
at one point or another, the edge where we felt
most alive, most ourselves.
The circumstances of his death painfully
remind us that despite several years of avalanche and ski patrol training, none of us are
immune to the perils of weather, snowpack, terrain, and heuristics. The conditions that formed
the avalanche that took Darren’s life were a
depth hoar basal layer later followed by 13
inches of snow with 0.8 inches of snow-water
equivalent in two days of wind loading onto an
east-facing 40-degree slope that was overhung
by a cornice.
There is no fault or blame, only tragedy and an
enormously difficult lesson. We can all choose
to remember our training, be conservative in
questionable conditions, and continue in our
commitment to loving these beautiful, often
cruel, mountains we call home. We will miss
you, Darren.
In Darren’s memory, we have established an
education scholarship fund to assist pro ski
patrollers in attending the National Avalanche
School. This scholarship money will go to
qualified applicants who are passionate about
attending the program and furthering their avalanche education to the benefit of their patrol
and their community. Donations can be made
at www.djmemorialfund.org.
Yellowstone Club Ski Patrol
Yellowstone, Montana
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Joel Kahn
Joel Kahn, a long-time patroller at Snow Valley
in California, lost his courageous battle with
pancreatic cancer in August 2015. He joined
the patrol in 1964 and immediately became
an integral member. He received his National
Appointment Number 4443 in April 1974. He
retired from patrolling in 1990.
A graduate of UCLA, he taught junior high
school for 32 years and high school for five
years, where he was a very successful coach of
the track and field and cross country teams. His
expertise in teaching and coaching was very
evident, as he helped train new patrollers.
With his wife, Sherrie, an artist and also a
teacher, they literally traveled the world during
the summers and two sabbatical leaves. There
are few countries they haven’t visited.
Joel was an avid skier, runner, and bicyclist.
He rode his bicycle from the Canadian border
to the Mexican border and competed in many
10Ks and a half-marathon. He continued to
meet with his running buddies for coffee until
four or five weeks before his passing.
His smile, compassion, humor, and everlasting desire to help others will be missed by all
that knew him. He is survived by his wife of 48
years, Sherrie.
Ron Chandler
Alumni, California

Stephen Kraatz
Cancer claimed the life of long-time patroller
Stephen Kraatz on Jan. 22, 2016; he passed
away at his home in Skaneateles, New York.
Steve was born in Akron, New York, and
attended Michigan State University, later
working for Lake Michigan College and the
University of Minnesota.
Steve started as a Nordic patroller in 1987
and quickly added alpine patrolling at Song
Mountain in New York to his NSP resume.
He also loved sailing, traveling, dancing, and
hiking, and was a member of the Owasco Yacht
Club in Auburn, New York.

end of the day
and would never
back away from
the tough tasks,
even though as
chief he could
have assigned
them to others.”
“Steve was a
soft-spoken,
Stephen Kraatz
no-nonsense
guy who was always there to help anyone he
interacted with,” said one tribute. “His depth
of knowledge on many topics was great, yet he
never came across acting as the ‘expert,’ though
he was. I know his students over his many
years of teaching were blessed with his wisdom
and experiences. He gave sound advice when it
was asked for, and I benefited from it more than
once on our eight-minute chairlift rides.”
His ability, stamina, and philosophy may be
best summed up in one tribute from a fellow
patroller, who said, “I’ll never forget helping
you tear off your roof. I had a bad cold. You
said, ‘You can go home and be miserable, or
you can stay here and be miserable and get
something done.’”
Steve is survived by Kay, his wife of 48 years,
two sons, and seven grandchildren.
Jeff Paston
Central New York Region Historian

Mary Ann Lewis
In mid-January, much beloved patroller Mary
Ann Lewis of Onondaga Hill, New York, died
in the recovery room shortly after undergoing
surgery on Jan. 15, 2016. She was 62, and had
been a 37-year member of the NSP starting in
1975, patrolling at Song Mountain in New York
and retiring due to a leg injury in 2012.
Mary Ann attended Syracuse University, graduating with a degree in biochemistry; she also
was the coxswain of the rowing team. After
graduating, she used her biochemistry degree
working for Bristol-Myers Squibb for 27 years.
She met her
husband, Charlie,
while the two of
them pursued a
common interest in playing
bagpipes, which
she began playing in 1972.
She competed
internationally in
the World Pipe

Fellow Song Mountain patrollers recalled that
Steve led by example. As one tribute put it,
“My first of thought of Steve is that he was the
reincarnation of Abe Lincoln; long, lean, hardworking, earnest, and honest with a wry sense
of humor. He always treated injured patients
and fellow patrollers with respect. He was a
capable patroller and skier to his final days. He
always chose the toughest trail to sweep at the
Mary Ann Lewis

IN MEMORIAM

Band Championship. Charlie joined her on ski
patrol in 1983, and the two skied together on
duty until Mary Ann’s retirement.
Song Mountain patrollers wrote many tributes, noting Mary Ann could bring a smile to
everyone with whom she interacted. She was
quick-witted, big-hearted, and always very
knowledgeable when it came to the care of
injured skiers.
A fun person to be around, one patroller said
of her, “Mary Ann sure knew how to tell
stories and put smiles on our faces. She was
a little spark plug ... so witty, and so fast with
her brand of self-deprecating humor; always
upbeat even when she had personal injuries,
like breaking her leg. She made that sound like
fun! Charlie was her foil, and a lovingly good
one. She will be remembered always and will
be sorely missed.”
In addition to her husband, Charlie, Mary Ann
leaves behind a son and daughter.
Jeff Paston
Central New York Region Historian

Pete Mataya
The Spirit Mountain Ski Patrol in Duluth,
Minnesota, lost a retired and valued member
with the passing of Pete Mataya on July 23,
2015, following chronic illness complications.

and he quickly became a Winter Emergency
Care, then Outdoor Emergency Care, instructor,
teaching annual candidate classes. He was also a
station manager for several years at fall refresher
sessions. His exemplary efforts were recognized
with a Green Merit Star.
While still employed, Pete patrolled a weekend
shift and, after fully retiring, he switched to a
weekday shift and enjoyed the sunny skies and
less crowded slopes. Pete was well liked, especially by his ski patrol colleagues.
Pete is survived by his wife of 34 years, Mary
Ann Ulishney; daughter, Carole; son, Darryl;
son, David; son, Dan; daughter, Lisa; as well as
11 grandchildren and two great-grandsons.
Jim Gearns
Spirit Mountain Ski Patrol, Minnesota

Dr. Frederick C.
Spannaus Jr.
Past Eastern Division Medical Adviser Fred
Spannaus peacefully left this world on July
24, 2015. Born on April 25, 1921, in New York
City, he graduated from Columbia University
and received his medical degree at New York
University School of Medicine. His specialties

were obstetrics,
general practice,
and emergency
medicine. He met his
wife, Annette, while
interning at Fordham
Hospital in New York,
where she worked
as a registered nurse.
They married at The
Little Church Around
the Corner on Aug.
30, 1945.

Dr. Frederick C. Spannaus Jr.

Fred joined the Pahquioque Ski Patrol in the
Connecticut Region in 1965, where he served
as the patrol training adviser, medical adviser,
assistant patrol director, and coordinator
between the patrol and management. From
1974-1984, he was the Connecticut Region
medical adviser. He transferred to Ski Butternut
in the Western Massachusetts Region in 1984,
serving as the medical adviser for both the patrol
and the region. In 1987, he was appointed as the
Eastern Division medical adviser. He stepped
down in 1997. Fred was also an active OEC
Senior trainer/evaluator for both regions.
In 1973, Fred was awarded National
Appointment Number 4270, and in 1998 was
further recognized with a Distinguished Service
Award. He was inducted into the Connecticut

Pete was born in Paulton, Illinois, on Sept. 25,
1930, the son of Croatian immigrants. He was a
flight engineer in the U.S. Air Force during the
Korean War, where his technical talents were
first recognized.
Pete attended the University of Illinois and
continued throughout his life to learn and stay
abreast of scientific developments. His desire
to work with complex systems led him to the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, as its first
manager of computer research. His career also
included many years with IBM as a computer
system architect, developing early network
communication protocols that preceded the
Internet. Later in life, Pete provided guidance
to many adults with barriers to employment and dabbled in real estate sales and tax
preparation.
Pete was always active in his church, serving as president of the Council of Churches
for the Rochester, Minnesota, area, and taking
youth groups to the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area. In addition, Pete served on the vestry
at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in Duluth, the
Development Advisory Board for Libraries at
Carnegie Mellon University, and was a Habitat
for Humanity volunteer.

FOR GREAT DEALS
ON NORDICA PRODUCT
VISIT NSP.ORG

Pete’s 10-year ski patrol career began in 1989,
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Region Hall of Fame in 2010. After 42 years
patrolling, Fred retired in 2006.
He proudly served in the U.S. Army and was
responsible for medical services at a POW hospital in the Philippine Islands. On return from
the war, he opened a family practice in Danbury,
Connecticut, and became chief of obstetrics at
Danbury Hospital, followed by two terms as
chief of staff. In 1972, he joined Griffin Hospital
in Derby, Connecticut, serving as the director
of emergency services from 1976 to 1986. He
is credited with developing Griffin Hospital’s
emergency medical system, as well as introducing the American Cardiac Life Support courses
for area EMTs, doctors, and nurses. As both a
doctor and head of a family, he dedicated his
life to the helping of others.
He also had a passion for sports and nature. He
enjoyed water skiing and horseback riding.

Carbon
Flipcore

Through the end of his life, Dr. Spannaus never
ceased to impart knowledge or provide assistance to those around him. He was a wonderful
role model for his family and will be missed by
all that knew him. He is survived by two sons,
John and Michael; a daughter, Linda Emma; six
grandsons, Craig, Justin, Matt, Seth, Chris, and
Nick; two granddaughters, Katie and Carly; and
eight great-grandchildren.
Laura Tucker
Eastern Division Trail Sweep Editor

John Francis
“Jack” Tewey
John Francis “Jack” Tewey, National
Appointment Number 2183, passed away on
Jan. 30, 2016, in Birmingham, Alabama, at the
age of 93. Jack was a devoted husband, father,
and grandfather who will be fondly remembered
for his friendliness, outgoing personality, and
quick wit.

A tip you can depend on. Carbon
reinforced tip and tail sections ensure
the utmost stability when conditions
demand it. Whether getting the toboggan
down through 6” of mank or sweeping
ice bumps at dusk - depend on your
equipment like skiers depend on you.
Learn more at www.blizzardsportsusa.com

Jack was born Dec. 13, 1922, in Irvington, New
York, and spent a significant part of his young
life in Ithaca, New York. He trained with the
U.S. Army Air Corps in Kearns, Utah, during World War II, and graduated from Cornell
University in Ithaca, receiving his bachelor’s and master’s from the School of Hotel
Administration.
It was during his undergraduate years at Cornell
that he met his future wife, Barbara Samson, of
Scranton, Pennsylvania. They married in 1950
and enjoyed 41 years together until Barbara
passed away in 1991 at the age of 64.
After college, Jack and Barbara lived in
Bradford, Pennsylvania; Elmira, New York;
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Syracuse, New
York; Melrose,
Massachusetts;
Cortland, New
York; and Ithaca.
Along the way,
they raised
six children:
Maureen,
Michael, Karen,
Brian, Kevin, and
Colleen.

John Francis “Jack” Tewey

Jack’s interests included skiing, tennis, golf,
hunting, and flying. His past affiliations
included the City Club of Ithaca (president), the
Disabled American Veterans charity, Beta Theta
Pi fraternity, and the National Ski Patrol.
In the late 1950s, Jack was a member of the
Elmira Ski Patrol, working with the Cortland
Ski Patrol in the early days of Greek Peak in
Cortland. He was an organizer and first aid
instructor for the Greek Peak Ski Patrol, and
he later patrolled at Mount Whittier Ski Area
in New Hampshire and Sugarbush Resort in
Vermont. He retired in 1971 and became an NSP
alumni member.
Jack’s family of eight skied together for years.
Maureen, Karen, and Michael served as instructors at Greek Peak. Jack carried his love of skiing
well into his later years, and he even enjoyed
hitting the slopes a few times during his 80s.
Jack was a faculty member, administrator, and
consultant for the Cornell School of Hotel
Administration, was an adjunct faculty member
of École normale supérieure in Paris, and
served with the International Executive Service
Corps in numerous locations around the world.
He spent his retirement years in Venice and
Sarasota, Florida, and worked as a volunteer
for Tidewell Hospice and Sarasota Memorial
Hospital in Sarasota. He moved to Birmingham
in 2011.
Jack was predeceased by Barbara Samson
Tewey, his loving wife of 41 years; daughters,
Karen Seferlis and Kathleen Tewey; sisters,
Barbara C. Tewey and Vera Tewey; and parents,
Michael Harry Tewey and Veronica F. Tewey.
He is survived by his sons, Michael Tewey
(Barb) of Hudson, Florida; Brian Tewey (Ann
Marie) of Boulder, Colorado; and Kevin Tewey
of Reno, Nevada; daughters, Maureen Middaugh
(Ken) of Lewisville, North Carolina; and Colleen
Sweeney of Birmingham; grandchildren, Cheryl
Precious, Diamando Seferlis, Allison Middaugh,
Peter Seferlis, Justin Tewey, Sean Mericle
Tewey, Matthew Mericle Tewey, Meghan
Sweeney, Celia Tewey, and Trey Sweeney; and
great-grandson, Sam Precious.
Brian Tewey

Mike Wilk
We’re going to have a “Kringle crisis” in the
patrol room; Mike Wilk has left us!
Since 1978, when Mike first joined the Wilmot
Mountain Ski Patrol, his arrival, on Saturday
morning, was heralded by his presentation
of the day’s Kenosha Kringle Coffee Cake. It
became a ritual, and his trademark.
We called him “Mike,” but the public knew
him better as His Honor S. Michael Wilk, of the
Kenosha (Wisconsin) County Circuit Court.
A product of Princeton University and the
University of Michigan Law School, he served
on the court for over two decades and, in those
20-plus years, he and I enjoyed an ongoing discussion of, among other things, the mysterious
transformation that takes place when we pass
through the patrol room door. He was no longer
a judge, and my profession would be shelved, as
we both morphed into ski patrollers.
Mike loved the patrol. As his wife, Joan, told
me, “First came his family, then the court, and
then came the patrol.” On his credenza is a picture of his wife and children and another of his
patrol family, the Wilmot Mountain Ski Patrol’s
Saturday “A” Team.
He was a great patroller. It could be raining out,
the temperature could be a gazillion below, but
Mike was always ready for his rotation on the
hill. Being late to relieve the patrollers of the
previous shift was something he’d never even
think of. However, as he aged and his bones got
too brittle to safely ski, he continued to arrive
at the patrol room, Kringle in hand, ready to
handle patrol room first aid and the ubiquitous
paperwork.

Someone else will, weekly, bring the Kringle,
and when we, together, lift the first bite, we’ll
chomp down and think of our dear friend, His
Honor, Ski Patroller “Mike.”
Sam Frank
Wilmot Mountain Ski Patrol, Wisconsin

Don Willey
Chestnut Mountain Ski Patrol in Illinois lost one
of its own to cancer on Friday, Jan. 9, 2015, when
Don Willey passed away at his home in Dixon,
Illinois.
Don was born Dec. 8, 1952, in Dixon, where
he was vice president of production at Eller &
Willey Block Company. He married Peggy Glenn
on May 6, 1982. Peg was a patroller for nine
years. He is survived by his daughters, Katherine
(Mark) Kromeke of Franklin, Illinois; Margaret
(Aaron) Spencer of Dixon; and Abigail Willey
of Chicago, as well as two grandsons, Elliot
Kromeke and William Spencer.
Don was able to witness his youngest daughter,
Abbie, get engaged to patroller Matt Klein 12
days before his passing. The Willey patrol legacy continues with Abbie becoming a member
of the Chestnut Mountain Ski Patrol in 2016.
Don was a 32-year member of the National
Ski Patrol. He began his patrol career in 1982
at Plum Tree Ski Resort in Lanark, Illinois.
When Plum Tree closed in 1993, he transferred
to Chestnut Mountain, where he was an OEC
instructor for 17 years and a member of the
2013/2014 National Outstanding Large Alpine
Patrol.

One day, I asked him to stop filling out incident
reports because I couldn’t read his handwriting.
By the time our next duty day came around, he
had practiced and the reports looked like they
had come out of a word processor.

In the off season, he enjoyed performing in the
local community theater alongside one of his
daughters and playing with his grandsons. He
would open his house, located along the Rock
River, for a summer patrol outing. Patrollers
would camp out on his lawn and spend the
weekend waterskiing, boating, and jet skiing.

Over the past several years, Mike would ask, at
the end of the season, if I was ready to retire.
He absolutely refused to retire before me.
Every year, we’d talk about the fact that we
weren’t ready to hang up our red vests … yet.
Now, he has.

Don worked the Sunday night shift, where
he and Peggy would cook a great meal for the
patrollers. He was one of the first patrollers at
Chestnut to be both a skier and a snowboarder.
He advocated for patrollers to become proficient
in both activities.

Mike passed away on March 3, 2016, a victim of
flu and pneumonia. He was still hearing cases
the week before he was hospitalized.

After a hard day patrolling, Don could be found
on a bench outside the patrol room basking in
the sun like a turtle on a log. Two memorial
benches now sit outside the patrol room, where
on a sunny winter day, they are filled with
patrollers turtling in the sun.

He leaves behind a loving wife and daughter,
both Ph.D.s, and a son whom he had the opportunity to swear in as a circuit court judge too, as
well as dozens and dozens of admiring fellow
patrollers and hundreds and hundreds of professional friends.

Deb Allison
Chestnut Mountain Ski Patrol, Illinois
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Pg. 22
Pg. 24
Pg. 29
Pg. 24
Pg. 62
Pg. 28
Pg. 29
Pg. 39
Pg. 24
Pg. 32
Pg. 30
Pg. 25

Fall 12
Winter 13
Winter 13
Winter 13
Summer 11
Winter 12
Summer 14
Fall 13
Winter 16
Fall 14
Winter 15
Fall 11
Fall 15
Summer 12
Summer 13
Winter 14

Equipment
2014 Gear Guide
Battery performance
Bend-a-Knee splint
Boots and footbeds
Brill’s Drill for AI
Fitting boots
Multitool care
New Patagonia jackets
Pron packs
Pro form etiquette
Pro deals and sponsors
Radio systems
Shaped skis
Splint for lower extremities
Sponsors
Winter ski apparel

Pg. 42
Pg. 42
Pg. 44
Pg. 26-38
Pg. 26
Pg. 53
Pg. 61
Pg. 47
Pg. 49
Pg. 40
Pg. 32
Pg. 54
Pg. 20
Pg. 64
Pg. 32
Pg. 22

Fall 14
Summer 02
Winter 03
Fall 01
Winter 08
Winter 11
Spring 00
Summer 11
Summer 11
Fall 03
Winter 13
Fall 02
Winter 02
Fall 03
Winter 13
Winter 04

Features
10th Mountain Division
Aging trends in skiing
Al Schnier
Backcountry Boom
Bike and Build fundraiser
Bike patrols
Birds of Prey
Bonnie Prudden
Boots to Brie: France patrolling
Cable Riding Rescue
Charles Schobinger
Dartmouth Ski Patrol
Difference patroller makes
Don Williams
Dubai patrolling
Early season rescue
Electron Boy
Environmental Footprints
European patrolling
Everest: finding Mallory
Evolution of First Aid
Evolution of First Aid pt. 2
Extreme competition patrolling
Female Pioneers
Flight Standby: U.S. Open
Four-Season Patrolling
George Wesson
Hall of Fame
Helmet Laws
Helping Survivors
Iditarod
Iron Man Championships
Jay Otto memorial
Kees Brenninkmeyer
Learn to Ski and Snowboard Month
Mount Hood patrolling

Pg. 42
Pg. 36
Pg. 42
Pg. 28
Pg. 29
Pg. 54
Pg. 44
Pg. 38
Pg. 44
Pg. 44
Pg. 27
Pg. 30
Pg. 24
Pg. 44
Pg. 28
Pg. 40
Pg. 31
Pg. 44
Pg. 28
Pg. 30
Pg. 49
Pg. 42
Pg. 32
Pg. 52
Pg. 30
Pg. 36
Pg. 41
Pg. 56
Pg. 43
Pg. 26
Pg. 26
Pg. 28
Pg. 50
Pg. 56
Pg. 25
Pg. 23

Fall 07
Winter 09
Summer 14
Fall 13
Fall 09
Summer 14
Summer 12
Fall 12
Summer 15
Winter 12
Summer 11
Fall 14
Summer 11
Winter 14
Winter 09
Fall 11
Fall 10
Winter 16
Summer 11
Spring 00
Winter 12
Fall 12
Summer 11
Summer 12
Summer 15
Summer 15
Winter 11
Winter 16
Winter 11
Summer 11
Winter 10
Summer 10
Fall 08
Summer 13
Fall 10
Summer 10

MAGAZINE INDEX
Mountain bike conference
Multi-generation patrolling
NARSID peril
NSP Charter
NSP staff
Obama factor
Patrol Exchange Program
Patrol exchanges
Platinum anniversary
Q&A with Darcy Hanley
Q&A with Michael Berry
Reality TV: Blue Mountain patrol
Ron Ricketts
SAR School
Scout builds splints
Seven Summits
Ski with a patroller
Snow Guardians film
Subaru WinterFest
Tricia Hines
X Games patrols
West Point Ski Patrol
WinterKids
Winter SAR Conference
Women and patrolling
Wounded Warriors
Youth patrol programs

Pg. 80
Pg. 44
Pg. 43
Pg. 38
Pg. 36
Pg. 43
Pg. 27
Pg. 46
Pg. 32
Pg. 30
Pg. 37
Pg. 38
Pg. 26
Pg. 28
Pg. 34
Pg. 50
Pg. 37
Pg. 70
Pg. 30
Pg. 44
Pg. 48
Pg. 52
Pg. 37
Pg. 32
Pg. 34
Pg. 62
Pg. 30

Fall 15
Fall 08
Fall 11
Summer 13
Fall 13
Winter 09
Fall 10
Winter 14
Winter 08
Winter 11
Wnter 11
Fall 08
Fall 13
Winter 14
Winter 11
Summer 13
Fall 09
Fall 14
Summer 14
Winter 15
Summer 14
Winter 08
Fall 10
Winter 16
Fall 15
Summer 14
Fall 07

Fundraising
Leaving NSP in will
Pay it forward
Planned giving
Snow angel challenge

Pg. 62
Pg. 95
Pg. 88
Pg. 64

Summer 13
Fall 15
Fall 14
Winter 15

Health and Fitness
Conditioning
Core strengthening
Foot alignment issues
Fuel for injury prevention
Hydration
Nutrition
Sleep apnea
Stamina
Sun damage

Pg. 24
Pg. 20
Pg. 43
Pg. 42
Pg. 52
Pg. 24
Pg. 36
Pg. 26
Pg. 32

Fall 04
Fall 05
Fall 10
Winter 07
Fall 05
Winter 05
Fall 04
Summer 09
Fall 05

Instructor Development
Invisible time
Instructor Development CD course

Pg. 62
Pg. 26

Summer 15
Winter 07

Keep the Good ones
New program director
Worst student

Pg. 70
Pg. 89
Pg. 96

Winter 16
Fall 14
Fall 15

Legal
Dealing with being subpoenaed
Dealing with a fight between guests
Health insurance (HIPAA)
Kane v. NSP overturned
Ski safety legislation
Volunteer insurance

Pg. 22
Pg. 35
Pg. 42
Pg. 48
Pg. 35
Pg. 68

Summer 08
Fall 08
Fall 03
Fall 01
Summer 12
Summer 14

Mountain Hosts
Hill ambassadors
Jackson Hole

Pg. 57
Pg. 29

Summer 12
Winter 08

Nordic
Klister
New Nordic Program director
NIMS
Nordic breakout
Nordic Manual
Nordic Master
Nordic Master refresher
Patrolling the Birkie
Program changes
Repair kit
Risk management
Rollerskiing
Ski sailing
Skinning technique
Short boards
Summer patrolling
Telemark alignment
Telemark improves alpine skills
Telemark tips
Telemark turns
Telemark workout plan
Valley Forge refresher
White Pass turn

Pg. 58
Pg. 55
Pg, 82
Pg. 72
Pg. 73
Pg. 69
Pg. 76
Pg. 58
Pg. 56
Pg. 56
Pg. 65
Pg. 56
Pg. 56
Pg. 50
Pg. 58
Pg. 66
Pg. 56
Pg. 24
Pg. 58
Pg. 40
Pg. 48
Pg. 70
Pg. 60

Winter 07
Fall 10
Winter 13
Summer 12
Winter 16
Winter 12
Summer 14
Fall 11
Summer 11
Winter 06
Summer 15
Summer 02
Winter 02
Summer 03
Summer 01
Fall 12
Winter 03
Fall 03
Winter 00
Summer 04
Fall 00
Winter 14
Winter 01

OEC
Abdominal maladies
ACL tears, bracing
Adaptive patrons
Adaptive patrons
AEDs
Altitude and patient experience

Pg. 66
Pg. 16
Pg. 24
Pg. 64
Pg. 58
Pg. 66

Fall 05
Winter 05
Winter 03
Summer 03
Fall 00
Winter 00

Anaphylaxis
Antibiotics and tendon injuries
Autism
Avalanche victim care
Bandaging technique
Boston Marathon
Brain attack
Chest compression, AEDs
Chest injuries
“Clearing” the spine
Cold injuries
CPR updates
Diabetes
Difficult patrons
EMS interface
EMS services and patrols
Emergency action plan
Exercise-induced asthma
Exposure to blood
Facial injuries
Femur injuries
Head check - TBI
Hearing-impaired patients
High altitude and Raynaud’s Disease
Hypothermia
Kehr’s Sign
Knee injuries
Latex allergies
Leadership
Leadership
Long bone fractures
Lymphedema
Mass-casualty
Medical Good Samaritans
Mnemonics
MIs/Stroke
NuMask
Ocular injuries
OEC in forests
OEC Fourth
OEC Fifth: about
OEC Fifth changes: part 1
OEC Fifth changes: part 2
OEC Program director
Oxygen administration
Pediatric care
Pediatric patients
Pediatric patients: baselines
Pelvis girdle injuries
Periarticular injuries
Pregnancy at high altitude
Pregnant patients
Pulse oximetry
Pulse oximetry
Quality management
Refresher approaches
S.A.M.P.L.E.
Scene management
Shock
Shock: A silent killer
Snowblindness
Spinal anatomy, injury, and care
Spine boads
Spine injuries
Spiral tibia fracture
Spleen injuries
Splint for lower extremities
Staging scenarios
Stethoscopes
Stress Management
Tooth injuries
Thoracic trauma
Traction splints
Vital signs
Vital signs: taking
Volunteering at Ground Zero

Pg. 69
Pg. 36
Pg. 36
Pg. 68
Pg. 62
Pg. 64
Pg. 66
Pg. 64
Pg. 48
Pg. 72
Pg. 28
Pg. 74
Pg. 32
Pg. 26
Pg. 41
Pg. 32
Pg. 32
Pg. 64
Pg. 32
Pg. 58
Pg. 63
Pg. 66
Pg. 28
Pg. 51
Pg. 12
Pg. 56
Pg. 54
Pg. 64
Pg. 62
Pg. 36
Pg. 57
Pg. 62
Pg. 28
Pg. 31
Pg. 66
Pg. 62
Pg. 72
Pg. 19
Pg. 24
Pg. 39
Pg. 60
Pg. 58
Pg. 62
Pg. 66
Pg. 82
Pg. 68
Pg. 62
Pg. 64
Pg. 62
Pg. 56
Pg. 32
Pg. 44
Pg. 66
Pg. 74
Pg. 22
Pg. 54
Pg.
Pg. 70
Pg. 63
Pg. 88
Pg. 31
Pg. 68
Pg. 56
Pg. 57
Pg. 58
Pg. 70
Pg. 64
Pg. 64
Pg. 55
Pg. 100
Pg. 85
Pg. 91
Pg. 59
Pg. 66
Pg. 38
Pg. 10, 16

Winter 15
Winter 02
Winter 02
Winter 03
Winter 05
Fall 13
Summer 03
Fall 06
Summer 04
Winter 14
Winter 04
Summer 12
Winter 04
Summer 04
Summer 01
Winter 00
Winter 06
Winter 07
Fall 06
Summer 04
Fall 02
Summer 15
Winter 03
Fall 09
Summer 09
Fall 00
Summer 04
Winter 03
Winter 06
Fall 06
Fall 10
Winter 02
Winter 00
Winter 12
Summer 01
Winter 00
Winter 12
Winter 08
Summer 01
Summer 02
Winter 11
Summer 11
Fall 11
Summer 13
Fall 01
Summer 13
Summer 04
Winter 01
Summer 01
Summer 02
Winter 02
Summer 04
Fall 02
Winter 16
Fall 07
Summer 03
Summer 14
Spring 00
Summer 02
Winter 13
Winter 01
Summer 01
Winter 04
Summer 03
Winter 02
Fall 12
Fall 03
Summer 04
Fall 09
Fall 15
Fall 01
Fall 14
Winter 02
Summer 02
Winter 10
Winter 02

Outdoor Emergency Transportation
Do the twist: toboggan handling
Pg. 66
Hands in, ready position
Pg. 71
Instructor Tracking
Pg. 78
Rig refresher
Pg. 100
Snowboarding patrollers
Pg. 36
Transportation revisited
Pg. 76
Video analysis
Pg. 71

Fall 00
Fall 02
Winter 16
Fall 14
Fall 05
Winter 15
Summer 15

Patrolling
Quadriplegic dispatches at Crested Butte
Critical incident stress
City life after season
Doctors on-scene
Going to the North Pole
Patroller visibility
Stress disorder/EMDR

Pg. 38
Pg. 30
Pg. 38
Pg. 68
Pg. 20
Pg. 25
Pg. 54

Spring 00
Fall 00
Summer 01
Winter 01
Fall 01
Fall 11
Fall 01

Patroller Education Conference
PEC 2009
Pg. 20

Summer 09

PEC 2010
PEC 2012 preview
PEC 2012 final call
PEC 2012 - recap

Pg. 32
Pg. 30
Pg. 34
Pg. 32

Summer 10
Fall 11
Winter 12
Summer 12

Photo Contests
Cover Shot
Photo Contest 2010 winners
Photo Contest 2013 starts
Photo Contest 2013 winners
Photo Contest 2014 winners
Photo Contest 2015 winners
Photo Contest 2016 starts

Pg. 27
Pg. 38
Pg. 28
Pg. 38
Pg. 36
Pg. 28
Pg. 29

Winter 16
Summer 11
Winter 13
Summer 13
Summer 14
Fall 15
Winter 16

Powderfall
Perfect Powder
Powder to the People
Powderfall Recap
Return to Powderfall

Pg. 60
Pg. 54
Pg. 66
Pg. 34

Fall 14
Winter 15
Fall 15
Summer 14

Reviews
Achelis, Backcountry Rescue
Alf Engen bio
Ancinas, Tales from Two Valleys
Anthony, White Planet
Biesbrecht, Hypothermia, Frostbite
Davenport, Fifty Classic Ski Descents
DesLauriers, Higher Love
Dyer, Pretty Faces movie
Eastman, Ski Sentinels
Farabee, Death, Daring and Disaster
Fox, Deep
Fry Story of Modern Skiing
Kircher, The Next 15 Minutes
Pritchard, Totem Pole
Rhein, Beyond Birkie Fever
Roundy, 75 Search and Rescue Stories
Stoddart, Making Meaning Mountains
Thorne, Powder: Greatest Ski Runs
Tremper, Avalanche Essentials
Waterhouse, Passion for Skiing
Woodlief, Wall of White

Pg. 47
Pg. 74
Pg. 78
Pg. 84
Pg. 68
Pg. 76
Pg. 105
Pg. 80
Pg. 40
Pg. 70
Pg. 88
Pg. 50
Pg. 82
Pg. 64
Pg. 84
Pg. 78
Pg, 102
Pg. 84
Pg. 103
Pg. 67
Pg. 16

Winter 10
Spring 00
Summer 13
Fall 11
Winter 07
Summer 11
Fall 15
Winter 15
Winter 08
Winter 01
Summer 14
Fall 07
Winter 12
Fall 00
Winter 14
Fall 12
Winter 13
Winter 16
Fall 14
Winter 11
Summer 09

Risk Management
Patrol involvement

Pg. 28

Winter 02

Ski Area Operations
1960 Olympics
Olympics
2010 Olympic patrolling
A Day in the Life
Apache and Apache Patrol
Biodiesel
Birch Hill
Boston Mills/Brandywine
Caberfae Peaks
Climate change and ski areas
Cockaigne
Colorado Mountain College course
Customer service and patrolling
Granite Peak
Holiday Valley
Homewood
Jiminy Peak and Jiminy Peak patrol
June Mountain
Lost Trail Powder Mountain and patrol
Park City
Pine Knob
Pinecrest Nordic patrol
Roundtop and Roundtop patrol
Schuss Mountain
Silver Mountain and patrol
Sky Valley
Wachusett Mountain
Wildlife ecology

Pg. 40
Pg. 24
Pg. 19
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 29
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 32
Pg. 10
Pg. 16
Pg. 21
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 4
Pg. 16
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 10
Pg. 34

Fall 09...2002
Summer 02
Summer 10
Fall 05
Winter 01
Fall 08
Summer 04
Fall 04
Winter 07
Winter 10
Winter 04
Fall 04
Winter 10
Summer 02
Fall 02
Winter 06
Winter 00
Winter 05
Spring 00
Fall 05
Fall 03
Fall 01
Fall 00
Winter 03
Summer 01
Summer 03
Fall 06
Winter 01

Skier Safety
Chairlift
Fee for rescue, Chamonix
Helmet use and OSHA
Jumping injuries
New safety team
NSP safety initiatives 10-11
NSP Safety Team
Safety packages
Safety Team initiatives
Safety Week
Stay Safe
Suncreen
Toboggan packs
Tree wells

Pg. 42
Pg. 16
Pg. 16
Pg. 66
Pg. 12
Pg. 59
Pg. 37
Pg. 96
Pg. 32
Pg. 32
Pg. 79
Pg. 52
Pg. 70
Pg. 18

Winter 03
Summer 04
Winter 10
Fall 04
Winter 08
Fall 10
Winter 12
Fall 14
Summer 14
Winter 09
Winter 16
Fall 01
Fall 04
Summer 03

Sweep-Patrolling essays
Skiing or ski patrolling, by Mike Berard
Stolen Time-Big Sky, by Emily Stifler

Pg. 45
Pg. 53

Summer 09
Winter 09

Cell phones
COSPAS-SARSAT
Dialing 911: part 1
Dialing 911: part 2
Digital and analog radios
Drone use
FCC licensing
FCC regulations
GPS technology
High tech communications, websites
Informing the public
Interoperability
Narrowbanding deadline
Narrowbanding definition
Narrowband equipment
Narrowband requirements
NSP website
Off-season radio use
Public safety broadband
Preparing radios for the season
Radio and ICS
Radio licensing hurdles
Radio signal coverage
Radio Tech Changes
Radios vs. apps
Report from PEC
Telecom update
Transitioning from 10 Codes

Pg. 22
Pg. 15
Pg. 70
Pg. 70
Pg. 17
Pg. 74
Pg. 92
Pg. 17
Pg. 98
Pg. 72
Pg. 82
Pg. 16
Pg. 67
Pg. 61
Pg. 76
Pg. 49
Pg. 24
Pg. 61
Pg. 103
Pg. 56
Pg. 76
Pg. 74
Pg. 61
Pg. 80
Pg. 74
Pg. 24
Pg. 16
Pg. 78

Winter 08
Summer 08
Summer 13
Fall 13
Summer 10
Summer 15
Winter 13
Fall 08
Fall 14
Summer 01
Summer 14
Winter 09
Fall 11
Winter 11
Fall 12
Winter 10
Fall 02
Summer 11
Fall 15
Fall 09
Winter 14
Winter 12
Fall 10
Winter 16
Winter 15
Summer 09
Fall 07
Summer 12

Training and Techniques
ACL recovery
Ankles and skiing
Ankle flex
Balance improvement
Balance exercises
Boots
Conditioning
Continuing education
Core fitness
Dryland training
Edge exchange
Foot problems
Hamstrings, quads and ACL injuries
Helicopter transport
Hydrating while skiing
Knee injury rehab
Learning disabilities
Lift evac for adaptive skiers
Patrolling again after severe injury
Pilates
Plyobalance
Powder technique
Pressure management on skis
Rollerskiing
Skiing ice
Skiing ice
Skiing steeps
Stretching
Student patrol program (Gould Academy)
Teaching techniques
Yoga

Pg. 24
Pg, 24
Pg. 35
Pg. 36
Pg. 30
Pg. 16
Pg. 24
Pg. 30
Pg. 34
Pg. 24
Pg. 30
Pg. 35
Pg. 38
Pg. 32
Pg. 26
Pg. 22
Pg. 26
Pg. 32
Pg. 44
Pg. 26
Pg. 40
Pg. 16
Pg. 30
Pg. 52
Pg. 18
Pg. 24
Pg. 16
Pg. 47
Pg. 18
Pg. 68
Pg. 16

Spring 00
Winter 00
Summer 01
Winter 04
Winter 05
Winter 04
Fall 04
Summer 04
Fall 03
Winter 01
Summer 01
Winter 00
Winter 01
Summer 03
Summer 10
Spring 00
Winter 06
Fall 04
Winter 00
Summer 03
Winter 00
Winter 00
Winter 09
Summer 02
Winter 01
Winter 10
Spring 00
Fall 02
Summer 02
Fall 00
Winter 03

Women’s
Central Division Clinic
Eastern Division Leadership Summit
Gear for women
Girl talk
Heavenly clinic
Jeannie Thoren
Learning experiences
Mt. Hood June clinic
Southern Division clinic
Tahoe Women’s Summit
Women’s Program growth
Women’s Summit

Pg. 83
Pg. 75
Pg. 94
Pg. 72
Pg. 62
Pg. 77
Pg. 78
Pg. 68
Pg. 72
Pg. 82
Pg. 62
Pg. 79

Summer 14
Summer 15
Winter 13
Summer 13
Summer 11
Winter 12
Winter 14
Fall 11
Fall 13
Winter 16
Winter 11
Winter 15

Young Adult
Creating young adult patrols
Division training seminars
Growing YAPs
Loveland
Next generation
Northern Vermont YAPs
Paying it forward
Program goals
R.A.T. Pack
Recruiting young adults
Shawnee Peak
Standardized guidelines
Willamette Pass YAPs
Young adult seminars
Young adult summary

Pg. 81
Pg. 78
Pg. 10
Pg. 64
Pg. 87
Pg. 79
Pg. 101
Pg. 64
Pg. 54
Pg. 81
Pg. 63
Pg. 80
Pg. 73
Pg. 77
Pg. 104

Winter 12
Fall 13
Fall 14
Winter 11
Summer 14
Summer 15
Winter 13
Summer 11
Summer 13
Winter 14
Fall 10
Summer 12
Fall 11
Summer 13
Fall 15

Telecommunication
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OUT OF BOUNDS

WRIT E A CAPT I ON
FOR THIS
PHOTO:
Send Ski Patrol Magazine
your captions for the
photo to the right. Scribe
of the winning caption will
receive a $25 gift certificate to the NSP Ski Patrol

Catalog, and recognition
in the next issue. Send
entries to spm@nsp.org,
or mail them to 133 S. Van
Gordon St., Suite 100,
Lakewood, CO 80228.
Only NSP members are
eligible. Remember SPM
if you have a humorous
photo for next issue’s
caption contest. Send it
in high resolution (at least
225 dpi) to spm@nsp.org.

Thanks to everyone for the submissions, and congrats
to our winner, Bob Reynolds. Thanks to Steve Ebb of
the Ober Gatlinburg Ski Patrol for the photo.
WINTER 2016 WINNER:

“Sons of Anarchy – snow chapter.”
— Bob Reynolds, Boyne Mountain Ski Patrol, Michigan

Honorable Mentions:
“I want my two dollars.”
— Debbie Collette-Cromp, Titus Mountain Ski Patrol, New York
“Oh those guys, they’re Hells Angels in the off season.”
— Rick Powers, King Pine Ski Patrol, New Hampshire
“Roads? Where we are going, we don’t need roads.”
— Adam “Radamski” Christianson, Deer Valley Ski Patrol, Utah
“Learn advanced patrol techniques with Larry, Moe, and Curly.”
— Ernie Stone, Snow Trails Ski Patrol, Ohio
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Sage Cattabriga-Alosa

Make your line pop.
Charge harder when you see more
detail with ChromaPop™
The experience is everything.™
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Photo: Andrew Burr

Photo: Colin Meagher

Always
Bring the
Houdini
®

The 4-oz Opportunist
Our very best products are those that do more than one thing.
That’s the way we’ve always played. If it’s dry, climb. If the dirt’s
tacky, ride. If it’s crisp and breezy, run.
The Houdini® Jacket is one of Patagonia’s Opportunist Essentials:
Key enduring pieces for any kit, any activity.
If you’re an NSP member, take advantage of the opportunity to shop
pro pricing on Patagonia® gear. Log on to nsp.org and click on the
Patagonia logo within the Pro Deals section of Member Services.

Photo: Mikey Schaefer © 2016 Patagonia, Inc.

